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0,1 Abstract

The significance of port-site metastases following laparoscopic interventions in patients

with gastro-intestinal malignancy is yet to be determined. The incidence of port-site

recurrence is controversial and the mechanisms of port-site recurrence are poorly

understood.

This thesis aims to explore the factors affecting the movement of tumour cells from a

primary malignancy across the peritoneal cavity to the port-site.

Various cell detection methods were studied (flrlter methods, fluorescence in situ

hybridisation, radiolabelled tumour cells). Filter methods and the use of ehTc labelled

tumour cells provided the most useful way of following the movement of tumour cells.

In vitro experiments revealed isolated occurrences of aerosolisation of tumour cells.

The use of heated and humidihed COz in vitro reduced deposition of cells on

instruments.

A ehTc radiolabelled real ttme in v¿vomodel was developed, which enabled the study

of tumour cell movement during laparoscopy, laparoscopic assisted and open colonic

resection. Free intraperitoneal fumour cells in vtvo moved regardless of insufflation.

Free inha peritoneal blood appeared to have a limiting effect upon cell movement.
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With disseminated intraperitoneal cells, widespread intraperitoneal movement of

tumour cells occurred, regardless of the type of surgery used for colonic resection. With

intraluminal cells, movement of tumour cells remained conflrned to the lumen,

regardless of the type of surgery used for colonic resection. Intramurally placed cells

gave inconclusive results due to technical problems, however a model for the

production of lymph node metastases was produced.

A human study was performed to explore microperforation during laparoscopic

cholecystectomy. Washings were taken from instruments used in laparoscopic

cholecystectomy for benign disease. Gall bladder mucosal cells were identiflred on

instruments.

Trans peritoneal spread of tumour cells to the port-site is more likely in the presence of

disseminated disease, as well as with inappropriate surgical technique. The incidence of

port-site metastasis may be reduced by the use of intraperitoneal lavage and appropriate

surgical technique.
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0.7 Definitions

Aerosolisation, when cells are carried individualþ or in clumps as particles by a gas.

Auger electron, an electron that has been ejected from its orbit because it received

energy from a particle emitted from a decaying atomic nucleus. Auger elechons

can interact with photographic emulsions to produce images.

Background, the ambient level of radiation.

Cannula, see trocar. The terms cannula and trocar are often used synonymously' The

trocar is a sharp pointed instrument able to penehate the abdominal wall and

enter the peritoneal cavity. The trocar is placed in a sleeve, this sleeve is referred

to as a cannula. After penetration of the abdominal wall, the trocar is removed,

leaving the sleeve behind to act as a gas tight low friction passage for

laparoscoPic instruments.

Endoscope, a rigid or flexible telescope that can be used to view the inside of a hollow

vlscus.

Gamma photon, 1, a high energy photon emitted from a radioactive source.

Gamma radiation, y, high energy photon radiation from a radioactive source'

Insufflation, using a gas (most commonly CO2) to inflate the peritoneal cavity

(pneumoperitoneum) to elevate the anterior abdominal wall to provide a better

view of the abdominal viscera.
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Insufflator, a machine used to provide gas for insufflation at a known pressure and gas

flow.

Laparoscope, a rigid telescope that can be used to view the inside of the peritoneal

cavitY.

Laparoscopic assisted surgery, surgery in which laparoscopic surgical techniques are

used to dissect and mobilise structures. Open surgical techniques are used to

perform part of the sugery.

Laparoscopic surgery, access to the peritoneal cavity is via the placement of

laparoscopic cannulæ. The dissection and handling of inha-abdominal structures

is via laparoscoPic instruments.

Open surgery, gaining access to the peritoneal cavity by the use of incisions, direct

access and handling of inha-abdominal structures by the surgeon.

Pixel, Abbreviation for picture element. The smallest'dot' comprising an image'

Pneumoperitoneum, when gas is within the peritoneal cavity'

port-site, Location on the abdominal or chest wall through which a cannula is passed to

achieve intraperitoneal or intrathoracic access for laparoscopic instruments.

port-site metastasis, gfowth of a tumour metastasis at a port-site.

Port-site recurrence, growth of a tumour metastasis at a port-site.
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Relative humidity, water vapoul content of air expressed as a percentage of the

maximum water vapour content of air at a certain temperature. (0%: dry air,

100%: maximum humidity of air before water condensation occurs).

Thoracoscope, a rigid telescope that can be used to view the inside of the thoracic

cavitY.

Trocar, see cannula. The trocar is a sharp pointed instrument able to penetrate the

abdominal wall and enter the peritoneal cavity. The trocar is placed in a sleeve,

this sleeve is referred to as a cqnnula. After penetration of the abdominal wall,

the trocar is removed, leaving the sleeve behind to act as a gas tight low friction

passage for laparoscopic instruments.

Trocar Site, location on the abdominal or chest wall through which a trocar within a

cannula is passed to achieve intraperitoneal or intrathoracic access for

laparoscopic instruments (see port-site).
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1. Review of Literature

1.1 History of LaparoæoPic Sutgery

"For centuries physicians have been attempting to investigate human body cavities and

their contents to advance their knowledge of disease." (Lau et al. 1997)

lapara: the soft part of the body between ribs and hip, flank, loin.

skopein: to look at or survey (Churchill's Illushated Medical Dictionary 1989).

To place this research in context, a brief history of laparoscopic sugery follows. Some

of the milestones and personalities involved in the development of laparoscopic surgery

are summarised (Figure 1.1, P. 3).

1.1.1 Natural Light Source (Hippocrates to 1805)

From the earliest days of civilisation, physicians relied upon ambient natural lighting to

illuminate a body cavity via an inserted tube. In the time of Hippocrates (460-375 BC)

speculums were used to examine the rectum (Rosin 1993). Similar speculums, that were

used to inspect the vagina and cervix, rectum; inside of the nose and eal, wele

discovered in the ruins of Pompeii. (Gorden 1993, Gotz 1993).

1.1.2 Reflected Light or Distal Light Source (1E06-1957)

During this period, advances in technology provided means of developing better light

sources and more refined optical systems for higher quality views. Also, instruments

were developed to allow surgical treatment of structures within hollow organs.

.|
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1.1.2.1 Open Tube System (1806'1878)

Bozzini, an obstetrician from Frankfurt am Main, developed his "Lichtleiter", an

instrument using reflected candlelight for viewing the inside of the bladder (Bozzini

1806, Milsom et al. 1996a). As a result of this activity, he was censured for "undue

curiosity" by the Medical Faculty of Vienna (Gorden 1993)!

Almost fifty years later, Antonin J. Desormeaux presented an improved endoscope to

the Academy of Medicine of Paris. In 1853, to achieve a brighter spotlight, he used a

kerosene lamp equipped with a chimney vent and a concentrating mirror as an external

light source (Desormeaux 1867, Milsomet aL l996a,Lavet al.1997)'

In 1867, Bruck, a German dentist from Breslau, described the first use of an internal

light source. He examined the mouth using illumination provided by an overheated

platinum wire. However, this device caused burns to the mouth. He later developed a

water jacket for cooling the white hot wire; not surprisingly, the device never became

popular (Rosin 1993,Lat et al' 1997 , Milsom et al' I996a)'

1. I. 2. 2 Rigìd Teles copíc Instraments (I I 79'1 I 3 6)

In 1879,Max Nitze, a urologist from Berlin, produced the first useable cystoscope with

lenses and electrical lighting (via a platinum wire) (Nitze 1879). He also designed a

separate channel in the cystoscope for passing ureteral probes. Nitze was helped by a

German optician, Beneche, and a Viennese electro-optician, Joseph Leiter, to produce a

commercial cystoscope that revolutionised cystoscopy and became the forerunner of

modern cystoscopes and endoscopes (Rosin 1993, Lau et al. 1997,Mllsomet al'

1996a).
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Later,the incandescent light bulb, invented by Thomas Edison in 1880, was added at

the distal end of the cystoscope by Newmann in 1883 (Dameword 1992,Lilu et al'

lggT).In 1889, Brenner further improved the cystoscope, by building a small channel

for irrigation of the bladder (Milsom et al. 1996a).

In 1889, Boisseau du Rocher, separated the ocular part of the cystoscope from the lamp

carrying beak by using a sheath through which multiple different telescopes could be

inhoduced (Stein 1874, Milsom et al' l996a,Lau et al' 1997)'

1.1.3 Era of Diagnostic Laparoscopy (1901-1932)

This period was marked by rapid development of laparoscopic equipment.

In 1902, Georg Kellig, a surgeon from Dresden, reported the first actual laparoscopy

(endoscopic visualisation of the peritoneal cavity) (Kellig 1902). At a meeting of the

German Biological and Medical Society in Hamburg in September 1901, he showed

that laparoscopy could be performed in a canine model. Kellig inserted a Nitze

cystoscope into the peritoneal cavity of a living anæsthetised dog and examined the

viscera. The abdomen was insufflated with air filtered through a sterile cotton swab. He

named the procedure "Kölioskopie" which is similar to today's term "coelioscopy"

(Kellig l902,Lat et al. 1997, Milsom et al' 1996a).

At the same time, Jacobaeus, a Swedish surgeon, published reports on the technique of

laparoscopy in humans. However, he inserted the cystoscope directly into the peritoneal

cavity without the prior induction of pneumoperitoneum. It was Jacobaeus who first

referred to the word "laparothorakoscopie" when he published his description of the

inspection of the human peritoneal, thoracic, and pericardial cavities. By 1911 he
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had described 80 laparoscopies with only one reported complication; hæmorrhage into

the peritoneal cavity from a trocar incision (Jacobaeus 1910, Jacobaeus 191 1, Cuschieri

and Buess 1992, Milsom et al' I996a,Lau et al' 1997)'

In 1911, Bernheim, of the John Hopkins Medical School, took a 12 mm diameter

proctoscope and introduced it through a small epigashic incision to examine the

viscera. In addition, rilhen he could find no abnormality, Bernheim opened the stomach

(after drawing the stomach out through the wound) and used the proctoscope to

examine inside its cavity. This would be the first example of a laparoscopic assisted

procedure (Bernheim 1911, Milsom et al. l996a,Lat et aL 1997),

Additional developments soon followed. Ordnoff, in 1920, used and described the

pyramidal trocar point currentþ in use (Ordnoff 1920, Milsom et al. I996a,Lau et al.

lggT). The first needle for producing pneumoperitoneum was described by Korbsch in

1921 (Korbsch 1921, Lauet al' 1997).

In 1918, Goetze developed the first spring loaded needle for initiating

pneumoperitoneum. In 1921, he invented an insufflator. Goetze developed this

technique for better visualisation of the peritoneal cavity during abdominal radiology

(Goetze 1918, Goetze 192I, Milsom et al' I996a,Lau et al' 1997)'

In !924, Stone wrote about "peritoneoscopy" in a canine model. Stone used air instead

of CO2 because air insufflation didn't require any special instruments. He also

developed a rubber cannula gasket (Stone 1924, Milsom et al. 1996a).In the same year,

Zollikofer first described the use of CO2 gas to form a pneumoperitoneum. Carbon

dioxide quickly became the most popular distending g&s, owing to its
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noncombustible properties, as well as its rapid absorption after a procedure (Zollikofer

1924, Milsom et al. l996a,Lat et al' 1997).

Short summarised the following advantages of laparoscopy in 1925 (Short 1925,

Milsom et al.I996a):

It could be done without discomfort;

The incision was so small that it was only necessary to keep the patient in bed

for a day or two;

Very few special instruments were needed;

It could be done at the patient's own house; and

It was available when it would be dangerous to perform laparotomy.

Kalk, considered by many to be the "father of modern laparoscopy", made several

contributions. He introduced the 45oC lens system and accumulated experience with

more than 2,000 patients. He published 2I papers between 1929 and 1959 that

established the use of dual cannulæ laparoscopy for diagnosis (Kalk and Bruhl 1951,

Milsom et al. l996a,Lat et al. 1997).

1.1.4 Era of Operative Laparoscopy (1933-1987)

The era of operative laparoscopy literally started with a bang. Fervers described the first

laparoscopic adhesiolysis. He also described, whilst using "cold cautery" electrosurgery

and 02 insufflation, an explosion inside the peritoneal cavity with multiple audible

"detonations" and "flames" visible through the abdominal wall. He wisely suggested

thatO2insufflation be abandoned (Fervers 1933, Milsom et al. I996a,Lau et al. 1997).

J

4

5
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In 1937, Ruddock, from Los Angeles, reported 500 diagnostic laparoscopies over 4

years. He flrrmly established laparoscopy as a safe procedure with low morbidity' He

also described a biopsy forceps with elechosurgical capability to perform coagulation

and tissue biopsy simultaneously (RuddockIg3T,Milsom et al. l996a,Lavet al. 1997).

Until the 1930's, pneumopqitoneum was accomplished with a Goetze style needle' In

1938, Veress, a Hungarian, described a spring loaded needle with an inner stylet that

automatically converted the sharp cutting edge to a rounded end incorporating a side

hole. This needle was originally designed to safely introduce air into the thoracic cavity.

The Veress needle is now commonly used to create pneumoperitoneum, and its design

remains almost unchanged since its invention (Veress 1938, Milsom et al' I996a,Lat et

al.1997).

1.1.4.1 A New Era of Laparoscopy (1952-1987)

During this period: the external light source was better developed, better optics

provided even more reflrned images, and many specialised laparoscopic instruments

were developed.

The first attempt to provide an external light source was in 1952, and involved placing a

tungsten lamp in a steel housing at the proximal end of the telescope, with the light

transmitted down a glass rod. (Fourestier e/ al. 1952, Bordelon and Hunter I994,Lat et

al. 1997). Shangely though, while fibre optics had been demonstrated back in the

1930,s by Heinrich Lamm, their use in endoscopy was not realised until 1952

(Fourestier et al. 1952, La:u et al. 1996). The invention of the Hopkins rod
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lenses dramatically improved the optical resolution and clarity of laparoscopes

(Hopkins 1953, Gow et al. I97ï,Milsom et al. l996a,Lau et al. 1997).

Kurt Semm, in Kiel, played a vital role in the development of operative laparoscopy

during the 1960's. The Kiel school, under his able leadership, developed the basic

laparoscopic instrumentation. Semm developed an automatic insufflating device that

monitored abdominal pressure and gas flow (Semm 1967, Milsom et al' I996a,Lau' et

at. 1997). He also invented: an irrigation system, the Röder loop applicator, the

Endoloop, hook scissors and a tissue morcellator (Semm 1978, Semm 1982, Semm

1983, Milsom et al. I996a,Lat et al. 1997)'

The first incidental laparoscopic appendectomy was performed in 1981 (Semm 1983'

Milsom et al. 1996a). Mühe, a surgeon from Boblingen, using a modified rectoscope

with an optic and CO2 insufflation, performed the first laparoscopic cholecystectomy in

1985 (Milsom et al. L996a,Lau et al' t997).

Laparoscopic visualisation of the abdominal cavity was restricted to the operating

surgeon. The surgical assistant could not directþ interact with the operative field unless

the laparoscope had an attachment to allow the assistant to view the operative field (the

so-called "teaching laparoscope"). Hence, complicated procedures could not be

performed effectively and so laparoscopic general surgery was rarely used (Milsom er

al. I996a,Lat et al. 1997).

1.1.4.2 Modern Era of Laparoscopy and Thorøcoscopy (1987 to Present)

In 1986, the development of the computer chip television camera ("charge coupled

device" or CCD) heralded a revolution for laparoscopic surgery. Laparoscopic
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surgery rilent ffom being a "head down" (where the operating surgeon had to look

through the eyepiece of the laparoscope) to a "head up" procedure (where the image at

the eyepiece could be sensed by the CCD and then projected onto a video monitor, such

that all in the operating team could see the laparoscopic image (Figure I'2,p'12)' This

era of video guided laparoscopy accelerated the teaching of more complex laparoscopic

procedures (Table 1.1, p. 11). New techniques were being developed all the time

(Conlon and Curtin 1995, Milsom et al' I996a,Lat et al' 1997)'

In 1989, Dubois et al. p¡¡blished the first series of laparoscopic cholecystectomtes

performed using the standard multiple puncture technique (Dubois et al' 1989, Milsom

et at. 1996a, Lau et al. 1997). Similar reports followed from Reddick and Olsen, and

Cuschieri et qL Tlt\swork led to a widespread interest in laparoscopic cholecystectomy

so that now hundreds of thousands of these procedure are performed worldwide every

year (Reddick and Olsen 1989, Cuschiei et al. 1990, Spaw e/ al. lggl,Dtbois et al'

1991, Dubo is et al. 1995, Milsom et al. I996a, Collet 1997,Lav et al. 1997)' With the

first reports of port-site recurrence, notes of caution regarding laparoscopic

cholecystectomy in the setting of gallbladder cancer started to appear (Paraskevopoulos

and Pechlivanides 1992, Z¡ulcker 1995, Yamaguchi et al. 1996). Concerns with

gynæcological laparoscopic surgery and cancer also became topical (Yuen 1994)'
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Diagnostic laparoscopYAccepted

Laparoscopic cholecYstectomY

AppendectomyGaining Acceptance

Exploration of the cornmon bile duct

Repair of inguinal hernia

Resection of colon

Operations for gasho-oesophageal reflux

Operations for peptic ulcer disease

Anecdotal experience

Cholecysto-enterostomY

Pancreatic resection

Splenectomy

Adrenalectomy

Gastrojejunostomy

Table 1.1: Modified from Jones and Soper 1994'
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C.C.D

Television
Monitor

A B

Laparoscope

Carmula

Wall

Peritoneal Cavity

Figure 1.2: Showing the difference between: A. "Head down" where only the operating

surgeon can see the laparoscopic image, and B. "Head Up" where the laparoscopic

image is electronically recorded by the charge coupled device (CCD) and shown on a

television monitor so that more than one pefson can see the laparoscopic image.
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'With the skills developed by laparoscopic cholecystectomy, the general surgeon could

do many other procedures: gastrostomy, feeding jejunostomy (Saiz et al' 1995),

adhesiolysis, staging of malignancy (Schlinkeú et al. 1995). Within the next few years

all the organs within the abdomen and chest had been approached (Table 1.1' p. 11)

(Jones and Soper 1994, Suzuki et al. 1994, Notaras 1995, Yim and Liu 1996, Linos e/

al. 1997,Park et al. 1997, Trus and Hunter 1997). The laparoscopic resection of bowel

for benign and malignant diseases was no exception (Cooperman et al' 1991, Schlinkert

1991, Wexner et al. 1993,Darzi et al, 1993,Buess et al' 1993,Tate et al' 1993, Monson

et aL 1992, Wexner and Reissman 1994, Thibault and Poulin 1995,Lav et al. 1996).

The laparoscope has been used in conjunction with a colonoscope to locate polypoid

tumours in the bowel (Champault 1994). Furthermore, the laparoscope has been held by

a robot arm (Automated Endoscope System for Optimal Positioning, "AESOP") to

enable a smaller operating team to be used (Jacobs et al' 1997).

One criticism of laparoscopic surgery is the lack of tactile feedback to the surgeon. The

,dexterity arm' (whereby the surgeon's arm passes through a gastight sleeve through the

abdominal wall) has been developed, with some success, to allow the surgeon to handle

tissue directþ (Scott and Darzi 1997).

Many have suggested using laparoscopy for staging, planning surgery and following up

malignancy (Possik et al. I986,Warshaw et al. 1986, Molloy et al' 1995,Bogen et al'

1 996, Conl on et al. 1996, Gardn er 1997 , Burke et al. 1997 , Schlinkert et al. 1995, van

Dam 1996, Gloor et al. 1997, Milsom and Kim 1997, van Dijkum et al. 1997).

Laparoscopy for staging malignancy can be performed under local anæsthesia, making

it aî attractive method of staging (Hall et al' 19S0). Howevet, with
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diagnostic laparoscopy, port-site metastasis has occurred (although seemingly rare)

(Aractingi et aL 1993, Jorgensen et al. 1995, Nieveen van Dijkum et al' 1996)'

Nevertheless, laparoscopic surgely can be offered as palliative sulgery to lessen

morbidity for the dying patient despite the risk of port-site recurrence (Bogen et al.

1996, Milsom andKim 1997).

1.2 Basic Modem Laparosæpic lnstruments and Equipment

Both reusable and disposable laparoscopic instruments are available. Disposable

instruments are guaranteed sterile and of the latest design, holever there is the problem

of wastage. Reusable instruments are often modular and multifunctional, however

reusable instruments: need regular maintenance, become obsolete and require re-

sterilisation between patient use (Bessell et al. I995b, Watson 1995b, Maddern and

Bessell 1995).

1.2.1 Trocars and Cannulæ

The terms trocar and cannula are often used synonymously. A trocar is a sharp pointed

instrument able to penetrate the abdominal wall and enter the peritoneal cavity. The

trocar is placed in a sleeve, this sleeve is referred to as a cannula (Figure 1.3, p. 15)'

After penetration of the abdominal wall, the trocar is removed, leaving the sleeve

behind to act as a gas tight low friction passage for laparoscopic instruments (Milsom e/

al. 1996b). Figure 1.4 (p. 16) shows this process. In this thesis, the term cannula refers

to the sleeve. At the external end of the cannula is a "chamber" that contains a valve

and seal to allow the gas tight passage of instruments. Cannulæ diameters typically

range from 5 mm to 12 mm.
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Figure 1.3: Construction of a typical cannula. The cannula is a tube that contains the

trocar. The sharp trocar is removed, once the cannula has been passed through the

abdominal wall. Insufflating gas can gain access to the abdominal cavity via the

cannula, by using the gas tap. The gas valve maintains a gas tight seal when no

instruments are in place. The seal forms a gasket around laparoscopic instruments. The

terms cannula and hocar are interchangeable.
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A C D

Figure 1.4: Laparoscopic cannula placement and use. A. After making a skin incision,

the cannula containing the trocar is pierced through the abdominal wall into the

peritoneal cavity. B. and C. Once the cannula is in place, the trocar is removed. D. Then

laparoscopic instruments (this example shows laparoscopic scissors) can be passed

through the cannula into the abdominal cavity with a gas tight seal.

B
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1.2.2 Establishing Pneumoperitoneum

A common way to establish pneumoperitoneum is to use an open cut down technique at

the umbilical scar (Hasson 1974, Hasson 1978). Once the peritoneal cavity is entered, a

blunt cannula is inserted and secured. The insufflating gas enters through this cannula

(Figure 1.5, p. l9). When the abdomen is inflated, a laparoscope can be passed through

the cannula and the other cannulæ inserted under direct vision.

Devices are available to elevate the abdominal wall without insufflation, but CO2

insufflation seems to provide better access and a better view (Maher 1995, Grtt et al.

IggT). Gasless laparoscopic surgery is still in its infancy, and some early result are

encouraging (Viani et al. l995,Nisii e/ al. 1997). These gasless techniques may cause

less stress response in patients, thus being beneficial to patient convalescence

afterwards (Koivusalo et al' 1996, Jolobe 1997).

1.2.3 LtparoscoPic fnsfiuments

Laparoscopic instruments are characterised by their long shafts, to enable them to be

passed through the cannula into the peritoneal cavity. The surgeon does not directly

handle the tissues, unless a laparoscopic assisted technique is used.

Scissors are used to dissect tissues and cut vessels. Graspers are used to handle trssue

for retraction. Ligatures can be tied within the peritoneal cavity. Clip applicators are

used to place compressible clips (as an alternative to ligatures) onto blood vessels prior

to division.
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Linear cutting staplers allow hollow organs to be divided and sealed in the same action.

The hansanal circular stapler allows end to end anastomoses to be fashioned easily.

1.3 LaparoscopicColonic Resection

Laparoscopic colonic resection (colectomy) was an extension of the experience gained

from laparoscopic cholecystectomy and inguinal hernia repairs. It is a substantially

more complex procedure but one that has shown to be efficacious (Buess et al' 1993,

Williams and Rees lgg4).Initially enthusiasm for this procedure was guarded (Wexner

et al. 1993). Numerous articles have been published regarding different variations of

laparoscopic colonic resection, and the consensus was gtowing that laparoscopic

colorectal surgeries were becoming safe, effective, and benefltcial for many benign

colonic disorders (Kim e/ al. 1992, Larach et al. 1993, Cohen and Wexner 1993, Beart

I994,Deanet al. l994,Ramos et al. 1995,Reissman et al. 1996b, Bennett et al' 1997,

paik and Beart 1997, Milsom and Kim 1997). As surgeons ascended the "learning

curve", laparoscopic colorectal surgery became faster (Reissman et al' I996a, Agachan

et al. 1997). Along with enthusiasm for this new technique come notes of caution

regarding whether laparoscopic surgery had any benefits over open surgery (O'Rourke

and Heald 1993, Griffrth 1994, Treacy and Johnson 1995, Kmiot and Wexnet 1995,

Forde 1996, Forde and Hulten 1996, Schirmer 1996, Moran lggT,Finlayson and

Birlcneyer 1997, Köhler et al. 1997). Watson expressed concern that surgeons were

being over-enthusiastic with claims of surgical firsts and "me toos', with possible

compromise of safe surgical principles (Watson 1994).
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Figure 1.5: Represents a transverse section of the supine abdomen. Showing how the

insufflating gas elevates the anterior abdominal wall to provide adequate visibility of
abdominal organs by converting the potential peritoneal cavity to an actual space for

working.
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Laparoscopic colectomy has also been applied to malignant disease. Much discussron

has centred around whether laparoscopic surgery is appropriate for the management of

potentially curable malignant diseases (Jacobs et al. 1991, Charnley 1994, Eu and

Milsom 1994, Cohen and Wexner 1993, Vukasin et aL 1996, Ramos et aI' 1994, Jeekel

1995, Milsom 1995, Beart 1995, Liberman et al. 1996, Jacquet and Sugarbaker 1996,

Paik and Beart 1997, Köhler et al. 1997, Hüscher et al. 1996). Were patients better

served with minimally invasive techniques that had short term benefits but unknown

long-term effects?

L.3.1 Advantages of Laparoscopic and Laparoscopically Assisted Surgery

Table 1.2 (p.23) lists some advantages of laparoscopic colorectal surgery when

compared with open surgery (McMahon et al. 1994, Monson et al. 1995,Phlllips et al.

1992,Bardram et al. 1995, Hoftnann et al. 1994,Dean et al. 1994, Ramos et al' 1995,

Agachan et al. Iggí,Bergamaschi and Arnaud 1997, Palkand Beart 1997, Lwk et al.

199S). Peters and Fleshman conclude that laparoscopic colectomy have safety benefits

in the elderly patient (Peters and Fleshman 1995). Gebhardt suggests that COz

pneumoperitoneum may be safe in high risk cardiopulmonary patients if careful peri-

operative monitoring and controlled mechanical ventilation are performed (Gebhardt er

al. 1997). Laparoscopic cholecystectomy is associated with a lesser rise in systemic

interleukin 6 and catecholamines post-operatively than open cholecystectomy

(Karayiannakis et al. 1997). Laparoscopic anterior resection has been associated with

less adhesion formation in an animal model when compared with open surgery

(Reissman et al. I996c).
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1.3.2 Disadvantages of Laparoscopic and Laparoscopically Assisted Surgery

Table 1.3 (p.24) lists some disadvantages of, and problems with, laparoscopic

colorectal surgery when compared with open surgery (Peters et al. lggl,wexner et al'

1993, Monson e/ al. 1995, Phillips et al. 1992, Beart 1994, Bessell et al. I995a,

Hoffmann et al. 1994, Baxter and O'Dwyer 1995, Ramos et al. 1995,Wllliams et al'

1995, Kadirkamanathan et al. 1996, Girardis et al' 1996, Agachan et al' 1996, Milsom

et al. 1996a, Bergamaschi and Arnaud 1997,Palk and Beart 1997, Wilson et al' 1997,

Moore et al. 1997,Luck et al. 1998).

Many of the complications and problems of laparoscopic surgery were attributed to the

..leaming curve." More mistakes were made early on in the surgeon's experience

(peters et al. I99l,Pana et al. !994, Seidman and Nezhat 1996, Reissman et al' I996a,

Paik and Beart 1997).

A recent study compared the hospital costs of open versus laparoscopically assisted

right hemicolectomy for cancer, and found no cost benefit of laparoscopic surgery.

Interestingly, no account was taken of the post hospital costs of returning to work, the

authors claiming that the cancer patient was more likely to be in an older age group and

not employed (Philipson et al. 1997).

It has been proposed that pointing at the video monitor with the gloved hand during

surgery may transfer bacteria to the sterile surgical field (Becker et al. 1996). Use of

elechocautery in a confined space may lead to increased smoke toxin absorption by the

patient (Ott 1993). The hypothermia of laparoscopy may be overcome with heated and

humidified CO2 (Bessell et al. 1995, Koninckx and Vandermeersch 1991, Ott 1991).
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The use of warmed irrigation fluid may reduce but not eliminate laparoscopy induced

hypothermia (Moore et al. 1997).

1.4 Pott-Site Recunence

"... when the tumour is broken into during an operation the risk of transplantation must

be great. In such q case small portions conveyed by the fi.ngers or htife might easily

find a suitable position on the raw-surfoce for renewed growth, hence the so-called

recurrence. " (Lawrie 1906).

"However, there is no evidence that seeding of trocar sites is 4 common phenomenon,

and the possibility should not be viewed as a deterrent to laparoscopic intervention. "

(Greene 1992).

Tumour metastasis is a multi-step and selective plocess (Thomas 1961).

Hæmotogenous spread of tumour normally involves "selective growth of specialised

sub-populations of highly metastatic cells endowed with specific properties that befit

them to complete each step of the metastatic process" the so called "metastatic cascade"

(Poste and Fidler 19S0). Residual tumour cells may lay dormant only to metastasise at a

later stage (Sugarbaker et al. I97l). Port-site metastasis represents a case of tumour

metastasis that enables a tumour cell to shortcut many of these steps (Figure 1.6, p. 25).

It is a bad outcome when abdominal wall metastasis occurs subsequent to "curative"

colorectal surgery. The two year and five year survival are 54Yo and 45o/o respectively

(Ledesma et al. 1982). The time for appearance of a cutaneous or subcutaneous

metastasis after open surgery langes from 1 to 42 months (mean 14.1 months)

(Srinivasan et al. 1993).
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Decreased post operative pain and ileus

Less systemic shess response

Less narcotic requirements

Earlier tolerance of feeding

Shorter hospital staYs

Lessened total hospital charges

Less operative blood loss

Improved cosmesis

Less abdominal wall trauma

Preservation of physiologic function

Table 1.2: Advantages of laparoscopic surgery.
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More diffrcult to learn

Longer operative times

More elaborate and expensive equipment

Additional surgeons required

Potential for complications associated with CO2 insufTlation (hypercapnia,

inhaperitone al pressure effects, cardiovas cular instability)

Possible absorption of toxic chemicals from cautery smoke

Major blood vessel injury

Damage to vital structures (ureters, common bile duct etc.)

Small bowel perforatron

Electrosurgical injuries to patient

'Weaker knot shength.

May cause patient hypothermia

Bladder injury

No significant decrease in hospital costs

Unknown influence on tumour recurrence

Unknown effect upon immune function

Table 1.3: Disadvantages of laparoscopic surgery
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The notion of preventing tumour implantation at the time of sugery is not a recent idea

(Ackerman and Wheat 1955, Thomas 1961, Stephens I97l)' Ackerman and Wheat

1955 gave a detailed personal account of this phenomenon (Ackerman and Wheat

1955). Averbach et al. 1995, in a contemporary review of the literature, suggested the

following factors are associated with local recurrence of malignancy: spilled cells from

venous blood, hansected lymphatics from tissue trauma at narrow margins of dissection

and blunt dissection technique (Averbach et al. 1995).

Currently, the peritoneum is perceived as having an active immunologic role with

associated lymphoid tissue, macrophages and an increasingly complex interplay of

adhesion molecules and inflammatory mediators, instead of being seen as a passive

cavity lining (Heel and Hall 1996). Hence local damage to the peritoneum, by whatever

means (be it damage by a wound or damage by CO2 toxicity), may predispose to port-

site metastasis.

The earliest report of port-site metastasis was in 1978 by Döbrönte et al. (Table 9.3, p.

Since then, much concern has been expressed about the occurrence of port-site

metastasis (Cole et al. 1994, Vukasin et al. 1996, Ramos et al' 1994, Wexner and

Reissman l994,Beart 1995, Jacquet and Sugarbaker 1996). Initially thought not to be a

common problem (Greene 1992), the many case reports and early series are adding to

awareness of this problem (Table 9.1, p. 245 to Table 9.13, p.257. Modified from:

Wexner et al. l995,Martinez et al. 1995, Johnstone et al. 1996, Weiss andWexner

1996, Jacquet et al. 1995a). These tables are not exhaustive lists of wound and port-site

2so)

reculTence.
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Despite ever increasing reports of port-site metastasis, the number of laparoscopic

surgical cases being performed is unknown. Hence the true rate of port-site recurrence

and the impact of laparoscopy upon this rate can only be estimated; the so called

"numerators without denominators" problem (Kadar 1994,Kadar 1996). Table 1.4, (p.

29) provides a meta-analysis summary of estimated port-site recurrence rates for

various malignancies, as well as the estimated incidence of laparotomy wound

recurrence for colorectal cancer.

Alarmingly, there are cases of port-site metastasis where only low stage disease was

present, or when the primary tumour wasn't breached at all (Jorgensen et al' 1995,

Watson 1995a). One hypothesis for these occurrences was incorrect staging of disease

("stage migration"), or that micrometastases are already present before operation

(O'sullivan et al. 1997). In the early experience of laparoscopic cholecystectomy,

intraoperative perforation of the gallbladder was not an indication for conversion to

open surgery (Soper and Dunnegan 1991). This may have had disastrous consequences

when unexpected gallbladder cancer was found, because an in situ carcinoma becomes

a disseminated cancer with a high risk of port-site metastasis (Wibbenmeyer et ql'

199s).
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Bergamaschi and Myrvold 1997 summarise much of the contemporary oprnlon:

'.Although laparoscopic resection of colorectal cancer may be technically possible, it

must be kept inmind that adenocarcinoma of the large bowel is curable by open surgery

in about 50Yo ofcases. Until we know more about the long term results, laparoscopic

radical surgery for colon cancer should not be performed based on surgeon or patient

preference, but, preferable, inside randomised studies, or possibly within prospective

series designed for strict follow-up and audit" (Bergamaschi and Myrvold 1997).
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(e.4%-4s.0%)25 24.0%Gall bladder
(Laparoscopic

cholecystectomy)

(3.3%-ro.e%)6.4%188Thoracic (Thoracoscopic

resection)

(7.7%-r7.r%)203 tr.8%Gynæcological
(Laparoscopic resection)

(0.4%-4.r%)250 r.6%Diagnostic laparoscopy for
suspected malignancy

r.0% (0.7-r.s%)2836Laparoscopic resection of
colorectal malignancy

I.IYo* (0.8-r.4%)5257Laparotomy for colorectal
malignancy

Table 1.4: Meta-analysis of port-site recumence for various malignancies based upon

series reported in the literature. Incidence was calculated by dividing the total number

of port-site recuffences by the total numbers of patients in series. The 95Yo conf,rdence

intervals were calculated using binomial estimation. * Incidence of laparotomy wound

reculrence. Detailed tables are in the appendix (Table 9.1, p. 245 to Table 9.13,p.257).
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1.4.1.1 Possible Aetiologíes of Port-Site Metastasis

The following points summarise hypothetical causes of port-site metastasis.

Aerosolisation of tumour cells and the "chimney effect" (whereby cells move upa

a

a

a

O

port-sites like chimneys) (Kazemier et al. 1995, Kazemier et al' 1997).

However this doesn't explain port-site metastasis after thoracoscopy where no

insufflation was used (Ng e/ al. 1996).

Viable cells in diathermy smoke plumes move to the port-sites (Taffinder and

Champault 1996, Champaút et al.1997b).

Contamination of instruments and cannulæ (Ng er al. 1996, Hewett et al. 1996)

Contact of desufflated abdominal wall with exfoliated cells

Damage of mesothelial cells by insufflation leading to loss of integrity and/or

decreased local immunity (Ng et al. 1996). However this doesn't explain the

subcutaneous location of some port-site recurrences.

Unique nature of the port-site wound (Rae e/ al.1995).
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1.4.2 Tumour and Cell Detection Systems

Important to any study of port-site metastasis is the use of an appropriate experimental

end point. One end point that has been used is the tumour size and number (Mathew e/

al. I996,Yolz et al. 1996, Bouvy et al. I996a). This relies upon the tumour cells

growing into a macroscopically detectable mass.

Another end point is the detection of tumour cells microscopically. Cells in aerosols and

washings taken from operative instruments were recovered by the use of cellular filters

(Thomas et al. 1996, Hewett et al. lggí,Allardyce et al. 1997). Water haps containing

cell culture media have also been used to detect viable tumour cells within aerosols

(Whelan et al.1996b).

Cells have been detectedin situ from tissue sections of port-sites (Ng e/ al. 1996).The

detection of tumour cells was not enhanced by the use of immunohistochemistry' Ng e/

al.'s technique relied upon conventional histopathological interpretation as well as

sectioning the correct area of the port-site.

1.4.2. 1 Rød,iolabelled. Cells

The use of radiolabelled cells allows remote detection of tumour cell movement. To

date, studies of radiolabelled tumour cells have relied upon the analysis of biopsies

taken at the end of surgery (Allardyce et al. 1996, Mathew et al. 1997, .Þrllatdyce et al.

1997, .Ãllardyce et al. 1998). The inability to monitor labelled tumour cell movement as

it occurred was the limitation of this method. \ilithin nuclear medicine, real time

analysis of radiotracer movement and uptake is common practice. In considering a

realtime radio-labelling system, an appropriate radiolabel needs to be
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chosen. Chromium-St (slcr) and technetium-99m (ot-Tt) have been in common use

(Pavel et al. 1977,Barth et al. 1977, Ballinger et al. 1996, Arbab et al. 1996).

1.4.2.2 Chromìum 51

Chromium-51 has been widely used as a cellular label. Although a y emitter (decaying

via electron capture to 51V¡, it also gives rise to Auger electrons via a low energy

internal conversion. Auger electrons can activate photographic emulsions. Sodium 51-

chromate can be used to label tumour cell lines with about 80% of cells being labelled

(as detected by micro-autoradiography). Although slcroa2- is water soluble, and

theoretically can leach out of labelled cells, it remains within the cell by binding to

cytosolic proteins (Barth et al. 1977). This method has been used in both rat and pig

models (Mathew et al. 1997, Allardyce et al. 1996, Allardyce et ql. 1997). However

trcr poses problems of disposal due to its half life of 28 days.

1.4.2.3 Technetium 99m

Technetium-99m is a high specific activity y emitter (decaying via isomeric level decay

to eeTc) with a half life of 6 hr. It is currently the most widely used radioisotope for

nuclear medicine. Sodium pertechnetate can be used to label 60Yo to 90Yo of living cells

(as detected by micro-autoradiography). Pertechnetate is highly water soluble and

leaches easily out of cells. To enhance inhacellular binding of ehTcOa-, cells need pre-

treatment with SnClz (a reducing agent). Once the ee-TcO+- diffuses across the cell

membrane; it undergoes a redox reaction (as a result of the SnCl2 preheatment)

becoming less soluble, and hence less likely to diffuse out of the cell. Thus
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pretreating cells with SnCl2 improves the uptake of NaehTcOa (Barth et al. 1977, Pavel

et al. 1977).

'When used in nuclear medicine, eem1. is bound to a carriage molecule and injected

intravenously to be taken up by tissues or organs that have receptors for the carriage

molecule (Delmon Moingeon et al. 1990, Ballinger et al. 1995, Ballinger et al' 1996,

Arbab et al. 1996). This enables physiological study of the intact tissue invivo,

A use of this is the determination of the site of gastro-intestinal bleeding. An

intravenous injection of SnCl2 or stannous pyrophosphate is given to pretreat the red

blood cells of the blood pool and then venous blood is sampled and incubated with

Naee-Tcoa. The radiolabelled red cells are injected back into the patient (Pavel et al'

l977,Lat et al. 1987, Nicholson et al. 1989). The success of this method stimulated

interest in trying to find a labelling system that could localise cancer within the body.

Initial research looked at labelling tumour cells outside the body to determine baseline

radio-labelling behaviours. Early results were encouraging. In vitro,living human

tumour cell lines had greater uptake of ehTc SESTAMIBI than living benign tissues. It

is believed that most of the ehTc SESTAMIBI uptake occurred within 30 minutes and

then bound to mitochondria (Delmon Moingeon et al. 1990, Ballinger et al. 1996,

Arbab et al. 1996). Technetium 99m SESTAMIBI is both passively diffused and

actively transported via a transmembrane pump (Ballinger et al. 1995,Ballinger et al.

1996, Arbab et at. 1996). Because of its pharmacokinetics, 'n-T. SESTAMIBI is

theoretically a better label than sodium 99m-pertechnetate. Technetium-99m-HMPAO

is another radiopharmaceutical that can be used to label cells, although the cells have to

be radiolabelled within 30 min of production (Suess et aI' 1992).
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Another labelling system for in ylyo tumours uses radio-labelled antibodies. A use of

this method is the localisation of colonic cancer. Technetium-99m was ligated to an

antibody fragment against carcino-embryonic antigen (CEA), a marker secreted by

adenocarcinomas, When given intravenously, the eem1. labelled antibody bound to

CEA secreting tissue. This could help localise adenocarcinoma deposits prior to surgery

(Hughes et al. IggT,Immunomedics, Inc. 1997). This method took the radio-label to the

tumour cells in sifø. However the location of the eem1. label was on the cell surface.

This method was also more expensive than ehTc SESTAMIBI labelling.

The placement of tlcr labelled cells into body cavities has been used (Allardyce et al.

1996). However to date, the placement of ehTc radio-labelled cells into body cavities

has not been widely published. Only the placement of ee'Tc colloid in the human

pleural cavity has been described (Baas et al' 1997).

1.4.2.4 Fluorescence In Situ hybridisation (FISH)

Fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH) enables the localisation of specific DNA

sequences within tissue sections or cell spreads. These DNA probes are labelled and

then detected with fluorescing dyes (Figure L7, p. 36) (Landegent et al. 1985,

Landegent et al. 1987, Pinkel et al. 1986, Cremers et al. 1987, Cremer et al. 1988,

Webb et al. 1995).

If a cell has a speciflrc DNA sequence, FISH can be used to localise this cell type within

a tissue section or cell spread under fluorescence microscopy. Within the human

genome there are highly repetitive sequences of DNA. These human sequences can be

probed with Alu fragments (Jelinek et al. 1980, Rubin et al. 1980) or more effectively
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with Cot-1 DNA (a collection of all human repetitious DNA) (Landegent et al. 1987).

To date, FISH has not been used to localise malignant cells within the port-site.

1.4.2.5 Immunobead Detection

Recent work has looked at using magnetic beads coated with anti-tumour surface

marker antibody to isolate tumour cells circulating in peripheral blood. This system

may be important for the detection of hæmatogenous spread of tumour cells during

various surgical procedures. Detection rates of one cell per 106 leukocytes are possible

(Eaton et al. 1997, Hardingham et al. 1997). Figure 1.8 (p. 37) shows the principle of

the immunobead reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reac tion (RT-PCR).

1.4.3 Experimental Research

Previous research studying the mechanisms of port-site metastasis has used many

different models and paradigms. The simplest models are in vitro models. More

sophisticated work used small and large animal models. Limited human studies have

been performed, with their focus upon amounts of tumour cells shed during surgery.

1.4.3.1 In vitro Models

In vitro models have provided easy and inexpensive methods for examining tumour cell

biology

Many in vitro models of laparoscopic surgery have used a container to imitate the

abdominal cavity. Gas is insufflated into the container and the effects upon cell

movement were noted.
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/ FITC labelled fluorescent avidin

a reporter molecule

Biotin labelled molecule attached to
DNA probe

Denatured DNA Probe

Target DN A in situ

Figure 1.7: Fluorescence in situ hybridisation. The target DNA is denatured to single

strands. The denatured DNA probe binds to specific sequences. The biotinylated probe

is then localised by using fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) labelled avidin'
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Figure 1.8: Immunobead RT-PCR technique to isolate circulating tumour cells from

peripheral blood (taken from Hardingham et al. 1997).
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Insufflation of air and CO2 have been found to promote tumour cell growth in vitro

(Jacobi et al. I997b). Aerosolisation of tumour cells by insufflating COz in vitro has not

been detected (Whelan et at. I996a, Whelan et al' 1996b, Thomas et al' 1996)' The

'.chimney effect" was only detected when desufflation of a grossly tumour cell

contaminated balloon occurred (Whelan et al' I996b).

With regard to the manipulatiott of in vitro container contents, this led to instruments

and cannulæ becoming contaminated (Thomas et al' 1996).

Laparoscopic instruments may act as a vector of tumour cell transport. One way to

intemrpt this step of metastatic cascade is to kill any exfoliated tumour cells by using

tumoricidal agents. Povidone-iodine, sodium hypochlorite and chlorhexidine-cetrimide

are all effective at killing tumour cells ln vitro.Tlte use of these solutions is may not be

effective in the operative setting because they are inactivated by the presence of 25Yo

whole blood in vitro (Docherty et al' 1995).

1.4.3.2 Animal In Vivo Models

Ethical considerations prevent the intentional induction of malignancy for research in

humans. Animal (in vivo) models are valuable in this setting. Much of what is known

about the pathophysiology of laparoscopy, in the setting of malignancy, is due to this

animal based research (Hahn et al. 1997).

A successful tumour can be viewed as an obligate parasite. In many ways, tumour

growth, tumour metastasis and healing wounds show many similarities (Dvorak 1986).

Much animal research has examined how tumour cells travel from the primary tumour

to a port-site, and their behaviour upon implantation at the port-site.
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1.4.3.3 Small Animal Models

Mouse, rat and hamster models have been used to compare the effects of laparoscopic

versus open surgery (Allendorf et al. 1997a, Mathew et al. 1997, Jones et aI' 1995)'

1.4.3.4 Aerosolìsation ønd Insulflatìon or Gasless Technìques

Some in vivo sfudies have focussed on the "chimney effect" and the impact of CO2

pneumoperitoneum. If CO2 insufflation is harmful, a benefit should be detected when a

gasless technique is used.

No evidence of viable aerosolisation was detected in a rat model (Whelan et al. I996a).

This was supported by the finding that no viable cells were detected in the smoke plume

when electro-surgery or the harmonic scaþel were used (Nduka andDarui 1997).

In one study, gasless laparoscopy had no beneficial effect in a rat model, since contact

of the port-site with tumour enhanced tumour growth at the extraction site (Bowy et al.

I996b,Bouvy et al. I996c).

In contrast, gasless laparoscopy may prevent tumour dissemination when compared

with COz insufflation. Mathew et al. used a detection system of tumour gtowth in a

recipient rat or the presence of 51Cr labelled cells in a water hap (Watson et al. 1997,

Mathew et al. 1997). They found that recipient rats developed tumours when CO2

insufflation was used, thus supporting aerosolisation of viable tumour cells. The

difference in findings between these studies may be due to a dose and time related

effect as the study by Mathew et al. 1997 used higher concentrations of tumours with

longer insufflation times compared with Bouvy et el.'s studies (Bouvy et al. I996b,

Bouvy et al. 1996c).
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1.4.3.5 Hæmatogenous SPread

These models have used intravenously injected tumour cells to model hæmatogenous

spread. Injured tissues were found to be more susceptible to metastasis from

hæmatogenous spread. In a rabbit model, this susceptibility lasted up until almost a

week later. As the tissues healed, this susceptibility decreased (Alexander and

Altemeier 1963). A similar study showed that intravenously injected tumour cells

preferentially metastasised to peritoneum and intra abdominal organs that had been

more severely traumatised. As time passed (as the wounds healed), the implantation of

tumour in wounds decreased. The occurrence of skin wound metastasis was rare

(Murtþ et al. 1989). Similarly, Skipper et at. 1988 showed that intracardiac injected

tumour cells preferentially gtew at colonic anastomoses.

Heparin and fibrinolysin reduce the rate of metastasis (from inhavenously administered

tumour or directly placed tumour) to injured tissue by interfering with tumour cell

adhesion (Thomas 1961, Agostino and Clifton 1965). This work provided evidence of

the pivotal role that intercellular adhesion plays in the metastatic cascade.

Hence for metastasis to occur at the port-site via hæmatogenous spread, tumour cells

must implant earlier (before port-site tissues had healed) rather than later. Also, more

severely injured tissue may provide a site more conducive to metastasis formation.

1.4.3.6 Immune Function and' Tumour Growth

Many researchers have looked at various factors with regards to host immunity and

method of surgery. Both laparoscopy and laparotomy have caused increased growth of

the primary tumour when compared with unoperated controls (Mathew et al. 1996).
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Detailed below are competing views of the immune benefits of open and laparoscopic

surgenes

Open surgefy is more of a physical and immune assault than laparoscopic

surgery leading to immune depression and worse outcomes with open surgery.

Laparoscopic surgery causes unique problems not seen in open surgery that lead

to enhanced tumour gfowth. Such as diminished peritoneal defences.

1.4.3.7 Surgery and lYounding Pro-Metastasìs

In a mouse model, any surgical procedure that included entry into the abdominal cavity

resulted in augmented tumour growth, especially at the sites of most intense wound

healing. Wounds on the back, however did not cause augmented tumour growth. The

effect of interleukin2 andthe immuno-competency of lymphokine activated killer cells

was also decreased by laparotomy (Eggermont et al. 1987). Similarly, in a rat model,

enhanced preferential growth of tumour cells was detected in healing colonic

anastomoses and laparotomy wounds after inhaluminal and inhaperitoneal injection of

tumour cells (Skipper et al. 1989).

1.4.3.8 Studies That Desuibe Advantages of Laparoscopy

In a mouse model, tumours established and grew more aggressively after laparotomy

than laparoscopy (Allendorf et at. I995a, Allendorf et al. 1995b, Yoshida et al.

l996,Da Costa et al. 1996, Southall et al. 1997,Lee et al. 1997). Likewise, less tumour

growth was detected with laparoscopic surgery versus open surgery in the rat (Bouvy e/

al. 1996a, Bouvy et al. 1996b, Bottvy et al. 1997), The lipopolysaccharide
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from bacteria, present in room air, may have stimulated tumour growth when open

surgery was used (Da Costa et al. 1996). Delayed type hypersensitivity was better

preserved in a rat model after laparoscopy than open surgery (Trokel et al. 1994).

Further work has shown that post operative cell mediated immune function (as

ascertained by skin tests) was better preserved after laparoscopic than open bowel

resection in the mouse (Allendofi et al. 1996). Furthermore, post-operative cell

mediated immune function varied inversely with the degree of surgical trauma in a

mouse model (Allendorf et al.I997b).

1.4.3.9 Studies That Desctihe Dßad'vantages of Løparoscopy

In a hamster model, CO2 pneumoperitoneum increased implantation of free intra-

abdominal cancer cells, at wound sites on the abdominal wall, when compared with

conhols (Jones et at. 1995). In rat models, COz insufflation alone after intraperitoneal

tumour was placed caused increased tumour take (Bouvy et ql. l996aBotvy et al'

1996b). There \vas an increased seeding rate of free intraperitoneal tumour cells (with

more and larger tumours) in a nude mouse model \¡¡ith CO2 pneumoperitoneum fl/olz et

at. 1996). When an intact tumour implant was incised from the peritoneal surface

during CO2 insufflation, more metastases were detected, when compared with the same

laceration being performed during open surgery (Mathew et al. 1996). Transient

depression of macrophage activity has been detected with CO2 exposure, but the

mechanism for this was not clear (West et al. 1996). Furthermore, in a rat model,

enhanced tumour growth was detected following COz insufflation compared with

helium or no insufflation. This suggested that the actual gas used for insufflation had a

role in port-site metastasis (Jacobi et al. 1997a, Jacobi et al. 1997b). Carbon
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dioxide induces local peritoneal acidosis that may alter peritoneal defence mechanisms

to permit tumour growth (Volz et al. 1996, Jacobi et al. 1997a, Jacobi et al' I997b),

Jacobi et al. postulated that inhaperitoneal growth was promoted by toom air, whereas

subcutaneous "port-site" growth was plomoted by CO2, possibly due to CO2 being

more soluble in subcutaneous tissue and causing local immune effects (Jacobi et al.

IggTb). This effect was reduced as the tumour inoculum was decreased (Jones el ø/'

1995, Wu et al. 1997). This observation was noted with open wounds in animal models

(Thomas 1961).

The nature of the port-site wound itself may play a role in metastasis. Httbens et al'

1996 compared fumour growth in rats with pneumoperitoneum only versus rats with

both pneumoperitoneum and port-sites, and stated "The pfesence of a

pneumoperitoneum does not enhance the implantation of free intraperitoneal malignant

colon cancer cells in the rat, but the presence of a 'port-site' may lead to abdominal

wall metastases" (Hubens et ql. 1996b).

1.4.3.1 0 Peritoneal Løvage

Using a tumoricidal lavage can kill cells that have become shed by surgery (another

way of altering the metastatic cascade). One study found that povidone-iodine and

sodium hypochlorite solutions were mildly tumoricidal in vivo (Docherty et al. 1995).

Hubens and Willems 1996, using a rat model, also found in vivo support for the use of

0.2% sodium hypochlorite as a tumoricidal agent.
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1.4.3.11 Large Animal Models

Pigs are a large animal commonly used for laparoscopic surgery research due to the

similarities between their abdominal anatomy and that of humans (Bessler et al' 1996,

Reissman et al. 1996c).

1.4.3.12 Changes in the Perìtoneal Milieu

The peritoneum is recognised as having an immunological competence. Local changes

in peritoneal pH and immunocompetence have been detected during CO2 insufflation

but not during room air insufflation in a pig model. Thus, the risk of port-site metastasis

during CO2 insufflation is greater than with room air insufflation. A reduction in intra-

abdominal pressure during CO2, or room air insufflation may reduce the changes

detected in the peritoneal milieu (Volz et al' 1996).

1.4.3.13 Tumour Cell Dìspersal During Laparoscopy

Allardyce et al., designed a pig model with srcr labelled HeLa cells. After laparoscopic

surgery was carried out, biopsies of various locations were taken and analysed in a y

radiation counter.

ports used by the operating surgeon were contaminated with more tumour cells than the

port used by the assistant. Postoperative withdrawal of ports was associated with

contamination of port-sites. In addition, rostral movement of tumour cells was

associated with a head down position of the pig. When more tumour cells were used,

higher rates of contamination were detected (Allardyce et al. 1996). Instruments

became contaminated with tumour cells when free intraperitoneal tumour cells
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were present. These instruments subsequently contaminated the cannulæ (Allardyce e/

al. l996,Hewett et al. Iggí,Allardyce et a\.1997, Allardyce et al' 1998).

1.4.3.14 Aerosolisation

No aerosolisation of tumour cells has been detected with laparoscopy only in a porcine

model (Hewett et al. Igg1,Allardyce et al. 1997). However instrumentation may cause

aerosolisation (Hewett et al. 1996). These results are in contrast to the aersosolisation of

epithelial cells detected during co2 pneumoperitoneum in a pig model, although these

latter studies did not look at tumour cell aerosolisation (Knolmayer et al. t996).

1.4.3.15 Human Sudies and Cases

Indirect evidence for the mechanisms of port-site metastasis has been gleaned from

human studies and case reports. In humans, h¡mour metastasis showed a preference for

healing tissue even six months later (Jewell and Romsdahl 1965).

There has been concern that spilled tumour cells in the setting of laparoscopic surgery

may lead to increased rates of local abdominal recurrence (Birkett 1995)' Spillage

occurred when a T2N0M0 gall bladder carcinoma ruptured during laparoscopic

cholecystectomy, leading to multiple intraperitoneal metastases (Lucciarini et al' 1993)'

Havelaar et al. havealso raised concern over the possibility that the pathophysiology of

intra-abdominal metastases from colorectal cancer may be different than extra-

abdominal colorectal metastases (Havelaar et at. 1984). They suggested that intra-

abdominal metastases from colorectal cancer may have shorter doubling times than

extra-abdominal colorectal metastases. This implies that the intra-peritoneal milieu

facilitates metastatic growth.
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Rae et al. 1995 reported an unusual case of port-site recurrence, A patient underwent an

uneventful laparoscopic cholecystectomy. Five days later, the patient underwent an

open right hemicolectomy for Dukes c colon cancer. one month later, the patient

developed recurrence of colonic tumour at the laparoscopic port-site scars only and

none at the laparotomy wound (Rae e/ al. 1995). A similar situation has occurred where

a previously undiagnosed pancreatic cancel metastasised to laparoscopic

cholecystectomy port-sites (Siriwardena and Samarji 1993). Were the port-site wounds

somehow different to the open wounds?

1.4.3.16 Exfoliation of Cells in Humans

Indirect evidence of exfoliation of viable tumour cells has been seen with laparoscopy

for ovarian malignancy. In one study of diagnostic laparoscopy and biopsy for ovarian

tumour, ovarian capsule rupture or morcellation with spillage of tumour (followed by

intraperitoneal lavage) was the technique of choice. Fifty two percent of these patients

developed port-site metastasis if subsequent excisional surgery was delayed more than

8 days (Kindermann et al' 1995)'

'With regards to staging laparoscopy for pancreatic cancer, tumour cells have been

found on the laparoscopic instruments, peritoneal washings and cannula washings

(Reymond et al. 1997).

Inadvertent perforation or incision into rectal carcinoma during sugery may lead to

massive dissemination of tumour cells in the operative area, This was observedinS.TYI

of 1360 radical resections for cure. Local recurïence of cancer was more likely to
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occur when tumour cells were spilled, and had a negative effect upon survival (Zimgibl

et al.1990).

Early direct evidence has been lacking for viable exfoliated colonic cancer cells

(Rosenberg et at. 1978). However further research detected viable, exfoliated cancer

cells during open abdominal surgery for gastric malignancy (Iitsuka et al' 1979, Tanida

et al. l9B2). Similarly, Umpleby et al. was able to demonstrate viability of exfoliated

colorectal cancer cells from the cut ends of operative specimens (Umpleby et al' 1984)'

Furthermore, if the resected margin was further from the cancer, fewer exfoliated cells

were found (UmPlebY et al' 1984).

In the setting of colorectal cancer, free malignant cells in peritoneal cavity washings

have been detected before and after open resection of colon cancer. It is likely that the

serosa was a rich source of exfoliated cells, even in patients undergoing "curative"

resections. Some patients had only positive peritoneal washings after resection, which

indicated cell spillage from transected lymphatics or the transected bowel lumen

(Leather et al. 1994). In one study, 15 out of 103 (14.6%) laparotomies for colorectal

cancers had positive cytology for cancer cells on the serosal surface of the colon

(Solomon et al. 1997). Exfoliated cells were found to be viable and could proliferate

(Symes et at. I9B4). This hnding was supported by the occurrence of a colorectal

metastasis at the site of a surgical rehactor during colorectal surgery (Zinzindohou.e et

al. 1997).In contrast, a study of exfoliative cytology from laparotomies for colonic

malignancy in 10 patients by Horattas et al. 1997 and 21 patients by Kim et al. 1997

found no intraoperative dissemination of tumout, however the number of patients

sampled was small.
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Other studies supported the presence of exfoliated cells during abdominal surgery'

Mesothelial cells have been detected in the diathermy smoke created during

laparoscopic surgery (Champault et al. 1997a, Champault et aI' I997b)' Obvious

perforations of a viscus have liberated mucosal cells. Cases of microperforation of the

gall bladder by laparoscopic instruments have been postulated (Doudle et al' 1996,

Texler et al. 1998). It has also been shown that the edges of the jaws of laparoscopic

instruments can develop high pressures which damage a hollow olgans (Shakeshaft et

al. I998a, Shakeshaft et al' I998b).

In 57 of 6l patients from one series, tumour cells with proliferative capacity,

invasiveness and tumorigenicity, were found in the blood shed from the operative field

(Hansen et al. 1995). Tumour cells have also been found on the hansanal stapler used to

anastomose large bowel (Gertsch et al. 1992).

Ng e/ al. 1996 have shown histologically the presence of a clump of tumour cells in the

camera and right port following laparoscopic colectomy'

1.4.3.1 7 Aersosolisation

Even in the presence of massive peritoneal involvement by tumour in humans

unrJergoing staging laparoscopy for pancreatic cancel, only very low levels of free

floating tumour cells were detected in the insufflating CO2 (Reymond et al' 1997).

Ho¡ever, mucosal cells from laparoscopic cholecystectomy have been detected in

aerosols when an obvious breach of the gall bladder has occurred (Doudle et al' 1996).
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1.4.3.18 Immune and Metabolic Effects

The literature regarding the impact of laparoscopic surgery upon immune function in

humans is conflicting. It is debatable what constitutes an appropriate marker of immune

function.

Interleukin 6 levels decreased following laparoscopic colectomy versus open

colectomy, but cortisol and prolactin levels remained unaffected (Delgado et al' 1996).

Interleukin 1ß and 6 levels along with tumour necrosis factor alpha levels were

depressed with laparoscopic cholecystectomy (Evrard et al. 1997).In contrast, Stage et

aL 1997 found increased interleukin 6 levels, indicating more immunomodulation with

laparoscopic colonic resection,

Minimally invasive surgery has been found to be less disruptive of neutrophil

hlpochlorous acid production than conventional open procedures (Carey et al. 1994).In

a study by Eward et al. 1997, peritoneal lymphocytes are not destroyed or locally

impaired by CO2. T lymphocyte proliferation was found to be less affected by

laparoscopic versus open cholecystectomy (Griffith et al. 1995). However, in both

laparoscopic and open surgery, monocyte activation is diminished to the same degree

(Klava et al. 1997).

1.4.3.19 Peritoneal Lavage During Surgery

A cytotoxic lavage has been used to kill exfoliated tumour cells with variable results.

In one study, intraluminal formalin fixed exfoliated tumour cells and reduced the rate of

local recurïence, however the five year survival remained unchanged (Long
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and Edwards 19S9). Preliminary studies involving open surgery have shown that rectal

lavage with povidone-iodine may reduce tumour cell contamination and local

recul.rence (Umpleby and Williamson 1984, Donnelly et al' 1997)' However, the effect

oflavage during laparoscopic surgery has not been studied'

1.4.3.20 Alternøtives to COz Insulflatìon

Due to concern that COz may increase port-site metastasis, other insufflating gases have

been used. Helium has been advocated as an ideal insufflating gas because it has

minimal physiological effects and is both non toxic and non flammable (Naude and

Bongard 1995). Helium has been used clinically for insufflation with minimal

cardiovascular aberrations (Fleming et al. 1997). However, helium insufflation's impact

on tumout cell movement in humans has not been studied'

1.4.3.21 Humìdification of CO2In Vivo

Some patients have become hypothermic during laparoscopic surgery (Ott 1991)' The

dry nature of the insufflating gas led to tissue fluid evaporation with subsequent heat

loss (Bessell et al. 1995a, Bessell and Maddetn 1997). Heating and humidifying

insufflating co2 \ilas found to protect patients against hypothermia (Koninclot and

Vandermeersch 1991, Mansvelt et al. 1995). However, the effect of humidification and

heating of CO2, on tumour cell movement during laparoscopy, has not been studied'

1.4.3.22 Gasless LaParoscoPY

With concern about the effects of pneumoperitoneum, gasless laparoscopy has been

used with varying success. These gasless techniques evoked less
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neuroendocrine stimulation (KoivusaTo et al. 1996, Jolobe 1997). The main criticrsms

of gasless laparoscopy are that both the view and surgical exposure are not adequate

(Paolucci et al. 1995). Devices are available to elevate the abdominal wall without

insufflation, but CO2 insufflation seems to provide better access and a better view

(Maher 1995, Gutt et al. 1997). Gasless laparoscopic surgery is still in its infancy, but

some early result are encouraging (Nisii et al. 1997).

1.4.3.23 Prevention of Tumour Seeding

Prophylactic radiotherapy has been used successfully to prevent port-site recurrence

from tumour seeding after thoracoscopy for mesothelioma. Some patients acted as their

own controls, with the non irradiated sites developing port-site metastasis (Low et al.

lees).

Good surgical technique coupled with proper indications for laparoscopic surgery may

decrease the incidence of port-site metastasis (Reymond et al. 1997).

1.4.4 Summary of Previous Research

Both animal and human studies have shown that tumours preferentially metastasise to

wounded and healing tissue, The worse the trauma, the more likely the metastasis will

implant at that site. Any operative procedure causes systemic immunosupresslon.

Laparoscopic surgery appears to offer a systemic immune advantage over open surgery,

however, laparoscopic surgery may cause local immunosupression of the peritoneum

(allowing tumour growth) due to CO2 toxicity. The use of alternative gases for

insufflation may therefore have a beneflrcial impact upon port-site metastasis.
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Tumour cells need to be exfoliated by some means (trauma from the surgeon) before

port-site metastasis occurred. Aerosolisation of tumour cells only occurred during

grossly contaminated and prolonged surgery, and didn't act as a major mode of tumour

cell transport. Contamination of surgical instruments and cannulæ acted as a mode of

tumour cell hansport. Studies suggest that possibly poor operative technique and not the

type of surgery may lead to tumour cell exfoliation.

Exfoliation of viable cells was a consequence of surgery. Cytotoxic agents have been

used with some degree of success in killing exfoliated cells.

1.5 Questions Addressed in This Thesis

The following questions have not been extensively addressed, based on the literature

review above.

"How does a tumour cell travel across the peritoneal cavity from the primarya

a

tumour to the port-site?"

"How does fumour stage and type of surgery used affect this movement?"

a "What is the effect of heated and humidified CO2 upon this movement?"

"Does microperforation lead to cell exfoliation?"

This thesis addressed the early stages of the metastatic cascade, which involved the

transport of tumour cells from the primary tumour to the port-site. Both ¿n vivo and in

vitro models were used.
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Appropriate and reproducible methods of detecting tumour cells were developed as a

first step. In vi*o then in vivo studies were performed.

This thesis did not address subsequent growth of tumour cells.
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1.5.1 Hypotheses

Table 1.5: Summary of major thesis hypotheses

Tumour cell movement from the primary tumour to the port-site does

not occur via contaminated instruments and cannulæ.

Tumour cell movement from the primary tumour to the port-site occurs

via contaminated instruments and cannulæ.

Ht.o

Ht.t

Hz.o

Hz.t

Aerosolisation of tumour cells is not a mode of transport.

Aerosolisation of tumour cells is a mode of hansport.

Use of heated humidifred COz will have no effect on tumour cell
movement.

Use of heated humidified COz will have an effect on tumour cell
movement.

Hs.o

Hs.t

If a tumour is disseminated, no change in port-site contamination will be

detected.

If a tumour is disseminated, more port-site contamination will be

detected.

H¿.0

H¿.t

Whether surgery is performed laparoscopically or via laparotomy will
have no bearing upon cell movement.

Whether surgery is performed laparoscopically or via laparotomy will
have a bearing upon cell movement.

Hs.o

Hs.t

Microperforation does not occur during laparoscopic surgery and is not a

mode of liberating intraluminal cells.

Microperforation occurs during laparoscopic sugery and is a mode of
liberating inhaluminal cells.

Ha.o

Hø.t
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Chapter 2

General Materials and Methods
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2. General Materials and Methods

2.1 GeneralMatedals

2.1.1 Chemicals and Reagents

2.1.1.1 Chemical Substances

All chemical substances were supplied by Sigrna Chemical Company, St Louis, United

States of America (unless otherwise stated).

Ultrapure water from a Milli Q plus (Millipore Company) was used whenever water

was required.

Substance

D-glucose (dexhose)

Di-potassium hydrogen orthophosphate

Di-sodium hydrogen orthophosphate

DMSO

EDTA

L-glutamine

HEPES

Potassium chloride

Potassium diþdrogen orthophosphate

Sodium bicarbonate

Sodium chloride

Sodium citrate

Sodium dihydrogen orthophosphate

Empìricalformula

CoHrzOo

K2HPO4

Na2HPOa

KCI

KH2POa

NaHCO3

NaCl

Na3C6H5O7

NaI{2P04
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K¡I

2.1.1.2 En4ymes

En4tme

Trypsin-EDTA

Collagenase II 50 mg

2.1.1.3 Kiß for F.I.S.H.

Cot-l DNA, Human (1 mg/ml-)

Alu I (BLURB)

BioNick@ kit

2.1.1.4 Radiochemìcøls

Radiochemical

ehTc SESTAMIBI Split kit

ehTc exametazime (CERETECTM)

Na2slcro4 37 MBq (1 mci)

Manufacturer

Gibco BRL (Gaithersburg, United States of
America)

Sigma Chemical Company (St. Louis, United
States of America)

Manufacturer

Gibco, BRL, Life Technologies (Gaithersburg,

United States of America)

Oncor (Gaithersburg, United States of
America)

Gibco, BRL, Life Technologies (Gaithersburg,

United States of America)

Manufacturer

DuPont (Delaware, United States of America)

Amersham (Castle Hill, New South Wales,
Aushalia)

DuPont (Delaware, United States of America)
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2.1.2 BúTers and Solutions

Recipes for routinely used buffers and solutions are listed below

2.1.2.1 HBSS(Hanks Balanced Salts Solution)

D-glucose C6H12O6

Solvent HzO

The solution rvas decanted into bottles and autoclaved.

2.1.2.2 PBS (Phosphate Buffered Salíne)

Substance

Potassium diþdrogen orthophosphate

Potassium chloride

Di-sodium hydrogen orthophosphate

Sodium chloride

Substance

Potassium diþdrogen orthophosphate

Di-sodium hydrogen orthophosphate

Potassium chloride

Sodium chloride

Solvent

Empirical Formulø

KH2POa

KCl

Na2HPOa

NaCl

Empirical Formula

KH2POa

Na2HPOa

KCI

NaCl

Hzo

Concentration

0.44 mM

5.37 mM

0.34 mM

136.89 mM

5.55 mM

Amount

0.24 g

t.44 g

0.20 g

8.00 g

800 mL

Adjust pH to 7.4 with HCl. Add H2O until 1 L is obtained. The solution vras decanted

into bottles and autoclaved.
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2,1.2.3 Acìd Cìtrate Dextrose Solution

Substance

Sodium Citrate

Sodium dihydrogen orthophosphate

Dextrose

Solvent

Per 1 L HzO, pH adjusted to7.4

2.1.3 Tissue Culture Solutions

Substance

Penicillin/Streptomycrn

Fætal Calf Serum

DMEM Powder

Glutamine

Empirical Formala

Na3C6H5O7

NaH2POa

C6H1206

Hzo

Amount

3og

0.5 g

2.0 e

Manufacturer

Gibco BRL (Gaithersburg, United States of
America)

Gibco BRL (Gaithersburg, United States of
America)

ICN Biomedicals (Costa Mesa, United
States of America)

Flow Labotatories, Inc, (New South Wales,

Aushalia)
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2.1.3.1 Cell Culture Medium CCM

Substunce

DMEM

L-glutamine

HEPES

Sodium bicarbonate

Penicillin

Sheptomycin

Solvent

Empirical Formula

NaHCO¡

HzO

Amount

20 mM

44 mM

50 units'ml-t

50 pg'ml.-t

The solution was filtered, sterilised then decanted into bottles. Before bottle's first use,

10% FCS was added.

2.1.3.2 Trypsin Solution

Substance Concentration

Trypsin 0.05%

EDTA 0.53 mM

In HBSS

The above substances are dissolved in HBSS. The final solution comes ready made in

bottles from Gibco BRL.

2.1.4 ee^Tc SESTAMTBT Solution

ee-Tc SESTAMIBI prepared as per manufacturers instructions. Given as I GBq to 3

GBq doses in2mI- normal saline.
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2.1.5 Cell Line

LI¡l l2I5 cell line (Whitehead et al. 1985) provided by Dr. Alex Dobrovic, Department

of Hæmatology, the Queen Elizabeth Hospital. Cell line used with permission.

2.1.6 Miscellaneous

Product Manufacturer

Millipore 5 pm pore size polycarbonate

filters (TMTP02500)
Millipore Corporation, Bedford, MA,
United States of America

Millipore filter holders (Swinnex 25) Millipore Corporation, Bedford, MA,
United States of America

X-Ray Hyperfilm MP Amersham, International,
Buckinghamshire, United Kingdom.

2.2 Maintenance of Cultured Cell Lines

2.2.1 Cttltttre of LIM 1215 (Adherent Human Colorectal Cancer Cell Line)

The cell line was grown within 25 cmz or 75 cm2 plastic tissue culture flasks (Iwaki,

canted neck flasks, Japan) with enough CCM to cover the cell layer with 5 mm of

CCM. Tlre flasks were incubated at 37oC in an atmospherc of 5o/o CO1

All direct handling of the cell cultures was performed in a laminar flow cabinet under

aseptic conditions. CCM in the flasks was changed every 2 to 4 days.

2.2.2 Harvesting or Splitting of Cells

Splitting was required to prevent over crowding of the cell culture flask. Overcrowding

("confluence") was determined by examining the cell culture flask under a dissecting

mrcroscope.
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When cells became confluent (after about 4 to 7 days from the previous split or

harvest), the CCM was decanted from the flask, and the cells rinsed briefly with sterile

PBS by swirling the PBS over the adherent cell layer. The PBS was then aspirated from

the flask using a sterile pipette. Three mL of trypsin solution (at 37'C) was added to the

75 cm2 flask and agitated gently to cover the cells. Cells were incubated at 37oC for 5

minutes. To disrupt the adherent cells from the bottom of the flask; the flask was

banged with the ball of the hand. This agitation continued until almost all of the

adherent cells were in suspension.

At this stage the cell containing fluid was pipetted for use in experiments ("harvesting")

or to be discarded ("splitting"). Prolonged contact time with the trypsin led to cell lysis,

Trypsin was easily deactivated by adding 10% FCS, A Neubauer hæmocytometer was

used to count numbers of cells as a quality control step.

Flasks were then refilled with CCM and incubated as normal.

2.2.3 ßreezing of Cell Lines

Freezing allowed long term storage of LIM 1215. Flasks of confluent cells were

harvested and placed in fresh CCM in a sterile 10 mL centrifuge tube. The tube was

centrifuged at 400 G for 5 minutes at room temperature. The supernatant was discarded

and the cell pellet resuspended in 1 mL of ice-cold FCS. An equal volume of ice-cold

20% DMSO in PBS was added dropwise, with constant mixing, to the cell solution. The

mixture was transferred to cryotubes and chilled to -80oC for 24 hours. For long term

storage, the frozen vials were placed in liquid nihogen.
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2.2.4 Recovering Frozen Cell Lines

To recover frozen LIM 1215, the cryotube \üas removed from the liquid nitrogen and

placed in a 37"C waterbath to allow the cells to thaw out. The outside of the cryotube

was sprayed with ethanol as an antiseptic step. The cryotube was then opened and its

contents placed in a cell culture flask. Ten to 20 mL of CCM was added to dilute the

DMSO. After 24 hours, the CCM was changed again, to remove any detritus.

2.2.5 \ilashing Cells

Plastic centrifuge tubes of 10 mL or 50 mL capacity were used as appropriate. After the

washing solution (PBS or Cclvf) was added, the cells were centrifuged at 400 G for 5

minutes at room temperature, The supernatant was decanted and the pellet resuspended

in fresh solution.

2.2.6 Cell Line Handling

LIM 1215 cells were hawested from culture (2.2.2, p. 61). Cell numbers were verified

by counting a sample from the suspension using a Neubauer hæmocytometer (using

CCM to dilute and adjust the numbers of cells accordingly). An inoculum of 10 to 20

million LIM 1215 cells in 10 mL CCM was used.
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2.3 Computet Sottware

Most text and data processing was carried out on an Apple Macintosh or IBM

compatible computer running Microsoft Office (version 4.0 and version 7.0 for the

Macintosh and IBM compatible computer respectively; 1983-1998 Microsoft

Corporation, Seattle, United States of America). Elechonic bibliographic data was

obtained via WinspirsrM 2.0 and MEDLINE Express (National Library of Medicine,

United States of America and Silver Platter International, United States of America).

Data was translated and stored via Bibliolink II 1.1 and Procite 2.I for the Macintosh

(Personal Bibliographic Software, Inc., United States of America). Aldus SuperpaintrM

3.0 for the Macintosh (Silicon Beach Software, California, United States of America)

was used for the creation and processing of graphics. Statistical Packages for the Social

Sciences (SPSS version 6.1 for Macintosh) (SPSS Inc., Chicago, Ill, United States of

America) was used for computerised statistical analyses.
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Chapter 3

Cell Detection Systems
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3. Gell Detection Systems

3.1 lnttoduction

Pivotal to any study of tumour cell movement is an accurate and reproducible method

that allows the detection of tumour cells. An ideal cell detection system should be able

to differentiate between normal cells and tumour cells, and be able to quantify the

numbers of malignant cells present. In the context of this sfudy, the detection system

was required to differentiate between introduced human cells (LIM l2I5) and porcine

cells. The detection system mode required was dependent upon the material to be

studied (gas, washings, tissue sections, tissue digests or the intact animal).

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Karyotyping Cell Line

Initially a karyotype of the cell line was carried out as a quality control step.

LI¡4 I2l5 was cultured in a 25 cm2 flask with 10 mL of CCM. Fifteen pg of colchicine

(Sigma) was added. The flask was incubated for 16 hr at 37"C. Cells were harvested

and centrifuged at 400 G for 5 min to form a cell pellet. The cells were incubated for 15

to 20 min at 37"C in hypotonic saline (0.075 M potassium chloride (Sigma)) to swell

the LIM 1215. The cells were centrifuged at 400 G for 5 min and then mixed with

methanol:acetic acid (3:1) as a hxative. The fixed cells were placed on glass

microscope slides, allowed to air dry and heated with hypsin and stained with 20Yo

Lieshman's stain (eosin-polychrome methylene blue, Sigma Chemical, St.
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Louis, United States of America). The resultant G-banded chromosomal spread was

analysed by a cytogeneticist.

3.2.2 Filter and Washing AnalYsis

A polycarbonate filter suitable for gas and fluid with a pore diameter of 5 pm

(TMTP02500, Millipore Corporation, Bedford, MA 01730, United States of America)

was used to anaþse exiting CO2 or filter saline washings taken from instruments. Filters

and washings were handled aseptically to avoid cellular contamination.

Each flrlter was immediately fixed in95Yo etþl alcohol and placed cell side down on a

microscope glass slide. The polycarbonate matrix was dissolved with chloroform

(Figure 3.1, p. 68).

Cannula and inskument washings not filtered were directly analysed by centrifuging

(400 G for 5 minutes) to concentrate the cells. A Shandon Cytospin 2rM was used to

concentrate cells onto glass microscope slides. The cells on the slides were then fixed in

95% ethyl alcohol (Figure 3.1, p. 68).
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Papanicolaou staining was used to stain the slides. The mounted slides of washings or

filters v,'ere assessed by a member of The Queen Elizabeth Hospital Histopathology

Department. An estimate of the number of mesothelial, inflammatory or malignant cells

was made by screening all material for cells low in number, then counting at least l0

high power flrelds, and calculating total number estimates for cell types. A filter or

washing slide was labelled positive if any def,rnite tumour cells were identifred on the

filter and negative if no tumour cells were found on the flrlter. Equivocal slides were

arbitrated by a senior histopathologist. No attempt was made to test viability of the

retrieved cancer cells.

3.2.3 Chromium 51

Harvested LIM 1215 v/as suspended in 1 mL of CCM in a 10 mL plastic tube.

Labelling was carried out by adding 3.7 MBq (100 pci) of Na2slcroa and incubating

the cells for 30 min at 37oC with intermittent shaking. Following this, the free

Na2slCrO4 was removed by washing the cells four times with PBS and resuspending

them in 2-4 drops of FCS (Barth et al. 1977).

3. 2. 3. 1 Macro-Autoradìography

A dose radiation curve was determined by incrementally diluting the 51Cr labelled LIM

l2I5 and measuring the radio-activity in a well y counter (LKB Wallac, 1261,

Multigamma y counter, Turka, Finland). EachTSYo dilution was in I mL of CCM. One

microlihe of each dilution was placed on a piece of blotting paper (Whatmann, 3M). A

drop of the original Na251CrO4 solution acted as a positive conhol, and a drop of CCM

acted as a negative control. Within a darkroom the 'labelled' paper was placed next
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to radiographic film (Hyperf,rlmtt MP, Amersham Inc, Buckinghamshire, United

Kingdom) in a film cassette. The exposure time was 14 days. The film was developed

in an automated film developer and the image anaþsed visually.

3. 2. 3. 2 Mìcro-Autorad'iograPhY

A drop of radiolabelled LIM 1215 suspension was placed on a glass microscope slide

and air dried. The slide was fixed in a Coplin jar containing methanol:acetic acid (3:1)

for 15 minutes.

The photographic emulsion was prepared in a darkroom under safelighting (Ilford 914

lighting from a metre away). Bulk emulsion (Ilford L4 emulsion, Ilford, Mt'Waverly,

Victoria, Aushalia) was taken from 4oC storage and allowed to warm to room

temperahrre for one hour. Fifteen mL of lYo glycerol in H2O was preheated to 46oC in a

50 mL tube sitting in an immersed Coplin jar in a water bath. The tube was marked at

the 15 mL and 30 mL levels. Emulsion was shredded and added until the volume

reached the 30 mL mark. The emulsion-glycerol solution was melted at 46"C and

stirred until homogenous. The diluted emulsion was poured into a disposable plastic

slide mailer which sat in another Coplin jar for dipping. The slides were preheated to

46"C then dipped back to back in the emulsion solution for 5 seconds. The slides were

removed slowly, drained on blotting paper and placed on a chilling rack (10'C to 15oC

below room temperature) to set the emulsion. Following this, the slides were transferred

firstþ to a light tight air drying box for 30 min to harden the emulsion further, and then

transferred to small light tight boxes containing drying agent (silica gel). The box
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was placed in 4oC storage for one week to allow the silver grains in the emulsion to

develop (Barth et al. 1977, Graham webb personal communication).

The slides were developed in a darkroom after being warmed to room temperature'

Kodak Dl9 (Kodak, Sydney, Australia) developer was diluted with distilled H2O, and

the solution cooled to 20oC. The slides were dipped in developer for 5 min, rinsed

briefly with distilled H20 and drained well. They were then flrxed in Hypam fixer

(Ilford, Mt Waverly, Victoria, Aushalia) for 5 min with frequent agitation. This made

them light safe. Lastly, the slides were rinsed 5 times with distilled H20 for 2 min (Barth

et al. 1977, Graham Webb personal communication).

The still wet slides were placed in Coplin jars containing 2.5Yo Giemsa stain (Sigma

chemicals) (the stain was diluted in Giemsa buffer of pH 6.8, and the solution as filtered

immediately before use). The slides were rinsed with Giemsa buffer, cover slips being

mounted on them with Depex (Barth et al. 1977, Graham Webb personal

communication). The slides were visually examined at 1,000 x magnification.

3.2.4 FISH

Details of the FISH technique (Figure 1.7, p.36) were obtained from: Nonradioactive

itt situ hybridisation application manual, 2nd edition, 1996, Biochemica, Boehringer

Mannheim GmbH, Germany; and Webb et al. 1995. Alu and Cot-l DNA were used as

the probe (Gibco BRL, Life technologies, Gaithersburg, United States of America).

3.2.4.1 Cell Spreads

Cell spreads were anaþsed using FISH according to the following plan.
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1

2

Various mixtures of human lymphocytes and pig lymphocytes were probed

using Alu, to determine if Alu is human specific and porcine exclusive.

Various mixtures of human lymphocytes and pig lymphocytes lilere probed with

cot-l DNA, to determine if cot-l DNA is human specific and porcine

exclusive.

Various mixtures of LIM l2l5 and pig lymphocytes were probed with Cot-l

DNA, to determine if LIM 1215 was specifically labelled.

The cell slides were studied under ulha violet fluorescence microscopy.

3.2.4.2 Tßsue Sections

Frozen porcine abdominal wall tissue was thawed to room temperature. Tissue blocks

no larger than 5 mm size (including skin) were cut. Cell culture medium containing

LIM 1215 cells was painted onto the surface of the tissue block. The tissue block was

formalin fixed and then paraffin embedded. Unstained paraffin sections were mounted

onto microscope slides and subjected to FISH.

The tissue sections were studied under ulha violet fluorescence microscopy

3.2.4.3 Tissue Digests and FISH

Small tissue blocks (3 mm by 3 mm by 3 mm including skin) of porcine abdominal wall

were prepared and then subjected to 6 different treatments.

A. Tissue block was predigested with collagenase and 10 million LIM 1215 were

3

added later.
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B. Tissue block was immersed in a solution of 10 million LIM 1215 then digested

with collagenase.

C. Tissue was predigested with collagenase and 10,000 LIM 1215 were added

later

D. Tissue block was painted with a solution of 10 million LIM 1215 then digested

with collagenase

E. LIM 1215 solution (without the tissue block) was digested with collagenase

þositive conhol).

F. Cell free culture medium (without the tissue block) was digested with

collagenase (negative control).

3.2.4.4 Digesting Tissue

The tissue blocks were cut finely in a Pehi dish (mincing). Tissue fragments were

further macerated by being forced through a 1mm2 stainless steel sieve. Collagenase II

(1,400 units/ml CCM) was added and the samples were kept covered. The samples

were incubated at 37oC in humidiflred air with 5% CO2 overnight, The disaggregated

tissue was transferred to a centrifuge tube and mixed with 10 mL CCM. The sample

was dispersed by drawing the suspension up and down through a pipette several times.

Following this, the specimen was spun in a centrifuge at220 G for 10 min, after which

the supematant was drawn off. The rinsing and centrifuge steps were repeated twice.

(Method taken from Mandahl 1992).
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Drops of the resultant digests were mounted onto microscope slides and subjected to

FISH. The tissue sections were then studied under ulha violet fluorescence microscopy.

3.2.5 Technetium 99m

3.2.5.1 Sodium een 7" Pertechnetate

Harvested LIM 1215 was suspended in 1 mL of CCM in a 10 mL plastic tube.

Labelling was carried out by adding 370 MBq (10,000 pCi) of Naee-TcO a and

incubating the cells for 15 min at 37oC with intermittent shaking. The valence of the

eem1. was reduced by the dropwise addition of 0.2 mL of sterile, freshly prepared 0.2

SnCl2 dissolved in ACD (this step was called SnCl2 "post-treatment" of cells,

alternatively, the SnCl2 solution was added before the Naee-TcOa (SnCl2 "ple-

treatment") to provide better uptake). The cells were incubated for further 15 min.

Following this, the free NaehTcOa r#as removed by washing the cells four times with

PBS and resuspending them in2-4 drops of FCS (modifred from Barth et al. 1977). The

cell pellet was subjected to numerous washings to determine the ehTc leach rate from

the cells.

J.2.5.2 ee-Tc SESTAMIBI oree^Tc Exametazime

Fifteen to 20 million harvested LIM 1215 in 50 mL CCM were centrifuged in a 50 mL

tube (400 G for 5 min) to form a cell pellet. The supematant was poured off. Three GBq

(81 mCi) of ee'Tc SESTAMIBI (4 samples) or 99mTc exametazime (2 samples) in 2

mL saline was added to the LIM 1215 pellet. The 50 mL tube was agitated to break up

the cell pellet, following which the cells were incubated for 60 minutes at 37"C.
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The cells were washed with 50 mL CCM, then 2 more washings with 50 mL PBS were

done. The final cell pellet was resuspended with 10 mL of CCM'

The radiolabelled LIM 1215 was subjected to numerous washings to determine the

leach rate of the ee-Tc radiolabel, Cell samples' radioactivities after each washing v/ere

measured in a well l counter (Vinten Isocal II, Radionuclide Assay Calibrator, Vinten

Instruments, London, united Kingdom). Flasks containing eem'¡'t SESTAMIBI only

were subjected to repeated washings to determine if ehTc SESTAMIBI was adherent to

plastic.

3.2.5.3 Gamma Camerø Model

Technetium-99m-SESTAMIBI labelled cells were arranged in an array of decreasing

dilution (one twentieth dilution each vial) and imaged by a SerlerM 25 cm diameter low

energy mobile T camera (Serle Nucleonics, Chicago, Ill, United States of America) with

a high resolution collimator.

Data from the y camera was recorded by a MicrodeltarM (Siemens, Gammasonics Inc.

Hoffmann Estates, Ill. United States of America) stand-alone computer. This system

uses the RT-l1 disk operating system. Study datawas transferredto 13.33 cm(5 Il4

inch) diskettes. An IBM compatible computer was used to run GammaconrM (Medical

Imaging Technology Associates Inc. Horsham, Pa, United States of America) to convert

the RT-ll format images to Interflrle 3.3 format (Interfrle 3.3 is an internationally

agreed standard of medical image data storage for electronic retrieval and transmission).

Each l camera image was acquired over I min or 10 min. These images either formed

frames of a movie (a 'dynamic' study) or were individual images (a 'static
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study') which could then be observed on a General Electric 4000 Starcu-ru (GE

Medical Systems, St. Albans, United Kingdom) or Apple MacintoshrM running

euicktimerM (Apple Inc, Cupertino, CA, United States of America). Serial images,

movies and time activity curves for dynamic studies were generated on either a General

Electric 4000 Starcu-ru (GE Medical Systems, St, Albans, United Kingdom) or an

ApplerM Macintosh running a dedicated image analysis program (Apple Inc, Cupertino,

CA, United States of America). Regions of interest (ROI) within the images or movies

could be anaþsed.

This flow of data is summarised (Figure 3.2,p'78).

The dedicated image analysis program was written for the Macintosh using THINK

Pascal 4.5 development platform (1996, Symantec Corporation, United States of

America) and reference to the Inside Macintosh Library (1994, Apple Computer, Inc.

Cupertino, Ca, United States of America, Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, New

YorÐ.

The movies and images generated were initially visually analysed (Figure 3.2, p.78)'

Text data were exported for analysis with either the spreadsheet program ExcelrM

(Microsoft Inc, Seattle, United States of America) or statistical package SPSSTM

(Statistical Packages for the Social Sciences) (SPSS Inc, Chicago, Ill, United States of

America).

A 10 min static image was acquired as well as a 30 minute dynamic study (comprising

30 x 1 min images). The 64 by 64 pixel images were anaþsed visually as well as other

selected regions of interest. Background radiation was calculated from the
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images obtained, and a threshold of detection was calculated based on the Poisson

distribution. If c was the average count per pixel, an average count per pixel greater

than c + 3{c was significantly different (type I enor 5%)'

3.2.6 Immunobead Detection

Methods were described in detail by Eaton et al. 1997 and Hardingham et al' 1997

(Figure 1.8, p. 37). Four surface markers of colorectal tumours were used: cytokeratin

l9 (CK 19), cytokerutin20 (CK 20), laminin {2 chain of the laminin 5 isoform (LAM

{2) andmatrilysin (MAT). A solution of LIM 1215 was studied as a positive control,

and a sample of pig blood taken as a negative conhol.
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3.3 Results

3.3.1 Karyotyping

A normal male karyotype derived from circulating lymphocytes is shown (Figure 3.3, p.

80).

The LIM I2I5 karyotype (Figure 3.4, p. 81) was: mos46,XY,ins(7;?),þ12-13;?),add

(13) (p1) /45, X,ins(1;?) (pI2-13;?), add (13) (pl). There was insertion of an

unidentified segment into the short arm of chromosome 7, plus insertion of additional

material of unknown origin in the short arm of chromosome 13. Half the cells examined

had lost the Y chromosome.

3.3.2 Filter methods

The filter and washing analysis methods were easy to implement. The most labour

intensive steps involved the concentrating of cell numbers and the dissolution of

polycarbonate filters. The staining method was automated.

No LIM 1215 cell or epithelial cell was smaller (by microscopic inspection) than 7 pm

(the size of a human red blood cell).

3.3.3 Chromium 51

Macro-autoradiography required long exposure times. This method was not very

effective in detecting radiolabelled LIM1215 (Figure 3.5, p. 82). The minimum number

radiolabelled LIM 1215 cells detectable by a gamma well counter rüas approximately

1,000 cells (Figure 3.6, p. 82).
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Figure 3.5: Macro-autoradiography, numbers indicate numbers of 51Cr radiolabelled

LIM l2l5 in each droplet. The supernatant is the fluid poured off after 5rCr incubation

and centrifugation. Visual inspection could only discem between 25,000 and 100,000
51Cr radiolabelled LIM 1215.
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Figure 3.6: Radioactivity versus number of 5rcr radiolabelled LIM 1215. Threshold of

detection is approximately 1,000 cells (as measured in a gamma well counter).
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3.3.3.1 Micro AutoradiograPhY

Microautoradiography of slCr labelled LIM 1215 relied upon visual inspection. Ideally,

more silver grains should be located over the nuclei of the radiolabelled LIM 1215.

However, (Figure 3.7,p.84) even in positive controls, this was not achieved. Again the

method was time consuming.

3.3.4 Fluorescence In Situ hybridisation @ISH)

3.3.4.1 Cell Spreads

The nuclei of pig and human lymphocyteslilere visually differentiated by FISH (either

using Alu or human cot-l DNA probes, (Figure 3.8 to Figure 3.10, pp.86 - 87).

Human cells fluoresced a yellow green colour due to the FITC labelled DNA probe,

whereas non-human cells fluoresced an orange colour (due only to the non specific

propidium iodide counter stain). This proved that Alu and human Cot-l DNA were

speciflrc for human cells and not specific for pig lymphocytes. The Cot-l DNA probe

was a cheaper system and provided a higher quality signal than Alu. LIM 1215 was

positive for Cot-l DNA (Figure 3.11, p.S7).Cot-l DNA FISH could differentiate

between LIM 1215 and pig lymphocytes (Figure 3.12, p. 88).

3.3.4.2 Tissue Sectìons

Using FISH on tissue sections painted with LIM 1215 was equivocal, since some of the

pig fibrocytes also appeared to stain greenish-yellow. This method was also time and

labour intensive (Figure 3.13, p. 88).
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:'l

Figure 3.7: Mioro-autoradiography of 51Cr labelted LIM 1215, (1,250 x magnification).

Giimsa stain (LIM 1215 nuclei stain blue/btack). Silver grains in the photographic

emulsion are brown.
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3.3.4.3 Collagenase Tìssue Dìgests

The debris from the collagenase digestion also stained positive with FISH, which made

visual differentiation between LIM 1215 and porcine cells difficult (Figure 3.14, p. 89).

The technique \vas time and labour intensive.
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Figwe 3.8: 90o/o pig/10% human lymphocyte mixture. Alu FISH (-1,000

magnifioation). Only the cell nuclei fluoresce.

Figure 3.9: l0% piglg}o/o human lymphocyte mixture. Alu FISH (-1,000

magnification). Only the cell nuclei fluoresce.
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Figure 3.10: 50% píg150% human lymphocyte mixture. Human Cot-l FISH (-1'000

magnification). Only the cell nuclei fluoresce'

Figure 3.11: 100% LIM 1215. Human Cot-l FISH (-1,000 magnification). Only the

cell nucleí fluoresce.
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Figure 3.12: 50o/o LIM l2l5l5}% pig lymphocyte mixture. FISH (-1,000

magnification). Onty the cell nuclei fluoresce.

Figure 3.13: LIM 1215 cells painted on surfape of tissue block. FISH of tissue section

IJOO magRification). Tissue surface is at the bottom of the figure, Only the cell nuclei

àuoresce. Note the greenish baokgfound stain of the biotin in the connective tissue'
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3.3.5 Technetium 99m

3.3.5.1 Rødiolabelting llith Naee-TcO4,ee^Tc SESTAMIBI øndee*Tc Exametøzime

Labelling efflrciency was defined as the measured, uncorrected radioactivity of the

resultant cell pellet divided by the measured initial dose of radioactivity. The median

loss of LIM 1215 cells per washing cycle was 9,4%. The time taken to complete

incubation and 4 cycles of washings was up to 90 min.

Sodium 99m pertechnetate uptake by LIM 1215 was variable, and radioactivity was lost

with each washing of the cell pellet. Average labelling efficiency after 4 washes was

l.l%. The use of pre (3 samples) or post treatment (3 samples) did not improve the

uptake by LIM 1215 (P : 0.700, permutation test). Labelling efficiency after 4 washes

was improved by the use of ee'Tc SESTAMIBI or eem'1'. exametazime (average

labelling efficiency was 1 l.8o/o,P: 0.017, permutation test). It was noted that fraction

of unbound radiolabel became less with each washing. Only 0.7I% of the administered

eem'1'. SESTAMIBI remained adherent to the plastic centrifuge tube after repeated

cycles of washing. By the 4th washing, the median percentage of radioactivity lost in

each washing cycle (I2.9%) was approaching the median percentage of LIM 1215 lost

at each cycle of washing (9.4%), which indicated that most of the radioactivity in the

washes (>75%) was due to radiolabelled cells. Greater than9SYo of radiolabelled LIM

1215 were viable (by trypan blue exclusion) after radiolabelling and washing.
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3.3.5.2 Gamma Camera SndY

Images were coloured (for display purposes) according to Figure 3.15 (p. 92)' The

colour process did not affect the raw data. A representative image analysis window is

illushated (Figure 3.16, p. 93) with dose response graphs derived shown (Figure 3.17,

p.es).

Minimum numbers of radiolabelled LIM 1215 cells detectable per pixel were derived

(Table 3.1, p. 94). The longer the duration of the static acquisition, the lower the

number of radiolabelled LIM 1215 detected and vice versa'.

3.3.6 Immunobead Detection

LIM 1215 cells were positive for CK19, CK20, y LAM and MAT. Pig blood was

negative for CK19, CK20,1LAM and MAT.
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Figure 3.15: Colour scale used in gafiìma camera images. The colowing is used to show

relative values, not absolute values.
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Figure 3.16: showing the analysis of a gamma camera image (on left). This figure

shows the appearance of an analysis 'window' on the screen of a MacintoshrM

computer running the dedicated image analysis software. The dotted rectangle

delineates the region of interest (ROI). The text on the right hand side is the image

description. The highest conoenüation of radiolabelled LIM 1215 cells was at position I

(-15 x lff cells) with decreasing dilutions (one_ twentietþ to position 6' The

oircumference of the image was high-lighted with a 57Co marker,
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1092Maximum number of LIM l2I5 per count

(number of LIM I2l5 /region of interest counts)

4.010.57Background counts per pixel (c)

2.33 10.02Significant counts per pixel (c + 3{c)

: 10.02 x 10
:100

=2.33 x92
:214

Significant number of cells per pixel (minimum

detectable amount)

Table 3.1: Derivation of minimum numbers of radiolabelled LIM 1215 detectable per

pixel, based on data from the cell dilution study. The longer the acquisition time, the

more sensitive the method.
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3.4 Discussion

An appropriate cell detection system was needed for the study of cell movement to the

port-site. The different systems described above were used with varying degrees of

success. Important considerations were: the goal of the detection system, the

practicality and applicability of the methods.

3.4.1 Karyotype

Determining the karyotype was a quality control step, since the experimental plan

required an adherent colorectal tumour cell line to model colorectal cancer. To date, no

porcine colorectal tumour cell lines have been available, hence a human cell line was

used.

The karyotype of the LIM 1215 used was consistent with previously reported

karyotypes for this cell line. The duplication detected in the short arm of chromosome 7

(Figure 3.4, p. 81) was possibly an amplification of the viral oncogene homologue

epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR). This was consistent with the cell line being

malignant. Half the cells examined had lost the Y chromosome, which is a common

occurrence in cell lines derived from human tissue (Whitehead et al. 1985, Graham

Wcbb personal communication). The preceding points confirm that the cell line used in

this study was LIM 1215.

3.4.2 Filter Methods

Since no LIM 1215 cell or epithelial cell was smaller thanT pm, the use of the 5 pm

pore-size polycarbonate filters rilas appropriate to f,rlter CO2 or saline washings
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of instruments for LIM 1215 and epithelial cells. This method of washing and flrlter

analysis has been previously validated (Hewett et al. 1996, Doudle et a|.1996, Thomas

et al. 1996).

The filter and washing methods were semi-quantitative, allowing sequential analyses to

be carried out from the same study since no animal tissue was directly required. These

methods assume that cells detach and havel to a filter, or become part of a washing. The

cells are transported from their source, through many steps, before being ultimately

detected on a microscope slide (Figure 3.1, p. 68), Processing >100 mL washing

samples required labour intensive concenhation and cenhifugation steps. The resultant

slides required human assessment and interpretation that could have been confounded

by similar appearances of mesothelial and LIM 1215 cells. Consequently, there were

both false positive and false negative results, as well as loss of results, due to

contamination of the samples by experimental staff (Hewett et al. 1996). Although not

formally tested in this series of experiments (apart from negative and positive controls,

Hewett et al. 1996), the false negative rate was likely to be greater than the false

positive rate, because a cell was labelled malignant if it clearly looked like a LIM 1215.

Hence, a negative microscope slide may still have small numbers of unrecognised LIM

1215 present (Table 3.2, p.98). Further work could look at the false negative rate

versus LIM 1215 concentration to accurately validate the hlter and washing analysis

method.
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Other cell type mislabelled aLIMI2l5Cell laden gas doesn't reach filter

LIM 1215 contamination from hands or

non sterile gloves
Washings aren't vigorous enough to

dislodge cells

Cell filter is placed cell side up on slide

so cells are washed off

Equivocal cells aren't called LIM 1215

Table 3.2: Sources of error with the filter detection method.
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3.4.3 Chromium 51 Radiolabelling

Macroradiography was considered as a method of imaging excised port-sites from pigs,

since the excised port-sites were too large to fit in the wells of a gamma counter. In

addition the photographic plate allows geographic localisation of the radioactivity.

Macroradiography was not a sensitive method of 51Cr radiolabelled LIM 1215 detection

(Figure 3.5, p. 82) and was both labour and time intensive. Well counter analysis for 2

min of 51Cr radiolabelled LIM 1215 droplets was able to provide meaningful results

down to a minimum level of detection of 1,000 cells (Figure 3.6, p. 82). Greater

sensitivity (down 40 cells) has been achieved by others (.Ãllardyce et al. 1996),

however, Allardyce et al. 1996 used a longer sampling time of 5 min. Regardless of

sampling time, the small size of the wells in the counting machine limited the size of

the samples to be studied. Another problem with srCr is its half life of 28 days, which

means that long term storage is required for slCr waste products. This increases

radiation exposure to staff.

Microautoradiography was considered to provide microscopic localisation of slCr

radiolabelled LIM 1215 within tissue sections. As a f,rst step slCr radiolabelled LIM

1215 solutions were examined for the feasibility of microautoradiography. Compared

with Barth et al. 1977, the results were disappointing (Figure 3.7,p.84). As with

macro-radiography, this method was time and labour intensive. In addition, this method

can only study microlitre amounts of tissue.
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3.4.4 Fluorescence In Situ Hybridisation

Again, this method is a microscopic method of labelling cell nuclei, with the limitations

of very small sample size. The comparison of human Cot 1 DNA labelling of human

lymphocytes' nuclei, pig lymphocytes' nuclei and LIM 1215 nuclei has not been

reported previously. For cell suspensions, FISH worked well. However for tissue

sections and collagenase digests of tissue, the ability of human Cot I DNA to

differentiate between LIM 1215 and pig nuclei was lost. On reflection, the false positive

staining of pig nuclei with human Cot I DNA was probably due to a failure of the Cot 1

to diffuse out of the tissue sections with rinsing (a common problem with tissue

sections). The cell matrices could be disrupted with proteinase K to facilitate the

washing out of extraneous human Cot 1 DNA label.

3.4.5 Technetium 99m

LIM 1215 cells were not well labelled by Naee-TcOa (despite pre-treatment with

SnCl2), because, based on the above results, the highly water soluble ehTcOa- moiety

readily leached out the cells. The above results support the better labelling by ehTc

SESTAMIBI and ee'Tc exametazime. Theoretically, ee'Tc exametazime, results in

higher radio-labelling efficiency (due to the ease in which it crosses cell membranes)

than ee-Tc SESTAMIBI, however ee'Tc exametazime has to be used for labelling

within 30 min of creation and ee-Tc exametazime is more expensive than ee'Tc

SESTAMIBI. Although eem'¡'r SESTAMIBI is not as efficient a radiolabel as 99mTc

exametazime, its stability (because it binds to the cells' mitochondria), makes it a more

robust and longer lasting label. Since ee-Tc SESTAMIBI binds to mitochondria, even
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if the tumour cells lyse, there is a good chance that the label will remain

cell remnants.

Excessive washing of radiolabelled LIM l2l5 (>4 cycles) started to deplete

radiolabelled cell numbers. Too few a number of washing cycles (<2 cycles) resulted in

too much unbound label being present. Three cycles of washing the radiolabelled cells

was a compromise between saving time, depleting cell numbers and washing away

unbound ehTc label.

3.4.5.1 Gamma Camera Model

Compared with the above methods, gamma camera analysis was much easier to

implement. This detection system was able to show the two-dimensional spatial

arrangement of radiolabelled cells over a 25 cm diameter circular area. The images

acquired comprised -2,600 pixels. Each pixel can be thought of as representing a small

4 mm x 4mm gamma counter. Collimation was required to provide better deflrned

images (spatial resolution) at the expense of a slight loss of sensitivity (cell number

resolution). Even with collimation, down to 100 to 200 radiolabelled cells per pixel

could be detected. Many factors can affect the sensitivity of the gamma camera, these

being analogous to the factors affecting the quality of a photograph (Table 3.3, p. 103).

This method of measurement was an indirect means of detecting LIM 1215. The LIM

1215 cell itself was not being detected, rather the ee-Tc in the label bound to the LIM

1215 cell was. It was assumed that most of the ehTc radiolabel was bound to LIM 1215

and hence the radioactivity measured corresponded to labelled cells and not
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unbound ehTc label (the unbound label was removed by washing). The dose tesponse

curves (Figure 3.17, p.95) show a linear response when radioactivity is above

background.

Visual analysis of the images was a subjective process, reliant upon the experience of

the viewer. However subjective analysis was rapid and allowed the speedy comparison

of different images. Unfortunately, this method did not provide objective statistical

data.

Numerical interpretation (to obtain objective results) required the collation of image

data, since the amount of information was 8,192 chancters per image. Both censoring

of non-conhibutory data and averaging of data over image areas allowed more

meaningful results to be obtained. Initial visual interpretation allowed the selection of

regions of interest (ROI) within the images (a subjective censoring step), following

which 
^verage 

counts per pixel (+ standard errors) for the regions of interest were

obtained. These results could then be subjected to conventional statistical anaþsis. The

modelling of the data based on the Poisson distribution was appropriate, since counts

per pixel over a period of time were being assessed (Zat I984b).
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Radiation sowce fa¡ from cameraRadiation sowce close to camera

Presence of shielding
(e.g. source within the body)

No shielding arorurd radiation source
(e.g. no surrounding tissue)

Shorter acquisition timesLonger acquisition times (can lead to problems of
exceeding the maximum value per pixel)

Collimation þrovides superior spatial resolution)No collimation (gives poor spatial resolution)

Lower dose of label per cellHigher dose of label per cell (use freshly labelled
cells)

Table 3.3: Factors that affect the cell number resolution (sensitivity) of a gamma

camera.
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3.4.6 Immunobead I)etection

A new method of detecting circulating tumour cells is Immunobead detection (Eaton et

al. 1997, Hardingham et al. 1997). This is also an indirect method, since it detects what

is on the surface of the cell. The surface markers chosen were not 100% specific for

colorectal cancer cells. Normal human epithelial cells, as well as colorectal cancers,

(including LIM 1215) express CK 19, CK20 and MAT (Moll et al. 1983,Moll et al

1992, Wilson and Matrisian 1996), Invading colorectal cancer cells (including LIM

I2l5), as well as cells next to basement membranes, express LAM f2 (Soñat et al.

1998, Pyke et al. 1994). However, normal pig blood was negative for the above

markers

False positive results may have come from LIM 1215 contamination of blood samples

or cross reactivity of the above markers with normal pig epithelial cells that found their

way into the circulation as a result of surgery. It is not known whether normal pig

epithelium expresses the above markers.

Falsc negative results may have come from sub-threshold numbers of LIM 1215 cells in

blood samples.
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Chapter 4

In vitro Studies
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4. ln vitro studies

In vitro studies allow controlled manipulation of variables without the complexity

present in vivo. There are many variables present during laparoscopy: nature, volume,

temperature and humidity of gas used; the insufflation pressure and gas flow rate. All

these variables could affect tumour cell movement. This chapter will explore the effect

o1 insufflation pressure, amount of gas used, heated and humidiflred CO2, and the

presence of incomplete seals around cannulæ.

4.1 Methods

The methods used in this chapter are based on Thomas et al. 1996 (Figure 4,1, p. 107).

Dry, room temperafure CO2 was introduced via a cannula using a laparoscopic

insufflator (LINS-1000 Laparoscopic Insufflator, Cook Medical Technology,

Queensland)

4.1.1 Humidification of Insufflating CO2

When heating and humidification of COz was required, the CO2 was passed through a

chamber (MR310, Fisher-Paykell, Auckland, New Zealand) filled with water above a

hoþlate (Townson and Mercer, Adelaide, SA, Australia). Another chamber containing

a temperature and humidity probe (HMP 35, Vaisala Pty. Ltd., Helsinki, Finland) was

connected in series (MR210, Fisher-Paykell, Auckland, New Zealand) to measure the

inflowing gas (Figure 4.2,p. 108). The equipment has been calibrated to provide CO2at

37"C and 100% relative humidity to a bottle or the peritoneal cavity (Bessell and

Maddern 1997). Dry room temperature CO2 was 21"C with a relative humidity less than

s%
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e

Water Bath 37"C

Laparoscopic grasper

Filtered gas out

Cannulæ

Humidity
sensor

Insufflating
gas in

Figure 4.1: General experimental layout fot in vitro bottle studies. A 4 L plastic bottle

containing -15 x 106 LIM 1215 (in 50 mL of solution) was placed ina37"C waterbath.

Two 10 rnm or 12 mm disposable cannulæ were used (Ethicon, North Ryde, New South

Wales, Aushalia). Insufflation variables were: nature of gas used, insufflation pressure

and flow. The holes in the bottle were sealed with Blu-TakrM (Bostik Australia, Pty.

Ltd.). Either a wet and dry bulb thermometer, or a humidity sensor (HMP 35, Vaisala

Pty Ltd) were used to measure relative humidity within the bottle. The Blu-TakrM was

omitted if incomplete sealing was required.

1
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Insufflator

Humidification
Chamber

rI

To bottle or Pig +

Hot Plate
Measurement

Chamber

Figure 4.2: Equipment used to heat and humidify insufflating CO2. The insufflating gas

flowed from the insufflator through the humidification chamber and measurement

chamber (containing a humidity probe, HMP 35) then into a bottle or peritoneal cavity

of a pig.
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4.1.2 Pressure Studies

Two cannulæ were placed in the plastic bottle (Figure 4.I, p. 107). A gas filter was

placed on the initially closed exit cannula gas tap. Four bottles were used with

insufflation pressures of: 16 mmHg, 20 mmHg, 24 mm}Jg and 28 mmHg. Dry room

temperature CO2 was insufflated with the gas tap being opened for five seconds once

the desired pressure had been reached. This cycle was repeated until 50 L of CO2 had

been insufflated. The internal and external surfaces of each exit cannula were washed

separately and thoroughly with 50 mL of sterile normal saline from a sterile plastic

syringe. These washings were placed in 100 mL plastic jars. The f,rlters and cannula

washings were analysed as described (Figure 3.1, p. 68).

4.1.3 Volume Studies

Two cannulæ were placed in the plastic bottle; namely the insufflating and the exit

cannula (Figure 4.1, p.107). A gas filter was placed on the fully opened exit cannula

gas tap. Four bottles were used; two of these were insufflated with dry room

temperature CO2, while the other 2 were insufflated with heated and humidiflred COz.

Insufflation was at a flow rate that maintained a pressure of 8 to 10 mmHg within the

bottle. The gas filterwas changed after 50 L, 100 L and 150 L of insufflation. The

filters were anaþsed as described (Section 3.2.2' p. 67).

4.1.4 Heating and Humidification With or Without Leaks

Twenty four bottles were used in this series of studies, Twelve of these studies used

heated and humidiflred COz while the other twelve used dry room temperature
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CO2. Each of these groups was divided into two further groups, one with air tight seals

around the cannulæ and instruments, the other with undersized instruments and gas

leaks around the cannulæ. The results obtained from 4 bottles from a previous study

were included, since the methods used were identical (Thomas et al. 1996).

Ten to 15 million LIM 1215 in 50 mL normal saline were placed in each bottle. Carbon

dioxide was subsequently introduced via one of the cannulæ (port 1) using a

laparoscopic insufflator (Figure 4.1, p. 107)

A 5 pm pore size polycarbonate filter was placed on the gas tap of the second cannula

(port 2) through which the COz was allowed to escape. The gas flow limit was set to 15

L/minute, and the pressure limit at the insufflator was set to 10 mmHg.

Each experiment utilised five separate phases with new flrlters being used for each

phase,

Phase 1 (Free phase): the COz emerging from port 2 was flrltered via the 5 pm filter

until 50 L of insufflating gas had been used. No other actions were carried out.

Phase 2; a new filter was used on port 2 (the 'inactive port'), A sterile 5 mm

endograsper (28090 CB, Karl Storz, Baulkham Hills, NSW, Australia), or 10 mm

laparoscopic Babcock forceps (8810, Ethicon, North Ryde, NS'W, Australia) was

passed through port I to agitate the cell containing fluid in the bottle. Each instrument

was withdrawn and replaced 20 times during this phase until another 50 L of

insufflating gas had been used.
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phase 3: The CO2 emerging from poft 2 was filtered via a new filter. A sterile 5 mm

laparoscopic gtasper or laparoscopic Babcock forceps was passed through port 2 and

agitated the cell containing fluid in the bottle. Each instrument was withdrawn and

replaced 20 times during this phase until another 50 L of insufflating gas had been used.

The COz emerging from the 'active port' was analysed.

phase 4: each laparoscopic instrument was washed with 100 mL of sterile isotonic

saline. The saline was then f,rltered through a 5 pm polycarbonate filter.

phase 5: each laparoscopic cannula was both washed inside and out with 100 mL of

sterile isotonic saline from a syringe. The saline was then filtered through a 5 pm

polycarbonate filter.

Heated and humidified COz was produced as described (Figure 4.2, p. 108). A wet and

dry bulb thermometer in conjunction with humidity tables was used to measure the

temperature and relative humidity (Pamphlet 8C75, Bureau of Meteorology 1979)

within the bottle.

To simulate a leak of insufflating gas, the Blu TackrM (Bostik Australia, Pty. Ltd.)

sealant was omitted and the 5mm laparoscopic grasper (28090 CB, Karl Storz,

Baulkham Hills, NSW, Australia), without seating adaptor, was used in lieu of the

10mm laparoscopic Babcock forceps (8810, Ethicon, North Ryde, NSW, Aushalia).

The heads of each grasper are shown (Figure 4.3,p.II2).
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881,0 Ethicon

4cm

28090 cB
Karl Storz

Figure 4.3: The grasping ends of the 10 mm laparoscopic Babcock forceps (8810) and

the undersized 5 mm laparoscopic grasper (28090 CB).
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All filters were subsequently analysed (Figure 3.1, p.68). A filter was labelled positive

if tumour cells were detected on the filter. A filter was labelled negative if tumour cells

were not detected on the filter.

Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS Inc, Chicago, Ill, United States of

America) and calculated tables of the Mann-Whitney U-test (Siegel 1956) were used for

statistical anaþsis. Numerical values of temperature and humidity were compared using

the two tailed Mann-Whitney U-test since the underþing distribution and variability of

these parameters was unknown and was assumed to be non-Gaussian. Nominal data

(the presence or absence of positive filters) was analysed using Fisher's two tailed exact

test (Siegel 1956). Statistically significant differences were accepted at equal to or less

than P=0.05. By using 6 bottles in each arm of the experiment, a frve bottle difference

in filter positivity would yield statistically significant differences.

4.2 Results

In total, thirty two bottles were used to complete these studies

4.2.1 Pressure Studies

Four bottles were studied. All filters and washings were acellular. There was no

correlation between pressure and duration (P = 0.135, linear regression) and no

correlation between pressure and number of cycles (P : 0.874, linear regression) (Table

4.1, p. 116).
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4.2.2 Yolume Studies

Four bottles were studied. Aerosolisation of cells occurred only in the heated and

humidified CO2 insufflated bottles. When compared with the dry CO2 insufflated grouP,

this finding was not significant (P: 0.061, Fisher's exact test, two tailed). There was no

statistically significant relationship between the amount of CO2 used and the presence

or absence of cells on filters (Table 4.2, p. 117). No cells were identifred on exit

cannula washings.

4.2.3 Humidification and Seals

The median amount of LIM l2l5 hawested was 13 million cells (interquartile range 10

to 14 million) for the24 bottles studied.

The median duration of the gas flrlhation phases was 13 minutes for the experiments

without gas leaks, and 7 minutes for those with gas leaks (P : 0.0001, Mann-Whitney

(J-test, two tailed). Results are summarised (Table 4.7, p. 122). Detalled tables are

supplied (Table 4.3 to Table 4.6,pp. 118 - 121).

The median loss of fluid from the bottles was 5 mL per 150 L CO2 used per experiment

(33 pL fluid per lihe of gas). There were no statistically significant differences in fluid

loss between groups (Mann-Whitney U-test, two tailed).
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The use of heated humidiflred insufflating gas maintained a temperature of 35oC to

37"C, and a median relative humidity of 93Yo, within the bottle. When dry room

temperature insufflation was used, the temperature within the bottle was maintained at

32oC to 34oC with a median relative humidity of 86Yo. These parameters were

significantþ different (P:0.002, Mann-Whitney U-test, two tailed). There was no

statistically significant difference between the heating-humidification achieved within

the bottle and the ptesence or absence of a leak.

The number of positive filters from the cannula washings for the heated humidified CO2

with no CO2 leak condition was significantly less than counts obtained from bottles

using dry insufflation with no CO2 leak, and bottles using heated humidiflted

insufflation with a COz leak (Fisher's test two tailed, P:0.015, Table 4.7,p. I22),
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27 min 134 Acellular Acellular16 mmHg

Acellular Acellular20 mmHg 29 min 99

29 min 78 Acellular Acellular24 mrl:ÍIg

Acellular Acellular28 mmHg 38 min 94

Table 4.1: Results from the pressure studies. Cycles refers to the number of times the

exit cannula tap was opened.
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LIM 1215 LIM 1215 LIM 1215Positive control LIl/dI2I5

Acellular Acellular Acellular <10 LIM 121550 L CO2

Exit Filter

Acellular100 L co2
Exit Filter

Acellular Acellular <100 LIM 1215

150 L CO2

Exit Filter
Acellular Acellular <10 LIM 1215 <10 LIM 1215

Acellular Acellular AcellularExit cannula Acellular

Table 4.2: The dry insufflated bottles showed no evidence of aerosolisation. However
aerosolisation did occur with the heated humidiflred CO2 insufflated bottles. The use of
heated humidified COz had no significant affect upon cannula filter positivity (P :
0.061, Fisher's exact test two tailed). There vras no statistically significant association

between volume of insufflating gas used and presence of LIM l2I5 at the exit cannula

filter (logistic test, P>0.05).
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Positive*

Positive*

Positivel

Positivef

<10 LIM l2l5

<20 LIM l2l5

Positive-li

Positive*-f

<50 LIM l2l5

<200 LIM l2l5

Positive*t

Positive*Ì

5

7

acellular

acellular

acellular

acellular

acellular

acellular

6

5

acellula¡

acellular

acellular

acellular

acellular

acellular

7

5

acellular

acellular

acellular

acellular

acellular

acellular

Bottle 6

Bottle 2

Bottle 3

Bottle 4

Bottle 5

Bottle I

Table 4.3: Results of in vitro filter and time studies with dry CO2insufflation and no leaking cannulæ. Median time for all gas filtration phases was 5.5 min

(range 5 min to 7 min).
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<100 LIM 1215

acellular

<100 LIM 1215

>10000 LIM l2l5

<10 LIM 1215

<s00 LIM 1215<200 LIM l2l5

<s0 LIM l2ls

<20 LIM l2l5

<100 LIM 1215

<2000 LIM l2l5

<200 LIM l2l5

6

6

7

7

6

7

acellular

acellular

acellular

acellula¡

acellular

acellular

6

7

6

7

6

6

acellular

acellular

acellular

acellular

acellular

acellular

6

7

7

7

I2

21

acellular

acellular

acellular

acellular

acellular

acellularBottle 4

Bottle 5

Bottle 6

Bottle I

Bottle 2

Bottle 3

Table 4.4: Results of in vitro frlter and time studies with dry CO2 insufflation and leaking cannulæ. Median time for all gas filhation phases was 7 min

(range 6 min to 12 min).
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acellular

acellular

acellular

acellular

<20 LLNI l2l5

acellular

<100 LIM 1215

acellular

acellular

acellular

acellular

<200 LIM l2l5

1J

21

41

t2

2I

81acellular

acellular

acellular

acellular

acellular

acellular

32

5I

21

21

61

30

acellular

acellular

acellular

acellular

acellular

acellular

32

71

11

t7

t4

81acellular

acellular

acellular

acellular

acellular

acellular

Bottle 3

Bottle 4

Bottle 5

Bottle 6

Bottle 1

Bottle 2

Table 4.5: Results of in vitro f:irter and time studies with heated and humidified (FI/H) CO2 insufflation and no leaking cannulæ. Median time for all gas

f,rlhation phases was 15,5 min (range 11 min to 32 min).
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<50 LIM 1215

<10 LIM 1215

<50 LIM 1215

<20 LIM 1215

<500 LIM l2l5

<s00 LIM 1215

<20 LIM l2l5

<20Ltll'{ l2l5

<200 LIM l2l5

<50 LIM 1215

<10 LIM 1215

<50 LIM l2l56

6

8

8

7

6

acellular

acellular

acellular

acellular

acellular

acellular

8

7

6

7

6

7

acellular

acellular

acellular

acellular

acellular

acellular

01

8

7

8

9

7

acellular

acellular

acellular

acellular

acellular

acellular

Bottle 3

Bottle 4

Bottle 5

Bottle 6

Bottle 1

Bottle 2

Table 4.6: Results of in vitro f:rrter and time studies with heated and humidifred (tVH) CO2 insufflation and leaking cannulæ. Median time for all gas

filhation phases was 7 min (range 6 min to 10 min)'
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0 0 6 6Dry COz no leak 0

0 6 5Dry CO: with leak 0 0

l*0 0 0 2fVH CO2 no leak

0 0 6 6fVH CO, with leak 0

Table 4.7: Summary of filters positive for tumour cells versus type of gas and leak used.

Six filters were used in each grouping. (H/H : Heated humidified). * Significant
difference detected when compared with dry CO2 no leak and HI}J CO2 with leak for
phase 5 (P value =0.015, Fisher's two tailed exact test).
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4.3 Discussion:

An inoculum of 10 to 20 million LIM 1215 was chosen to simulate extensive tumour

spread. This is greater than double the number of cells found in blood shed from the

operative field (Hansen et al. 1995). This number of cells was chosen to simulate a

worst case scenario, and to be consistent with previous studies (Hewett et al. 1996,

Thomas et al. 1996). These models assumed that any aerosolised tumour cells would

travel to the flrlter for detection (see cell detection chapter discussion).

The incidence of LIM 1215 aerosolisation after 50 L CO2 insufflationwas low (1/32

bottles, 3%) in this study (,F12.7 supported in vitro, Table 1.5, p. 54), Further

aerosolisation of LIM 1215 was detected after 100 L and 150 L CO2 insufflation,

however there was no association between the volume of COz insufflated and the

presence of aerosolisation (Table 4.2, p. 117). These results are similar to previous

studies (Whelan et al. I996a, Whelan et al. 1996b, Thomas et al. 1996). Variations in

insufflation pressure did not cause detectable aerosolisation, despite allowing the CO2

under pressure to vent intermittently. Thus increasing insufflation pressure in vitro was

not a cause of cell aerosolisation. No correlation could be found between the volume of

CO2 used and cell aerosolisation. These results were obtained from small sample sizes,

therefore the power of detecting statistically significant differences was small.

This study supports the in vitro temperature and humidity conserving benefits of heated

humidiflred CO2 insufflation when compared with dry room temperature CO2

insufflation (Bessell et al. I995a), When a leak \vas present, the heating and

humidifying effect was not reduced because the only source of fresh gas to the
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bottle was from the insufflator. As the inside of the bottle was at a higher pressure than

the ambient air, the dry room air was prevented from entering the bottle and reducing

the temperature and the humiditY.

Contamination of laparoscopic instruments and cannulæ by tumour cells was observed

(Table 4.7, p. 122) establishing this as an important mechanism of tumour cell

movement (If..¡ supported in vitro, Table 1.5, p. 54). This result supports previous

findings (Thomas et al. 1996).

When heated humidiflred gas was used iz vitro, no alteration in the mechanism of cell

movementwas detected(Ht.osupported invitro, Table 1.5, p.54). One exceptionwas a

statistically significant lower yield of cells on cannulæ when no CO2 leak was present

when compared with dry insufflation with no CO2 leak, and heated humidified

insufflation with a CO2 leak present (.F13.7 suppotted in vitro, Table 1.5, p. 54, Table 4.2

and Table 4.7, p. II7 and p. I22,). The presence of water in the insufflating gas may

have weakened cell adhesiveness to the cannulæ by interfering with intermolecular

bonds between the cells to the plastic of the cannulæ. Alternatively, droplets forming on

the surface of the cannulæ may have washed cells off the cannula and instruments. The

potential for LIM 1215 cells that had been washed off the cannulæ and instruments to

cause intracavitary recurrence of tumour is conjectural since cell viability was not

tested. The effect of heating and humidifying CO2 on the electrostatic athaction of cells

to the cannulæ and instruments is worthy of further study'
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Chapter 5

In vivo Studies
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5. In vivo Studies

In vivo work simulates the operative environment better than in vitro shtdies, The issues

studied in this chapter: the effect of heated and humidified COz insufflation upon

tumour cell movement, the applicability of ehTc SESTAMIBI labelled LIM 1215 cells

as an in yiyo model for further investigation of the effect of COz insufflation upon

tumour cell movement; the work is then extended to examination of the difference

between laparoscopic versus open surgery upon tumour cell movement, with different

degtees of intra-peritoneal cellular contamination.

5.1 Methods

5.1.1 General Materials and Methods

5.1.1.1 Animal Ethics

Approval for animal in vivo work was obtained from: The Queen Elizabeth Hospital

Animal Ethics Committee (Project number N-028-95), Adelaide University Animal

Ethics Committee (Project numbers M-0I7-96, M-030-96 and M-030-964) and

Institute of Medical and Veterinary Science Animal Ethics Committee (Project numbers

22-97 and 4I-97).

The work conformed to the National Health and Medical Research Council statement

on animal experimentation.
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5.1.1.2 Animals

Female domestic white pigs, weighing approximately 30 kg, were used for in vivo

studies. The pig was chosen because the size and shape of the porcine abdominal cavity

is similar to that of humans (Bessler et al.1996, Reissman et al. I996c).

5.1.1.3 Anæsthesia of Pigs

Anæsthetic induction of the pig was via intramuscular ketamine (8-10 mL) and

phenobarbitone. Inhaled I.5% Halothane/Oxygen mixture was administered via an open

circuit to maintain anæsthesia. Pigs remained level and supine for the duration of the

procedures, At the conclusion of the experiment the animal was humanely killed (with a

lethal dose of intravenously administered barbiturate) whilst still anæsthetised. All

studies were non survival

5.1.1.4 LIM 1215 Inocaløtion,Insulflation and Trocar Placement

A dose of 10 to 20 million LIM 1215 cells was harvested as the inoculum.

The pig was anæsthetised and placed supine on the operating table. The rear limbs were

taped to the table. A 12mm cannula (Ethicon, Johnson and Johnson, North Ryde, New

South Wales) was inserted at the umbilicus using an open technique. Correct entry of

the trocar was established by passage of the laparoscope. The peritoneal cavity was

insufflated, via the umbilical cannula, with CO2 to a pressure of 12 to 15 mmHg. Other

cannulæ were placed (under laparoscopic vision) as appropriate
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5.1.2 Humidification In Vivo

5.1.2.1 Power Analysis

Results were analysed using Fisher's exact test (two tailed). Significant associations

were accepted at the 0.05 level. Given that the true rate of tumour cell transport is

unknown; an estimate of the number of animals required to show differences was not

possible. A choice was made to use the same number of animals in the experimental

groups as the control group (Hewett et al. 1996). A power analysis of Fisher's two

tailed exact test for 10 pigs in each group showed that a 5 pig or gteater difference in

incidence of filters positive for tumour cells could be detected with a powff greater than

95Yo.If the results were viewed as a test between two proportions , and a power analysis

calculated using normal approximations, the same conclusion regarding the ability to

detect differences was reached.

5.1.2.2 Protocol

Ten studies were performed. These studies utilised humidifred (relative humidity

approaching I00%) and heated (temperature 37"C) CO2 for all phases of insufflation.

Results from a previous study of 10 pigs, using dry (relative humidity less than 5%)

CO2 at room temperature (21'C) for all phases of insufflation, were used for

comparison (Hewett et al. 1996).

Three 10 mm or 12 mm disposable laparoscopic cannulæ (Ethicon, Johnson and

Johnson, North Ryde, New South Wales, Australia) were introduced into the pig's

abdomen and the abdomen insufflated. The umbilical cannula was the laparoscope
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and insufflating cannula. Two other trocars wele inserted, one in the right flank (RF)

and the other (under vision) in the left flank (LF). Following this, 10 to 20 million

harvested LIII,I 1215, in 10 mL CCM, were injected into the peritoneal cavity (under

laparoscopic guidance) through a site at the right iliac fossa of the pig. The RF cannula

was designated the 'active' cannula, since this was the cannula through which a

laparoscopic Babcock forceps was passed. The LF cannula was labelled the 'inactive'

cannula (Figure 5.1, p. 130).

Dry, room temperature CO2 was introduced via the camera cannula using a

laparoscopic insufflator (LINS-1000 Laparoscopic Insufflator, Cook Medical

Technology, Queensland). This was the same technique used in the comparative group

(Hewett et al. 1996).

When required, heated and humidified COz was produced as described previously

(Figure 4.2, p. 108)

Each experiment utilised 3 separate phases (where 50 L of CO2 escaping from a

selected cannula was flrltered during each phase) with new filters being used for each

phase. Phases 4 and 5 were filter and washing analysis steps. A positive conhol,

(comprising I mL of LIM I2I5 in CCM was passed through a filter and) was used for

each animal. Statistical analysis was via Statistical Package for the Social Sciences for

the Macintosh (SPSS, Chicago, Ill, United States of America).
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Gas In

Right Left

Gas Out
Filtered

Cells injected here

Figure 5.1: Anterior schematic of the pig abdomen. The circles represent the

approximate cannula positions.
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Phase 1 involved insufflation of the abdominal cavity only with no manipulation of the

bowel. Insufflating CO2 v/as filtered from the LF cannula gas vent.

Phase 2 involved inha-peritoneal manipulation of bowel with a laparoscopic Babcock

forceps (BBl0, Ethicon, Australia) whilst gas was allowed to vent from the 'inactive'

(LF) cannula via a new polycarbonate flrlter. Manipulation involved moving loops of

bowel about the peritoneal cavity and withdrawing/re-inserting the laparoscopic

Babcock forceps 20 times.

Phase 3 involved inha-peritoneal manipulation of bowel with a laparoscopic Babcock

forceps (8810, Ethicon, Australia) whilst gas was allowed to vent from the same

cannula (the 'active' or RF cannula). Manipulation involved moving loops of bowel

about the peritoneal cavity and withdrawing/re-inserting the laparoscopic Babcock

forceps 20 times. At the end of phase 3, carurulæ were removed simultaneously whilst

the animal was still insufflated to prevent any direct contact with abdominal contents.

After use, the polycarbonate filters were analysed (3.2.2 Filter and Washing Analysis,

p.67).

Phase 4 and 5. The internal and external surfaces of each cannula and the instruments

were washed separately and thoroughly with 50 mL of sterile normal saline from a

sterile plastic syringe, and these washings were placed in 100 mL plastic jars. Cannula

and instrument washings were analysed (Figure 3.1, p. 68).
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5.1.3 Radiolabelled In vivo Studies

5.1.3.1 Detection System

A SerlerM (Serle Nucleonics, Chicago, Ill, United States of America) 25 cm diameter

low energy mobile y camera with high resolution collimator was used. The camera head

was placed above (venhal to) the supine animal's abdomen. The experimental set up

with laparoscopic equipment is shown (Figure 5.2 p. 135). Background l activity

counts were recorded. Each y camera image was acquired over 2 min. These two minute

images either formed frames of a movie (a 'dynamic' study) or were individual images

(a 'static study') for analysis (3.2.5.3 Gamma Camera Model, p.75, and Figure 3.2,p

78). The Poisson dishibution was used for the analysis of significant radioactivity

above background.

5.1.3.2 Power Analysìs

Due to the complex nature of the data to be studied (images), it was not possible to

perform a formal poìù/er analysis of the number of pigs required for each arm of the

study. A minimum of two animals in each phase was chosen to allow for variability

between pigs. To compromise between gaining statistical power and minimising animal

usage, 4 to 5 animals per group were generally used (Table 5.1, p, 134).

5.1.3.3 Pilot Study

Initially a pilot study was done. The aim of the pilot study was to determine the

radiolabelled model's workability and the design of appropriate methodologies. The

protocols were flexible, but were based on a period of insufflation (or lack
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thereof), followed by manipulation of intraperitoneal contents, then analysis of excised

port-sites, cannulæ and instruments,

Three cannulæ were placed and the peritoneal cavity insufflated (Figure 5.1, p. 130).

Following this 10 to 20 million ee-Tc radiolabelled LIM 1215 cells, in 10 mL CCM,

were injected (under vision) into the pelvic peritoneal cavity. The Y cameta was placed

anteriorþ (ventrally) to the pig's abdomen (Figure 5.2, p. 135).

Data from pig 01 was initially acquired every minute for 60 min during insufflation.

Each image formed a 'frame' of a movie that could be studied ('dynamic' study).

Insufflation flow was adjusted such that a 12 to 15 mmHg pneumoperitoneum could be

maintained with the LF cannula gas vent tap open to filter venting CO2. The

intraperitoneal contents were manipulated with an endoscopic Babcock forceps (8810,

Ethicon) introduced via various cannulæ. Numerous other manæuvres, such as

desufflation, and running the bowel with laparoscopic instruments, were done. After

each manipulation, a Y image was acquired ('static' study). Following this pig was

killed. Port-sites with cannulæ were excised and y camera analysed.

Then following animals þig 02, 03 and 04) had data acquired every 2 min during

insufflation as image quality was improved by a longer acquisition time. Once again,

intraperitoneal contents were manipulated following insufflation. Cannulæ,

laparoscopic Babcock forceps and excised port-sites were T imaged following surgery,

except pig 03, where a 120 min phase of no insufflation was done, followed by 60 min

of insufflation. No instrument or cannula analysis was done for pig 03.
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4Exploration of insufflation & manipulationPilot study

4Insufflation study Insufflation first then no insufflation

4No insufflation first then insufflationInsufflation study

4Insufflation versus no insufflationFree blood study

4Hook suspension of abdominal wallGasless laparoscopy

5Disseminated cells Laparotomy, distal colectomy

5Laparoscopic assisted distal colectomyDisseminated cells

5Laparotomy, distal colectomyIntraluminal cells

Laparoscopic assisted distal colectomy 5Intraluminal cells

5Intramural cells Laparotomy, distal colectomy

5Intramural cells Laparoscopic assisted distal colectomy

50Total Planned

Table 5.1: Planned number of pigs per experimental phase.
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Figure 5.2: Radiolabelled in vivo study showing position of ycamera and laparoscopic equipment. Manufacturer and part numbers are given in italics
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5. 1. 3. 4 I n s uffi ationl{o In s uffi atia n/B lo o d S tu die s

LIM 1215 cells were ehTc SESTAMIBI radiolabelled and placed in a l0 mL syringe.

A y camera image of the cell fïlled syringe was acquired. Three cannulæ were placed

and ee'Tc SESTAMIBI radiolabelled cells injected as described above. The empty

syringe was imaged to calculate the dose of cells administered.

These experiments were divided into 2 phases, each of 120 min duration. If the flrrst

phase was 120 min of insufflation, then the second phase was 120 min of no

insufflation attd vice versa. Dynamic studies were acquired (at 2 min intervals) during

each of these phases. Insufflation flow was adjusted such that a 12 to 15 mmHg

pneumoperitoneum could be maintained with the LF cannula gas vent tap open with the

filter in place. This venting gas rilas analysed (3.2.2 Filter and Washing Analysis, p. 67).

Manipulation of peritoneal contents was not performed. Four pigs had insufflation in

the first phase ('Gas first') and four pigs had no insufflation as the first phase ('NoGas

first').

Noted in the pilot study was a possible effect of intraperitoneal blood upon cell

movement. To test this, radiolabelled LIM 1215 were mixed with 30 mL of blood taken

from the pig's jugular vein, and the mixture injected intraperitoneally (5.1.3.3 Pilot

Study, p. I32). Two pigs had 120 min of no insufflation and 2 had 120 min of CO2

insufflation. Intra-abdominal contents were then manipulated with laparoscopic

instruments. Manipulation involved passage of a laparoscopic Babcock forceps through

the left flank cannula to move bowel from the pelvis to the left or right upper
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quadrant. Following this the pig was killed. The port-sites and cannulæ were removed

and yimaged along with the laparoscopic Babcock forceps.

The colonic anangement of the pig is shown (Figure 5.3, p. 139). To analyse the cell

movement, the resultant dynamic study images \vere divided into 6 areas (Figure 5.4, p.

140): right upper quadrant (RUQ), epigastrium (Epi), left upper quadrant (LUQ), right

iliac fossa (RIF), hypogastrium (Hypo), and left iliac fossa (LIF). Each area was of

equal size. A radioactivity versus time curve for each of the areas was generated. These

curves were standardised by dividing the counts per area by the total counts

administered (the standardised count rilas expressed as a ratio). The curves were then

corrected for radioactive decay and were grouped according to insufflation status. Cell

movement during dynamic studies was deemed to have occurred if the decay corrected

relative activity of a selected area changed, since the only way for this change to occur

was if radiolabelled cells moved into or out of the area. Thus, the unit of cell movement

was the change in relative activity. These time versus activity curves were analysed

using multiple linear regression as part of the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences

for Macintor¡ru (SPSS Inc, Chicago, Ill, United States of America). By using multiple

linear regression, a regression (change in corrected relative activity) value with its

standard error was obtained. Different rates of change were compared using Student's

T-test two tailed. P values less than 0.05 were significant (type I error 5%).

Gamma camera images of instruments and cannulæ ('static studies') were visually

screened and a region of interest within the image selected. The average count per pixel

was derived from this region of interest. Analysis of cannulæ and port-sites indicated a

positive result when an average pixel count in a region of interest was
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signihcantly (P<0.05 Poisson distribution) above background radiation. Groups'

positive versus negative instruments and cannulæ were compared using the Chi squared

test.

5.1.3.5 Gasless Laparoscopy

A three cannula technique without insufflation was used. Metal hooks were inserted

through the abdominal wall, adjacent to the RF and LF cannulæ, then attached with

flrshing line nylon (breaking strain 25 kg) to drip stands. Suspension of the abdominal

wall was achieved by lifting the hooks. The ee'Tc SESTAMIBI radiolabelled LIM 1215

was placed in the pelvic peritoneal cavity and a dynamic study (interval2 minutes per

frame) acquired over the next 120 min. Following this, inha-abdominal manipulations

were carried out, with static acquisitions at the end of each manipulation.
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Figure 5.3: Venhal view of the pig abdomen showing the arrangement of the colon. The

pig has a spiral ascending colon unlike the straight ascending colon in humans.
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Figure 5.4: Venhal diagram of the pig abdomen. Division of the porcine abdomen into
6 areas for analysis (orientation correlates with Figure 5.3, p. 139).
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5.1.3.6 Surgical Protocols: Segmental Distal Colectomy

The segmental distal colectomy was broken down into steps. The surgery was either

carried out as an open procedure (midline laparotomy) or as a laparoscopic assisted

procedure. Calibrating images were taken initially: cells in the syringe, cells remaining

in the syringe after inhoduction, view of the upper abdomen and a view of the lower

abdomen. After each step of the surgery, a 2 min static y image was acquired.

Instruments used during the surgery were imaged. At the conclusion of surgery: port-

sites, cannulæ, excised bowel, gloves and packs were also imaged. The resultant images

were visually inspected and a region of interest selected. An average count per pixel

(CPP) was obtained for the region of interest. This CPP was compared with the

background CPP using the Poisson distribution (significant P-values were P<0.05). The

various steps of segmental distal colectomy are summarised (Figure 5.5, p. I42), with

detailed descriptions to follow.

5.1.3.7 Open Segmental Dßtal Colectomy

The pig was anæsthetised and placed supine. A lower midline laparotomy incision was

used. Radiolabelled cells in 10 mL CCM were placed as appropriate to the experiment.

Loops of small bowel were packed towards the right side of the animal with moist

garrze packs. The surgeon and assistants wore latex gloves (Ansell, Aushalia).

The distal colon was identified and gently elevated by hand. The peritoneum covering

the distal colonic mesentery was divided using dissecting scissors, leaving the inferior

mesenteric vessels intact but skeletonised. A 2 min y image of the pig's abdomen was

then acquir ed (Mobilis ation).
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Normal porcine abdominal anatomy (ventral view)
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created

Bringing cut ends of colon together Colonic continuity restored

Figure 5.5: Summary of the steps of segmental distal resection.
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Two LigaclipsrM (ER220, Ethicon, Australia) were applied across the inferior

mesenteric vessels. The vessels were divided between the LigaclipsrM. A 2 minyimage

of the pig's abdomen was then acquired (Ligating vessels)..

A laparoscopic linear stapler (Endopath EZ 35 mm) was then placed across the distal

colon. The stapler was 'fired' resulting in stapling and transection of the distal colon. A

2minyimage of the pig's abdomenwas then acquired(Linear stapler to bowel).

A segment of the distal colon was then excised with a scalpel (soft bowel clamps were

applied proximally to prevent bowel spillage). A 2 min l image of the pig's abdomen

was then acquired (Bowel segment excised).

A purse string suture (2-0 Prolene, Johnson and Johnson, Australia) was placed at the

divided end of the distal colon, and the anvil from the trans-anal stapler (ProximaterM

Straight ILS, 25 mm intraluminal stapler) was placed into the lumen of the proximal

colon. The purse string suture was tightened around the anvil shaft. A 2 mir'yimage of

the pig's abdomen was then acquired (Anvil placed).

The trans-anal stapler (ProximaterM Straight ILS, 25 mm intraluminal stapler) was

passed per rectum into the lumen of the rectal stump and the stapler trocar ('spike')

advanced through the stump. The 'spike' was then connected to the anvil shaft. The

transanal stapler was closed and 'fired' to create a doubled stapled colonic anastomosis.

The transanal stapler (with anvil attached) was subsequently withdrawn from the

rectum and a 2 min y image of the pig's abdomen was then acquired (Continuity

restored).
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The midline laparotomy wound was sutured closed and the pig killed.

Both the instruments used throughout the operation, and wound edges, were imaged on

the y camera.

5. 1. 3.8 Lap aroscopic Assisted S egmental Distøl Colectomy

The laparoscopic assisted technique is similar to open segmental colectomy, with the

laparoscopic specific details following.

The pig was anæsthetised and placed supine. Four cannulæ were positioned as shown

(Figure 5.6, p. 145). Radiolabelled cells in 10 mL CCM were placed as appropriate to

the experiment. The surgeon and assistants wore latex gloves

The distal colon was visualised laparoscopically. Laparoscopic Babcock forceps were

used to move loops of small bowel out of the pelvis. The distal colon was gently

elevated towards the anterior abdominal wall. The peritoneum covering the distal

colonic mesentery was divided using 5 mm or 10 mm laparoscopic shears (DCS 12 or

BMS 12, Ethicon, Australia), leaving the inferior mesenteric vessels intact but

skeletonised. A2 min y image of the pig's abdomen was then acquired (Mobilisation)

Two laparoscopic LigaclipsrM (ER220, Ethicon, Australia) were passed through a

cannula and applied across the inferior mesenteric vessels. The vessels were divided

with laparoscopic shears between the LigaclipsrM. A 2 min y image of the pig's

abdomen was then acquired (Ligating vessels).
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Figure 5.6: Port placement for laparoscopic assisted segmental distal colonic resection.

An incision was placed in the left iliac fossa. The bowel was resected and the anvil
placed in the proximal stump. The incision rilas then closed.
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A laparoscopic linear stapler (Endopath EZ 35 mm, Ethicon, Australia) passed through

a cannula was placed across the distal colon. The stapler was 'ftted' resulting in

stapling and hansection of the distal colon. A 2 min y image of the pig's abdomen was

then acquired (Linear stapler to bowel). The proximal colonic stump was then grasped

with a laparoscopic Babcock forceps.

A small incision (5 cm length) was made with a scalpel through the abdominal wall at

the left iliac fossa. The abdomen was allowed to desufflate. The proximal colonic stump

(within the jaws of the laparoscopic Babcock forceps) was brought out through the

small incision ('exteriorisation'). The segment of distal colon was excised with a

scalpel (soft bowel clamps were applied proximally to prevent fæcal spillage). A 2 min

yimage of the pig's abdomen was then acquired (Bowel segment excised).

A purse string suture (2-0 Prolene, Johnson and Johnson, Aushalia) was placed at the

divided end of the exteriorised colon. The anvil from the trans-anal stapler

(ProximaterM Straight ILS, 25 mm intraluminal stapler) was placed into the lumen of

the exteriorised colon and the purse string suture tightened around the anvil shaft. The

proximal end of the bowel (with anvil in situ) was placed back within the peritoneal

cavity and the LIF incision closed with 2-0 nylon suture. The abdomen rvas re-

insufflated. A 2 min y image of the pig's abdomen was then acquired (Anvil placed).

Continuity of the distal colon was restored under laparoscopic vision. The trans-anal

stapler (ProximaterM Shaight ILS, 25 mm intraluminal stapler) was passed per rectum

into the lumen of the rectal stump and the stapler hocar ('spike') was advanced through

the stump. The 'spike' was located within the abdomen and connected to the anvil
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shaft. The transanal stapler was closed and 'fired' to create a double stapled colonic

anastomosis (the circular pieces of bowel trimmed within the hansanal stapler are called

'doughnuts'). The transanal stapler (with anvil plus attached 'doughnuts') was

subsequently withdrawn from the rectum. The abdomen remained insufflated while a 2

min y image of the pig's abdomen vras then acquired (Continuity restored).

The pig was humanely killed. Port-sites with cannulæ and wound edges were excised.

Instruments used throughout the operation, port-sites, cannulæ and wound edges were

imaged by the y camera.

5.1.3.9 Dßease Staging Protocols

Various scenarios of operations for colorectal carcinoma were simulated by selected

placement of the ee'Tc SESTAMIBI radiolabelled LIM 1215. The models are

summarised (Figure 5.7 to Figure 5.I2,pp.148 - 151). The number of animals in each

arm of the experiment are summarised (Table 5.1, p, 134).

5. 1.3.1 0 Disseminated Tumour Cells

Radiolabelled LIM 1215 with 10 mL CCM in a plastic syringe (Becton Dickinson,

Singapore), were placed in the pelvic peritoneal cavity, next to the bladder. For open

surgery, the cells were dispensed directly from the syringe (Figure 5.7,p.148). For

laparoscopic assisted surgery, a 50 mm 22 gauge needle (Terumo, Belgium) attached to

the cell containing syringe, was passed through the lower anterior abdominal wall. The

needle tip was directed to the correct place under laparoscopic vision (Figure 5.8, p.

148)
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Figure 5.8: Laparoscopic assisted surgery with disseminated tumour cells.
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5.1.3.11 Intraluminal Tumour Cells (Tumour Cell Enema)

A 30 cm, 7 mm diameter soft lubricated silastic tube was inserted trans-anally into the

pig's distal colon. Radiolabelled LIM 1215 with l0 mL CCM in a plastic syringe

(Becton Dickinson, Singapore), was injected (via a Foley catheter adaptor 044.00.006

(Indoplas, Sydney, Australia)) into the silastic tube. An extra 30 mL of CCM was

injected into the enema tube to flush the radiolabelled LIM 1215 cells from the enema

tube into the distal colon. For open surgery, positioning of the enema tube was

straightforward (Figure 5.9, p. 150). For laparoscopic assisted surgery, a laparoscopic

Babcock forceps was used to shaighten the distal colon to enable easier passage of the

enema tube (Figure 5.10, p, 150)

5.1.3.12 Intramural Tumour Cells (Tumour Cell Bleb)

Radiolabelled LIM 1215, with 10 mL CCM and IÙYo polyethylene glycol (MacrogolrM,

as a thickening agent) in a plastic syringe (Becton Dickinson, Singapore), was injected

into the wall of the distal colon. Enough solution was injected to raise a small bleb

within the colonic wall. The injection site on the serosal surface was sealed and marked

with diathermy. For open surgery, positioning of the injecting syringe was

shaightforward (Figure 5.11, p. 151). For laparoscopic assisted surgery, a 50 mm22

gauge needle (Terumo, Belgium) attached to the cell containing syringe, was passed

through the lower anterior abdominal wall. The needle tip was directed to the correct

place under laparoscopic vision (Figure 5.12, p. 151)
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Figure 5,9: Intraluminal cells with open surgery.
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5.2 Results

Illushated results can be found on the CD-ROM as well as the following pages. To refer

to a complete list of detailed tables, images and QuicktimerM movies please follow

instructions contained in the file README,TXT on the contained CD-ROM.

5.2.1 Heated Humidified COz Insufflation

Results are summarised (Table 5.2to Table 5.4, pp. 154 - 156).

Two positive filters were detected from the group of pigs treated with heated

humidifred CO2 prior to any manipulation. One positive filter was detected at the

inactive cannula with heated humidified CO2 and in this animal, no positive filter was

identifîed prior to manipulation. One positive filter was detected at the active cannula

during dry COz insufflation, and this animal had no prior positive filters. Two positive

filters were detected at the active cannula during heated humidified insufflation, and

these two animals also had positive filters during the insufflation only phase.

Tumour cells were isolated from washings taken from the laparoscopic instruments and

cannulæ. In one pig from the heated humidified group, tumour cells were present on

both the cannulæ and laparoscopic instruments, and no cells were found on filters from

previous phases in this animal (Table 5.2,p. t54, andTable 5.3, p. 155). In the dry CO2

insufflation group, the two positive cannula washings were not associated with any

positive filters in the same animal. With dry CO2 insufflation, two positive instrument

washings were associated with earlier occurrences of positive hlters. The time

relationship between phase and filter positivity is summarised (Table 5.2, p. I54, and
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Table 5.3, p. 155). Counts of tumour cells present on filters and in washings ranged

fiom 2 cells to 200 cells.

The results showed no statistically signifîcant association between malignant cell

dispersal pattern and humidification of insufTlating gas in vivo (Iable 5.4, p. 156).
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<5000 Meso, <1000 Inflam

<5000 Meso, <1000 Inflam

<20 Meso, <500 Inflam

>10000 Inflam, >1000 Meso

>10000 Inflam, >1000 Meso

>5000 Inflam, >5000 Meso

<1000 Meso, <500 Inflam

<500 Meso, <100 Inflam

<10 Meso

<10 Meso

>1000 Meso, >1000 Inflam

<50 Meso, <20 Inflam

<50 Meso, <50 Inflam

<50 Meso, <50 lnflam

>5000 Inflam

>1000 Inflam,200 Meso

<10 Meso

<20 Meso

Acellular

Acellular

Acellular

<50 Inflam, <50 Meso

Acellula¡

<20 Inflam

>5000 lnflam & Meso

Acellular

<20 Inflam

<20 Inflam

Acellular

2 Meso

Acellular

Acellula¡

Acellular

Acellula¡

Acellular

>1000 Inflam & Meso

Acellula¡

Acellular

Acellular

Acellula¡

Acellular

Acellular

Contaminated

Contaminated

Contaminated

Acellular

<20 Inflam

Acellular

Acellular

Piei dry

Pig 8 dry

Pig 9 (-ve
confrol)

Pig l0 dry

Pig 1l dry

Pig2 dry

Pig 3 dry

Pig 4 dry

Pig 5 dry

Pig 6 dry

Pig I dry

Table 5.2: Filter and washing analysis lvith dry CO2 insufflation versus phase of experiment. (Malig and Adeno ca: LIMI215 cells, Meso : mesothelial

cells, Inflam: inflammatory cells). Positive results are dark shaded (Hewett et al. 1996).
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<10000 Meso,
<100 Inflam
<2000 Meso,
<1000Inflam
<5000 Meso,
<500 Inflam
<5000 Meso,
<500 Inflam

<10000 Meso,
<5000 Inflam

<5000 Meso,
<2000 Inflam
<10000 Meso,
<1000 Inflam
<2000 Meso,
<100 Inflam

<5000 Meso,
<100 Inflam

<200 Meso,
<100 Inflam
<500 Meso,
<100 Inflam
<200 Meso,
<100 Inflam

<2000 Meso,
<100 Inflam
<1000 Meso,
<2000 Inflam
<100 Meso,
<200 Inflam
<500 Meso,
1000 Inflam,
<500 Squames

<100 Meso,
<100 Inflarr¡
<100 Squames

<100 Meso,
<200 Inflam
<10000 Meso,
<500 Inflam

<50 Meso,
<50 Inflam

<200 Meso,
<500 Inflam
<200 Meso,
<50 Inflam
<1000 Meso,
<2000 Inflam
<100 Meso,
<1000 Inflam

<10 Meso,
<20 úrflam
<10 Meso,
<l0lnflam

<2000 Meso,
<200 Inflam
<2000 Meso,
<200 Inflam
<50 Meso,
<1000 Inflam
<2000 Meso,
<100 Inflam

<1000 Meso

<2000 Meso,
<100 Inflam
<1000 Meso,
<5000 Inflam
<5000 Meso,
<500 Inflam
<5000 Meso,
<500 Inflam

<5000 Meso,
<500 Inflam

Acellula¡

<10 úrflam

<10Inflam

Acellular

Acellular

Acellula¡

Acellular

Acellula¡

<10Inflam

Acellular

Acellular

Acellula¡

Acellular

Acellular

Acellular

<50 Meso

<20 lnflamAcellular

Acellular

Acellula¡

<10 Inflam

Acellular

Acellular

Acellular

<10 Meso

Pig 8 humid

Pig t humid

Pig l0 humid

Pig 3 humid

Pig 4 humid

Pig 5 humid

Pig 6 humid

Pig 7 humid

Pig I humid

Pig 2 humid

Table 5.3 : Filter and washing analysis with heated/trumidified CO2 insufflation versus phase of experiment. (Malig and Adenoc 
^ 
: LIMI2L5 cells, Meso :

mesothelial cells,Inflam: inflammatory cells). Positive results are dark shaded.
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2 40 0 IFilters/Vashings
positive for tumour
cells with dry
insufflation -+

2 I 1Filters/!Vashings
positive for tumou¡
cells with heated-
humidiñed

insufflation -+

2 1

1.000 1.000 1.000 0.303P value comparing
d¡y to heated
humidified COz

insufflation -+

0.485

Table 5.4: Statistical analysis of numbers of flrlters positive for tumour versus

insufflation type and phase. P value was calculated from Fisher's exact test, two tailed.
* 7 filters from 10 sampled due to contamination of 3 filters. In all other instances,

sampling size was 10 filters.
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5.2.2 Radiolabelled Cells

The colour legend used for the following images was the same as that used in the cell

detection section (Figure 3.15, p. 92). The orientation of the images is the same as

Figure 5.a (p. 140). Images of the pigs represent ventral views of the abdomen in the

same orientation as an postero-anterior projected abdominal X-ray (the pelvis is at the

bottom, costal margins at the top, right flank on the left, and left flank on the right of

the image). The median radiolabelled LIM 1215 cell resolution was 500 (range 100 to

1,000).

5.2.2.1 Pilot Study

Four pigs were studied, Both dynamic and static images were acquired. The brighter

areas represent areas of higher radiolabelled LIM 1215 concenhation. Pig 03 was a trial

of 120 min without insufflation followed by 120 min CO2 insufflation, hence no

inskument images were acquired for pig 03.

Images from the beginning and end of each dynamic study are shown (Figure 5.13, p.

159). For pig 01, there are 58 intervening images (Dynamic studies' "Movies" are

available on the CD-ROM). between the "Phase 1 Begin" and "Phase I End" images.

Each image represents 1 min of radiation acquisition from the pig. The use of I min

acquisition and poor labelling efflrciency resulted in poorer image quality for pig 01.

Better labelling effîciency and the use of 2 min acquisitions resulted in the better image

quality seen for pig 02,03, and pig 04. Hence there are 28 intervening images for pig

02, and 58 intervening images for pigs 03 and 04. The radiolabelled cells moved from

the pelvis towards the upper abdomen, more on the left than the right side.
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However, limited movement of the radiolabelled LIM 1215 detected in pig 02 was due

to a midline congenital adhesion acting as a barrier.

Representative images of laparoscopic Babcock forceps, cannulæ, and port-sites are

shown (Figure 5.I4, p.160). The vertically oriented shafts (with the grasping jaws at

the bottom of each image) of the laparoscopic Babcock forceps can be seen clearly. The

sTCo marker (seen as a bright 'spot') was used to provide image orientation. The left

cannula chamber from pig 02 is clearly outlined. The excised left port-site from pig02

is clearþ shown,

No LIM 1215 cells were detected in CO2 vented from the LF cannula. All filters from

the pilot study were acellular except for Pig 02 with <5 inflammatory cells present on

the LF cannula filter.

The pilot study showed that the in vivo rcal time radiolabelled LIM 1215 model was

workable. The success of the pilot study prompted further study. Data from the static

images of pig 01,02 and 04 were used for later compansons'
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Pig
02

Pie
03

Pig
04

Phase 2 Begin Phase 2 End

0l

1 min InsufTlation 60 min Insufflation

2 min Insufflation 60 min InsufTlation

2 min AtRest 120 min At Rest 2 min Insufflation 120 min Insufllation

2 min Insufflation 120 min Insufflation

Figure 5.13: Pilot study images. The radiolabelled cells generally moved from the

pelvis to the upper abdomen, even in the absence of CO2 insufflation (pig 03). The tip

of the camera cannula was seen in Pig 03 after 120 min of rest (the bright 'spot' that

appears in the central abdomen). In pig 02, a midline adhesion was present, thus

limiting the cell movement.
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Pig
01

Pig
02

Pig
04

Laparoscopic Babcock
forceps*

Laparoscopic Babcock
forceps

Laparoscopic Babcock
forceps*

Leftcannula Backgroundradiation

Left cannula Left Port-site

Left cannula & port-
site *

Figure 5.14: Pilot study instrument and cannulaviews (figures ma¡kedwith * have a
57Co marker for orientation purpose). Babcock forceps' jaws are at the bottom of each

image. Meaningful images were obtained, The background radiation image (i.e. the

ambient radiation) from a pig used later is shown for comparison'
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5.2.2.2 Insuffiation versus No Insulflation With Crossover

An example of the raw, decay corrected, relative activity curves from pigs undergoing

120 min of no insufflation shown (Figure 5.15, p. 162). This graphwas difficult to

visually interpret. Multiple linear regression was able to provide objective slope data.

Comparison of cell movement and dishibution between inhaperitoneal insufflation

("gas first") and no insufflation first ("no gas first") revealed a differential in the rate of

movement of cells throughout the peritoneal cavity, The units used were change in

relative corrected activity (Å relative activity).

A synopsis of the insufflation versus no insufflation studies is provided (Figure 5.17

and Figure 5.18, p. 164 - 165). The total corrected activity of the images decreased with

time in both groups, indicating that radiolabelled cells were moving out of the frame of

the camera

During both insufflation and no insufflation, cells moved from the pelvis to the upper

abdomen (Figure 5.16, p. 163). The rate of movement however, was significantly

different between "gas first" and "no gas fîrst" since an increased rate of movement to

the right upper quadrant (RUQ), compared to the left upper quadrant (LUQ), occurred

when COz insufflation was in progtess. In contrast, with the abdominal cavity at rest,

the rate of change of activity in the epigastrium and left upper quadrant was increased

(Figure 5.16, p. 163)
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Phase 2 End
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Figure 5.17: Images of no insufTlation (120 min) fïrst followed by insufflation (120

min). The tip of the camera cannula can be seen in pigs 08, 11, and (very faintly) 05

after 120 min at rest, In pigs 05 and 11, the radiolabelled LIM l2t5 travelled along the

sleeve of the cannula. In the absence of CO2 insufflation, cell movement occurrçd

(predominantþ up the left side of the pig). When COz insufflation was commenced,

cells dropped out of the crrmera cannul4 and the movement of radiolabelled LIM 1215

cells was more diffuse.
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Figure 5.18: Images of insufflation (120 min) first followed by no insufflation (120

min). During COz insufflation, radiolabelled LIM l2l5 cells moved diffusely,
predominantly up the right side of the pig. Upon desufflation, radiolabelled cell

movement occurred. Notably, movement of radiolabelled LIM 1215 up the left flank

and camera cannulæ occurred in pig 06.
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5.2.2.3 Reversal of Conditions

A synopsis of images is provided (Figure 5, I 7 and Figure 5. I 8, pp. 164 - 165).

When 120 min of no CO2 insufflation ("no gas first") was followed by 120 min CO2

insufflation ("gas second"), preferential movement of cells to the RUQ was detected

with insufflation (Figure 5.19, p. 167). Similar trends for the 6 areas were detected

when conditions were reversed (Figure 5.16, p. 163, and Figure 5.I9,p.167)

when 120 min of Co2 insufflation ("gas flrrst") was followed by r20 min of no Co2

insufflation ("no gas second") the above patterns (Figure 5.16, p. 163, andFigure 5.19,

p. 167) weren't detected (Figure 5.20, p. 168). In the epigastrium, RIF and

hypogastrium, the rates of cell movement in the second phase were less marked than in

the first phase. The total corrected activity of the image decreased with time for "gas

second", whereas total corrected activity increased for "no gas second", indicating that

radiolabelled cells were moving out of the camera frame during "gas second", and into

the camera frame for "no gas second".

None of the LF cannula gas filters (obtained during insufflation) were positive for LIM

1215 cells. Pigs 05, 07 and 13 had <10 inflammatory cells on the filters.
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5.2.2.4 Free Intraperitoneal Blood Wìth and. úYithout Insuffiation

Variable levels of radioactivity were detected on laparoscopic Babcock forceps and

cannulæ with port-sites. A synopsis of images is provided (Figure 5.23, p. I73, and

Figure 5.24,p.174)

When cells were mixed with 30mls of porcine blood and added to the peritoneal cavity

the pattern of movement of radiolabelled cells throughout the peritoneal cavity was

different to the blood free groups above, With no insufflation (with or without free

blood present), the trend was movement of radiolabelled cells from the lower to the

upper abdomen, with free blood tracking to the RUQ @igurc 5.2I, p. 171). In

comparison, the trend for insufflation (with free blood present), was movement of

radiolabelled cells from the right side of the abdomen to the left (Figure 5.22, p. 172)

The total corrected activity of the image decreased with time in both groups, indicating

that radiolabelled cells were moving out of the frame of the camera. The movement of

radiolabelled LIM l2I5 in the presence of free blood was subjectively restricted when

compared with blood free pigs' abdomens.

In the pilot study (Pigs 01, 02,04) and the free blood studies (Pigs 13 to 16), the

laparoscopic Babcock forceps used to manipulate the peritoneal contents were found to

have significant radioactivity indicating radiolabelled LIM 1215 contamination (Figure

5.14, p. 160, Figure 5.23,p. I73, and Figure 5.24,p. 174). When the laparoscopic

cannulæ and port-sites were examined (Table 5.5, p. 175 and Table 5.6, p. 176), the LF

trocar's port-site, through which the instrument was passed, was found to have LIM

1215 cells in 5 out of 7 cases, with the same trocat's chamber contaminated in 4 out
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of 7 cases (Table 5.5, p. 175 and Table 5.6, p. 176).However, all cannulæ andport-sites

however were contaminated when LIM 1215 were mixed with blood and the abdomen

was at rest (Table 5.6,p.176). Exhaust COz was filtered at arate of between one to two

litres per minute, and no evidence of LIM 1215 cells was identified on any of the LF

cannula filters

5.2.2. 5 Gasless Laparoscopy

A synopsis of images from the gasless laparoscopy is provided (Figure 5.25, p. 177).

Image data from pig 19 was lost due to a electrical power failure in the operating

theatre. The hook elevation of the abdominal wall was sub-optimal. LIM 1215 cell

movement from the lower to the upper abdomen was detected. Attempted

manipulations of the intraperitoneal contents was hindered by limited visibility. The

technical difficulties experienced meant that a detailed analysis was not performed on

the gasless study.
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Figure 5.23 Images of insufflation (120 min) first with cells mixed with blood.

Selected instrument images are also shown. Blood clot containing radiolabelled LIM
1215 was seen smeared along the shaft of the laparoscopic Babcock forceps (aws at

bottom of image). Thc radiolabelled LIM 1215 rich blood w¿N passed through the

cannulæ by the laparoscopic Babcock forceps. This outlined the cannulæ and port-sites

(port-site at the bottom and the cannula chamber at the top of the image).
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Laparoscopic
Babcock forceps

Pig
16

Figure 5.24: Images of no insufflation (120 min) first with cells mixed with blood.

Selected instrument images are also shown. Blood clot containing radiolabelled LIM
1215 was seen smeared along the shaft of the laparoscopic Babcock forceps (aws at

bottom of image, a 57Co marker was used to mark pig 14's Babcock forceps). The

radiolabelled LIM 1215 rich blood was passed through the cannulæ by the laparoscopic

Babcock forceps. This outlined the cannulæ and port-sites (port-site at the bottom and

the cannula chamber at the top of the image). More pronounced LIM l2l5
contamination of the cannulæ and port-sites was detected when compared with CO,

insufflation and free blood (Figure 5.23,p. 173).
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Cells with insufflation
followed by instrumentation

(Pigs 01, 02 and 04)

013 013 U3 U9

Cells & blood without insufflation
followed by instrumentation

(Pigs 14 and 16)

212 212 2/2 6/6

Cells & blood with insufflation
followed by instrumentation

(Pigs 13 and 15)

012 012 2/2 2/6

Table 5.5: Proportion of cannula chambers contaminated by radiolabelled LIM 1215
cells. Chi squared test of total cannula values (d.f.:2) P value : 0.0026.
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Cells with insufflation
followed by instrumentation

(Pigs 01, O2 and04)

013 0/3 213 2t9

2/2 2/2 212 616Cells & blood without insufflation
followed by instrumentation

(Pigs 14 and 16)

012 o/2 o/2Cells & blood with insufflation
followed by instrumentation

(Pigs 13 and 15)

016

Table 5.6: Proportion of port-sites contaminated by radiolabelled LIM 1215 cells. Chi
squared test (d.f.:2) P value:0.0007.
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Cannula with port-site

Pig
l7

Pig
l8

Figure 5.25: Images of gasless laparoscopy (120 min). Selected instrumcnt and cannula

images are shown, The camera cannula was seen in situ in Pig 20 (upper part of 120

min image). Movement from the pelvis to the upper abdomen was detected. This was a

similar pattern to the "No Gas" studies (Figure 5.17,p. 164), Contamination of the

laparoscopic Babcock forceps occurred to a lesser degtee due to the difficulty in
gaining access to the peritoneal cavrty. Port-site and cannula contamination was also

dctected.
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5.2.2,6 Segmental Distal Resection Studies

Synopsesof theresultsof surgeryareprovided(Figure 5.26toFigure5.46pp. 180-

20l).Lapæoscopic assisted surgery required significantly more time than open surgery

(mean times 59 min versus 32 minrespectively,P:0.0022, two tailed permutation test).

5.2.2.7 Disseminated LIM 1215 @isseminated Cell Model)

Three extra pigs were required for open surgery (with disseminated cells) to obtain

images of the laparotomy wound edge ('extraction site') since the original protocol did

not include images of the wound edge. Two extra pigs were required for the

laparoscopic assisted surgery group (with disseminated cells) because power failure

resulted in the loss of data for 2 animals (although some of the data was later retrieved).

An extra pig was required for the laparoscopic assisted surgery group (with

disseminated cells) since one animal died 5 min into surgery from mycoplasma

pneumoma.

With both open and laparoscopic assisted surgery, widespread dissemination of LIM

1215 from the initial injection site was detected, irrespective of surgical mode (Figure

5.26, p. 180, and Figure 5.27, p. 181). Radiolabelled LIM 1215 were detected on

instruments, packs, gloves, resected bowel, doughnuts and wound edges (Table 5.7,p.

190; Figure 5,36, p. 191, to Figure 5.44,p.199). In the setting of laparoscopic assisted

surgery, cannulæ and port-sites also became contaminated. Cannula chambers were

equally contaminated, but port-sites closer to the initial inoculum were moÌe likely to be

contaminated (Figure 5.43, p. 198, to Figure 5.46,p.20I).
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5.2.2.8 Intraluminal LIM 1215 (Tumour Cell Enema ModeQ

With both open and laparoscopic assisted sugery, inhaluminal radiolabelled LIM 1215

remained confined to the bowel lumen, irrespective of surgical mode (Figure 5.28, p

182, and Figure 5.29, p. 183). Radiolabelled LIM 1215 were not detected on

instruments, packs, gloves and wound edges, but were detected on resected bowel and

doughnuts (Table 5.7,p. 190; Figure 5.36, p. 191, to Figure 5.43,p. 197).

5.2.2.9 Intramural LIM 1215 (Bleb Model)

An extra pig was required for the laparoscopic assisted surgery (with intramural cells)

since one animal died 5 min into surgery from mycoplasma pneumoma.

With both open and laparoscopic assisted surgery, the observed spread of radiolabelled

LIM 1215 was variable, irrespective of surgical mode (Figure 5.30, p. 184 and Figure

5.31, p. 185). After removing a 'bleb' completely, residual radioactivity was noted in

some pigs. Post mortem imaging of the liver and mesenteric nodes revealed foci of

radioactivity. Thus providing evidence of nodal and liver uptake of injected

radiolabelled LIM 12 1 5.

Technical problems were encountered, such as, rupture of the 'bleb' (from instilling

greater than2 mL of CCM or accidental contact with instruments) as evidenced by wide

LIM 1215 dissemination early. Inadvertent intraluminal injection (which produced

similar images to the intraluminal studies) occurred when the syringe penetrated too

deeply into the colonic wall. The use of MacrogolrM thickened fluid produced smaller

more robust 'blebs' that didn't rupture (Figure 5.46,p.201).
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Figure 5.26: Static images at each operative step for open, segmental distal colectomy,
with disseminated cells. Notable uptake of radiolabelled LIM 1215 into the moist bowel
pack (upper right of animal) was detected in most pigs, causing initial spread by the
time of mobilisation. The disseminated cells spread widely throughout the peritoneal
cavity as surgery progressed. The bowel pack limited cell movement in pigs 4l and42.
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Mobilisation CutVessels Stapling Anvil in situ Continuity
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Pig
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Pig
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Figure 5.27: Static images at each operative step for laparoscopic assisted, segmental

distal colectomy, with disseminated cells. Widespread movement of radiolabelled LIM
12l5 cells occrrs eârly. Contaminated laparoscopic Babcock forceps in pigs 21,35,36

could be seen in situ as bright linear objects. Radiation shadows from metal instruments

could be seen as darker linear objects.
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Pig
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Mobilisation CutVessels Stapling Anvil in situ Continuity

Pig3l

Pig
JJ

Pig
34

Figure 5.28: Static images at eaoh operative step for op€tr, segmental distal colectomy,

with intraluminal cells (enema). The course of the distal and descending colon were

seen. The loss of continuity of the bowel was seen (as a transverse intemrption) when

the anvil was placed. The continuity was restored as evidence by the Joining' of
brighter areas.
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Pig
40

Pig
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Mobilisation CutVessels Stapling Anvil in situ Continuity

Pig38

Figure 5.29: Søtic images at each operative step for laparoscopic assisted, segmental

distal colectomy, with intraluminal cells (enema). The course of the distal and

descending colon were seen. The loss of continuity of the bowel was seen (as a

transverse intemrption) when the anvil was placed. The continuity was restored as

evidence by the 'joining' of brighter areas.
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Pig
52

Mobilisation Cut Vessels Stapling Anvil in situ Continuity
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47
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55

Figure 5.30: Static images at each operative step for open, segmental distal colectomy,

with intramural cells (bleb). Discrete blebs were initially produced. Incomplete

resection of the 'bleb' was seen in pig 47, this may represent LIM l2I5 thathas tracked

proximally into the colon. Pig 48 and 55 show 'bleb' rupture with widespread

movement of radiolabelled cells. Pigs 52, 56 and 57 show evidence of hepatic uptake

(slightly increased activity in the upper abdomen). Spread to a regional lymph node was

seen (pig 56).
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Mobilisation Cut Vessels Stapling Anvil in situ Continuity
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Figure 5.31: Static images at each operative step for laparoscopic assisted, segmental

distal colectomy, with intamural cells (bleb). Infialuminal spread of radiolabelled LIM
1215 was detected (pigs 49, 50, 51 and 54). Despite completely resecting the 'bleb',

nodal and hepatic uptake of radiolabelled LIM 1215 was detected (pig 53).
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OPEN LAPAROSCOPIC

Disseminated Disseminated

Intraluminal

Figure 5.32: Mobilisation of bowel - comparison of techniques. Representative images

shown.
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OPEN LAPAROSCOPIC

Disseminated Disseminated

Intraluminal

Figure 5.33: Vessels ligated - comparison of techniques. Representative images shown.

Note that the laparoscopic Babcock forceps coated with radiolabclled cells during

laparoscopic surgery with disseminated cells
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OPEN LAPAROSCOPIC

Disseminated Disseminated

Intraluminal Intraluminal

Figure 5.34: Transection of bowel with linear stapler - comparison of techniques.

Representative images shown.
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OPEN LAPAROSCOPIC

Disseminated Disseminated

Intraluminal Intraluminal

Figure 5.35: Continuþ restored with transanal stapler - comparison of techniques.

Representative images shown.
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Clip applicator 3/7 4t7 014 0/s

Linear cutter/stapler 418 st7 0ls 0/s

Transanal stapler 618 7/7 s/s sls

Doughnuts 5/8 717 sls 4ls

Resected bowel 616 616 sls sls

Extraction site/wound
edge

Jl J 616 0tl 0ls

Packs 7/8 314 0/s 0lr

Gloves 718 616 0/s 0ls

Laparoscope 016 0/4

Laparoscopic shears 6t7 0ls

Laparoscopic Babcock
forceps

717 0ls

Table 5.7: Rates of radiolabelled LIM 1215 contamination of various objects associated
with the various forms of surgery and tumour spread used. The numerator is the number
of objects contaminated with radiolabelled LIM 1215. The denominator is the number
of objects sampled. Dashes represent non applicable objects.
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OPEN

Disseminated*
29,969

Intraluminal*
1,381,848

LAPAROSCOPIC

Disseminated*
29,294

Intraluminal

1,101 ,543

Figwe 5.36: Used transanal stapler- -comparison of techniques. Representative images

shown. Note that more cells are smeared on the shaft of the instruments that are used

with intraluminal cells. (* Denotes sTCo marker has been used in the image for
orientation purposes). Median numbers of radiolabelled LIM 1215 cells detected on the

transanal staplers in each group are shown.
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OPEN

Disseminated
0.I4Vo

Intraluminal
12,906 (0.09%o)

LAPAROSCOPIC

Disseminated
13,558 0.097o

Intraluminal
23,306 (0.20Vo)

Figure 5.37: Bowel doughnuts taken from used transanal staplers - comparison of
techniques. Representative images shown. Median numbers of radiolabelled LIM 1215

cells detected (with percentage of total radiolabelled LIM 1215 cells administered in
parentheses) are shown.
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L
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R

OPBN

Disseminated*
7,417 (0.06To)

LAPAROSCOPIC

Disseminated*
19,723 (0.137o)P = 0.028

Intraluminal* Intraluminal*

Figure 5.38: Used linear cutter/stapler, comparison of techniques. Representative

images shown. (* Denotes 57Co marker has been used in the image for orientation
purposes). When disseminated cells were compared with intaluminal cells, significant

differences in incidence of contamination were detected (P : 0.028, Fisher's exact test,

two tailed). No significant contamination of the linear stapler with radiolabelled LIM
1251 was detected when radiolabelled cells were placed intra-luminally. Median
numbers of radiolabelled LIM l2l5 cells detected (with percentage of total
radiolabçlled LIM 1215 cells administered in parentheses) are shown. Significantly

more radiolabelled LIM 1215 cells were detected on laparoscopic than open linear

staplers (P : 0.032, two tailed Mann-Whitney U-test).
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G
E

OPEN

Disseminated
232,446 (1.747o)

LAPAROSCOPIC

Disseminated
193,6& (I.3IVI)P = 0.002

Intraluminal Intraluminal

Figure 5.39: Wound edge (laparotomy wound or LIF extraction site) - comparison of
techniques. Representative images shown. When disseminated cells were compared

with intaluminal cells, significant differences in incidence of contamination were

detected (P : 0.002, Fisher's exact test, two tailed). No significant contamination of the

wound edge with radiolabelled LIM 1251 was detected when radiolabelled cells were
placed intra-luminally. Median numbers of radiolabelled LIM 1215 cells detected (with
percentage of total radiolabelled LIM 1215 cells administered in parentheses) are

shown. The amount of contamination with disseminated radiolabelled LIM 1215 cells

was similar for both open and laparoscopic surgery (P : 0.548, two tailed Mann-
Whitroy U-test).
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OPEN

Disseminated
251,218 (1.987o)

LAPAROSCOPIC

Disseminated
16,810 (0.167o)P = 0.002

Intraluminal Intraluminal

Figure 5.40: Used gloves - comparison of techniques. Representative images shown.

When disseminated cells were compared with intraluminal cells, signiflrcant differences

in incidence of contamination were detected (P : 0.002, Fisher's exact test, two tailed).

No significant contamination of the gloves with radiolabelled LM l25l was detected

when radiolabellcd cells were placed infia-luminally. Median numbers of radiolabelled

LIM 1215 cells detected (with percentage of total radiolabelled LIM 1215 cells

administered in parentheses) are shown. Significantly less radiolabelled LIM 1215 cells

were detected on gloves used during laparoscopic assisted surgery than open surgery (P

: 0.O22,two tailed Mann-Whitney U-test).
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LAPAROSCOPIC
29,876 (0.26Vo)

Disseminated Intraluminal*

P = 0.001

Figure 5.41: Used laparoscopic Babcock forceps. Representative images shown. (*
Denotes sTCo marker has been used in the image for orientation purposes). When

disseminated cells were compared with intraluminal cells, significant differences in
incidence of radiolabelled LM 1215 contamination were detected (P : 0.001, Fisher's

exact test, two tailed). No signifïcant contamination of the laparoscopic Babcock

forceps with radiolabelled LIM 1251 was detected when radiolabelled cells were placed

inta-luminally. Median numbers of radiolabelled LIM 1215 cells detected (with
percentage of total radiolabelled LIM 1215 cells administered in parentheses) are

shown.
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LAPAROSCOPIC
85,149 (0.577o)

Disseminated Intraluminal*

P = 0.015

Figure 5.42: Used laparoscopic shears. Representative images shown. (* Denotes 57Co

marker has been used in the image for orientation pu{poses). When disseminated cells

were compared with intraluminal cells, significant differences in incidence of
radiolabelled LIM 1215 contamination were detected (P : 0.015, Fisher's exact test,

two tailed). No significant contamination of the laparoscopic shears with radiolabelled

LIM 1251 was detected when radiolabelled cells were placed intra-luminally. Median

numbers of radiolabelled LIM l2l5 cells detected (with percentage of total

radiolabetled LIM 1215 cells administered in parentheses) are shown'
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LAPAROSCOPIC

Disseminated Intraluminal*

Chambens: P< 0.001

Portsites: P< 0.001

Figure 5.43: Used cannulæ with port-sites. Representative images shown. (* Denotes
sTCo marker has been used in the image for orientation purposes). When disseminated

cells are compared with intraluminal cells, signifìcant differences in contamination are

detected (Fisher's exact test, two tailed). The port-site is at the bottom of the image with

the cannula chamber at the top of the image. No port-site or cannula contamination with

radiolabelled LIM 1215 was detected when radiolabelled LIM 1215 was placed

intraluminally.
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Cannula Chamber Contamination
+lz

24,536 (0.17%)

316
7,732 (0.06%) 416

39,383 (0.32%)

+lo
12,514 (0.13%)

P - 0.928

Figure 5.44: Summary of incidence of cannula chamber radiolabelled LIM 1215

contamination after laparoscopic assisted segmental colonic resection with intra-
peritoneally placed radiolabelled LIM 1215. The incidence is expressed as the number

of positive cannula chambers divided by the number of cannula chambers sampled.

When the incidences of radiolabelled LIM 1215 contamination at the left and lower
right cannulæ were grouped together, and the incidences of radiolabelled LIM 1215

contamination at the camera and right upper cannulæ were grouped together, the

following yz vahte was obtained (P : 0.928). Median numbers of radiolabelled LIM
1215 cells contaminating the cannula chambers (with percentage of total radiolabelled
LIM 1215 cells administered in parentheses) are also shown.
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Portsite Contamination
zlz

47,440 1O.lt%)

U6
1,297 (0.01,%) sle

17,171. (0.1,2%)

416
6,673 1O.Oe%)

p - 0.039

Figure 5.45: Summary of incidence of port-site contamination after laparoscopic
assisted segmental colonic resection with inha-peritoneally placed radiolabelled LIM
1215. The incidence is expressed as the number of positive port-sites divided by the

number of port-sites sampled. A significant association between proximity to pelvis and

incidence of port-site contamination was detected (P : 0.039, y2 test) when the

incidences of contamination at the left and lower right cannulæ were grouped together,

and the incidences of contamination at the camera and right upper cannulæ were
grouped together. Median numbers of cells contaminating the port-sites (with
percentage of total cells administered in parentheses) are also shown. There was no

association between site of the cannula and the percentage dose contamination (P :
0.257, Kruskal-Wallis).
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Evidence of liver uptake from Intra-mrnally
injected cells

Liver (upper right) and local lymph node
(bottom) uptake

Rosected remaining colon and vessels.
A focus of activity was present

Burst bleb. The'tumour' ruptured, glting
rise to intaperitoneal contamination

Inüaluminal spill, innamural injection too
deep. Inocult'm inadvertently into lumen

Resected bowel anastomosis,
with a contarninated lymph node

Contaurinated transanal stapler
from intraluminal spill't

Figure 5.46: Evidence of vascular and nodal spread with intramural (bleb) cells.

Technical problems with the intamural cell model are shown. (* Has sTCo marker).
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5.3 Discussion

The main focus of this chapter was the study of the mode of hansport of LIM 1215

across the peritoneal cavity from "tumour" to port-site, and examination the factors

influencing this movement. A porcine model was used because a previous study

showed it to be appropriate for demonstrating the efficacy of laparoscopic colonic

procedures (Bessler et al. 1996). The intended brevity of the operative and laparoscopic

procedures, and the unavailability of a pig tumour cell line, meant that no analysis of

the ability of the LIM 1215 to survive and grow was undertaken.

An inoculum of 10 to 20 million LIM 1215 was used to simulate extensive fumour

spread. The number of cells used was greater than double the number of cells found in

blood shed from the operative field (Hansen et al. 1995). This number of cells was used

to simulate a worst case scenario and to be consistent with previous studies (Whelan er

al. 1996, Hewett et al. 1996, Thomas et al. 1996).

5.3.1 Humidification Studies

The amount of insufflated COz used during surgery was 50 L since this was the same

amount of CO2 used in the control group. It is also the average amount of CO2 used

during laparoscopic colonic surgery (Hewett et al. 1996, Peter Hewett personal

communication).

Whether aerosolisation of tumour cells occurs during laparoscopy is controversial

Knolmayer et al. 1996 found that aerosolisation of epithelial cells occurred in a porcine

model using dry CO2. If normal cells are aerosolised, it seems reasonable to expect that
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exfoliated tumour cells may aerosolise too. Another study however (Y,lhelan et al.

1996a) did not detect aerosolisation when using dry CO2 in vivo.

While historically the dry room temperature COz insufflation group has been used as a

control group (Colton 1974), in this study, it was used as an experimental group. Such

action was justifîed on the basis that the same researchers, theatres and equipment were

used in both the current and control studies. Experimental protocols were the same for

both groups, except for the use of heated/trumidified COz in the experimental group.

This study followed directly on from the conhol series.

The aerosolisation of tumour cells was observed in vivo, with insufflation of heated

humidified CO2, prior to any intra-peritoneal manipulation. Tumour cells were also

detected at the inactive (LF) cannula filter, during heated humidified insufflation, when

the abdominal contents were manipulated by endoscopic instruments. As a new filter

was used for each phase, this suggests that tumour cells may be aerosolised either;

during instrumentation, because no positive filter was detected in this animal prior to

this phase; or, that tumour cells present within the cannula from the earlier insufflation

phase may have travelled further up the cannula to the filter (since the cannulæ were not

changed at each phase) and been detected (Table 5.2, p. 154, atd Table 5.3, p. 155).

Tumour cells found at the filter on the cannula through which the laparoscopic Babcock

forceps was passed may arrive there via direct transport on the tip of the instrument.

This is conceivable as only one inactive trocar's flrlter, with dry insufflation, was

positive without any prior phase's filter being positive (Table 5.2, p. 154). These

positive filters may represent further travel of tumour cells from earlier phases, since 2

heated humidified inactive cannula filters were positive for cells, with earlier
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insufflation cannula f,rlters also being positive (Table 5.3, p. 155). Tumour cells were

dispersed by laparoscopic instruments or the contamination of cannulæ, as identified in

previous studies (Hewett et al. 1996, Allardyce et al. 1996). This is supported by

evidence from studies where instances of both active cannula hlter and laparoscopic

instrument contamination occurred in the same animal (Table 5.2,p.154).

The differences obsewed between dry and heated/humidified insufflation were not

statistically significant. A statistical power analysis comparing of binomial probabilities

(as an approximation of the two tailed Fisher's exact test, Zar 1984a at a signif,rcance

level of 5o/o with 90% power to detect the differences detected in Table 5.4, p. 156)

between heated-humidified and dry insufflation in all phases was calculated.

According to results obtained from the power analysis, more than 90 pairs of pigs

would be required for phase 1. Further, more than 570 pairs of pigs would be required

for phase 2. Phases 3 and 4 would require more than 200 pairs of pigs. And finally,

phase 5 would require more than 40 pairs of pigs. Obviously, these numbers are well in

excess of the 21 pigs studied.

In summary, aerosolisation of LIM 1215 cells was observed during peritoneal

insufflation (although uncommonly) and during intraperitoneal manipulation with

laparoscopic instruments. However, the effect of using heated humidifred CO2

insufflation on cell movement was not statistically significant. Based on this ín-vivo

porcine model, insufflation with heated humidified CO2 during laparoscopy does not

result in statistically significant changes to tumour cell transport to and through

laparoscopic cannulæ. (Ht.o supported, Table 1.5, p. 54) Large numbers of animals
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would be required to conf,rdently show any effect of heated and humidiflred COz

insufflation upon exfoliated tumour cell movement.

5.3.2 Radiolabelled Cell Studies

The y camera cellular detection system is an indirect method of detection. It is assumed

(based on the in vitro studies above), that the radiolabelling remains bound within the

radiolabelled LIM 1215 cells, and hence the increased radiation detected in some areas

represents radiolabelled LIM 1215 movement and not unbound ehTc SESTAMIBI in

solution. Allardyce et al.have used 5ICR labelled fixed HeLa cells to document cell

distribution throughout the peritoneal cavity (Allardyce at al 1996, Allardyce et al'

lgg7). The main differences between that model and the one described in this chapter is

that the views obtained by Allardyc e et al. v/ere essentially static endpoints as opposed

to the dynamic flows obtained in the current study.

The raw data obtained (Figure 5.15, p. 162) was analysed using multiple hnear

regression due to its simplicity and power. However, the best form of was arguably the

human eye and brain because the subtleties in the images could be all observed at once.

While much of the interpretation of the images provided by the T camera was both

descriptive and subjective, every effort was made to retain the highest degree of

objectivity possible. For example, despite the selection of the 6 regions of analysis and

specific regions of interest in each image being arbihary, consistency was obtained by

ensuring that the size of the 6 regions in each image was the same. Unfortunately, by

using region of interest analysis, some of the subtleties of each image was lost for the

sake of obtaining objective data. Smaller areas of anaþsis could have been used to
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provide more information, but the standard errors of the counts per pixel increase as the

size of the region of interest decreases, hence data obtained from smaller areas is less

likely to show signifrcant hends.

The radiolabelled LIM 1215 resolution in vivo was poorer than during the in vitro sttdy

(cf.3.3.5.2, p.91), since the radiation being measured had to pass through pig tissue

(undergoing attenuation). In addition, the source was further 
^way 

from the gamma

camera (inverse squared distance law), despite the camera being placed directly onto

the pigs' abdomens. Using this detection system, a negative result meant that less than

500 radiolabelled LIM 1215 cells per pixel were present (the best resolution obtained

was 100 radiolabelled LIM 1215 cells). It is possible that even this small number of

cells may cause a metastasis.

Results from the CO2 insufflation pigs versus no CO2 insufflation pigs demonstrated

that, with the abdomen at rest, radiolabelled LIM 1215 diffuse throughout the peritoneal

cavity over a two hour period. The mechanisms of movement include gravity, as

alluded to by Allardyce et al. (Allardyce et al. 1997). This movement may be enhanced

by: anatomical factors such as the presence of para-colic gutters acting as channels of

movement. Other factors, such as peristalsis of bowel loops, changes in the intra-

abdominal pressure by respiration, and capillary action of fluid between loops of bowel,

may play an additional role.

The major difference in inhaperitoneal radiolabelled LIM 1215 movement between the

peritoneal cavity at rest and the peritoneal cavity undergoing CO2 insufflation was the

differential rate of movement to the left and right upper quadrant. The true significance

of this movement differential is currently unclear. The I to 2 Llmin flow of CO2 gas
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across the visceral surface may slow down the countercurrent movement of

radiolabelled LIM 1215 cells. There was a suggestion that the CO2 flow from the

midline camera cannula to the left iliac fossa cannula may have reduced radiolabelled

LIM 1215 movement from the pelvis to the LUQ with preferential movement to the

RUQ @igure 5.16, p. 163). When the abdomen was not insufflated, there was

preferential movement of labelled LIM I2l5 to the LUQ (Figure 5.16, p. 163). When

the insufflation was used after no insufflation (Figure 5.19, p. 167), the same

differential movement was detected, further supporting the countercurrent effect

detected in Figure 5.16, p. 163. When insufflationwas followed by no insufflation

(Figure 5.20, p. 168), the magnitudes of radiolabelled LIM 1215 movement were

reduced which suggested that radiolabelled LIM 1215 cells were distributed more

widely throughout the peritoneal cavity initially by insufflation, Hence when the

abdomen was subsequently at rest, not much further movement could occur. As the

abdominal cavity contracted after being desufflated, the total corrected activity

increased, indicating that radiolabelled LIM 1215 cells moved back into the camera's

field of view

When free blood was mixed with radiolabelled LIM 1215 cells in the absence of

insufflation, movement was influenced by the same factors listed above. Once again the

flow of cells was from the pelvis to the upper abdomen. It was not clear why the

movement was preferentially to the RUQ. One possible explanation may be that

capillary action was drawing up the blood between loops of the coiled caecum. When

insufflation and free blood, mixed with radiolabelled LIM 1215, were combined, the

movement was from right to left. This may reflect the blood bolus hacking into the left
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peritoneal cavity opened up by the pneumoperitoneum. The countercurrent effect may

not have been detected because the blood coagulum was stickier than the CCM used in

the non-blood studies (and hence more difficult to move with the insufflating current).

Despite the different methodologies used by Allardyce et al. 1997 and the current

author, there was some agreement between the results of the 2 studies. Firstly, the

mechanical lifting devices used in the absence of insufflation by Allardyce et al. 1997

did not eliminate cell dispersion. This was conf,rrmed by the above observation that

radiolabelled LIM 1215 cells dispersed widely throughout the peritoneal cavity during

the initial period of no insufflation. Secondly, Allardyce et al. 1996 showed that

aerosolisation was unlikely to be the mechanism fortumour cell dispersion and tumour

cell implantation at the port-site. This was confirmed by the absence of LIM 1215 cells

on the filters through which vented CO2 had travelled (112.¿ supported, Table 1.5, p. 54).

This finding also supported the lack of aerosolisation detected during in vitro studies by

Thomas et al. 1996 and Whelan et al. 1996.

Contamination of laparoscopic instruments by malignant cells was notable in this study

(Èf.1 supported, Table 1.5, p. 54) and confirmed previous flrndings that tumour cells do

adhere to laparoscopic instruments used for manipulation and resection of colon

(Allardyce et al.1996, Allardyce et al.1997).

In the pilot, insufflation and blood studies, the LF cannula was the main manipulating

port. As expected, the LF cannula showed LIM 1215 contamination in the majority of

procedures (Table 5.5, p. 175). Allardyce et al. 1996 revealed that a greater number and

proportion of srCr labelled HeLa cells were deposited in the port-site used by the

operator and camera operator compared with other port-sites. In this study no
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radiolabelled LIM 1215 cells were identified in the camera cannula when insufflation

was used (with or without free blood) but this cannula was kept relatively still during

the above procedures. In contrast, there was frequent movement of the camera and

camera port during the operative procedure as was the case during Allardyce's study'

The passage of an instrument through a cannula, and movement of the cannula within

the abdominal wall, seem to be key factors in cannula and port-site contamination'

When blood and LIM 1215 cells were combined within the peritoneal cavity without

insufflation, all cannulæ and port-sites were found to be contaminated with LIM 1215

cells in the current study. It would appear that LIM 1215 cells within a blood matrix

became more adherent to the port-site, particularþ when the cannulæ and port-sites had

been in contact with the peritoneal cavity contents for an extended period of time. This

scenario occurs in a clinical setting when desufflation takes place during laparoscopic

assisted colectomies whilst the resected colon is exteriorised'

Radiolabelled LIM 1215 movement was seen on visual examination of the dynamtc

studies during gasless laparoscopy, again agreeing with earlier findings (Allatdyce et al'

1996, Allardyce et al. 1997). The technical difficulties associated with access during

gasless laparoscopy might have been improved with the use of a better elevating

system.

5.3.2.1 Segmental Distal Resect¡on Stud¡es

As expected, intraperitoneally placed LIM 1215 dispersed widely (throughout the

abdominal cavity and onto gloves, instruments and cannulæ) during both laparoscopic

assisted and open surgery (Table 5.7 , p. !90, H5.l supported, Table 1.5, p' 54)' Port-sites
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closest to the initial inoculum had higher rates of LIM 1215 contamination. When

radiolabelled LIM 1215 were disseminated, the linear stapler used during open surgery

was less contaminated than the linear stapler used during laparoscopic surgery. This

may reflect the more complex manoeuvring (and hence greater risk of contamination)

involved during laparoscopic assisted surgery. Conversely, the gloves used during

laparoscopic assisted sugery were less contaminated than the gloves used during open

surgery, which reflects the more direct handling of the intraperitoneal contents during

open surgery. Wound edge/extraction site contamination with radiolabelled LIM 1215

was detected during both open and laparoscopic assisted surgeries when radiolabelled

LIM 1215 were placed intraperitoneally. This finding agrees with Allardyce et al. 1998.

There was no difference in the proportion of radiolabelled LIM 1215 cells found on the

wound edges between open and laparoscopic assisted surgery when radiolabelled LIM

12 15 were placed intra-peritoneally.

None of the intra-luminally placed radiolabelled LIM 1215 cells were detected on

instruments, gloves, wound edges, port-sites or cannulæ when both open and

laparoscopic assisted surgerywas used (Table 5.1,p. 190). (i.e. no spillage from the

bowel lumen was detected, Ha.l supported, Table 1.5, p. 54). This contrasts with the

findings of Allardyce et al. 1998, since they detected intra-luminally placed

radiolabelled tumour cells at wound edges (i.e. spillage from the bowel lumen was

detected in their shrdy). Allardyce et at. 1998 recorded an average of 788 radiolabelled

tumour cells at wound edges after laparoscopic surgery with intraluminal tumour cells.

They used are more sensitive cell detection system (best cell resolution -30 cells). For

the current study, the median cell resolution was 500 and, and 4 x more radiolabelled
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cells than Allardyce et al. 1998 were used. Thus, any spilled radiolabelled LIM 1215

cells from the colonic lumen should have been detected in the current study. Also,

Allardyce et al. lsed a complete laparoscopic approach (which involves complex

intraperitoneal manipulation of the colon), whereas a laparoscopic assisted technique

(with less handling of bowel) was used in this study (Allardyce et al. 1996, Allardyce et

al. 1997, Allardyce et al. 1998). Spillage of inha-luminally placed tumour cells, from

the proximal stump, would occur when the anvil is placed. With a total laparoscopic

approach, this spillage would be into the peritoneal cavity, 'When a laparoscopic

assisted approach is used, any spillage would be onto the surrounding skin and wound

edges. This spillage was not detected in the current study. This suggests that

laparoscopic assisted colonic resection, cf. total laparoscopic colonic resection, causes

less spillage of intraluminal radiolabelled tumour cells.

The intramural studies \ilere complicated by technical difficulties (Figure 5.46, p.201).

As with previous studies (Allardyce et al. 1997, Allardyce et al. 1998), the accurate

placement of the radiolabelled LIM 1215 bleb in the thin porcine colonic wall was

technically demanding. When MacrogolrM was used as a thickening agent for the

radiolabelled LIM 1215 'bleb', leakage was less of a problem. The thickened solution

was less likely to leak from the needle puncture site in the bowel wall, due to cohesron

of the solution. Similarly, Allardyce et al. used a viscoelastic/India ink solution "to

facilitate their localization to the region of the colon that was resected" (Allardyce et al.

1998). Unlike previous work (Allardyce et al. 1996, Allardyce et al. 1997, Allardyce et

al. 1998) the current study was able to detect hepatic and nodal spread of injected LIM
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1215. Further refinement of the above technique will provide a valuable model of nodal

spread of colonic cancer in the pig'
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Chapter 6

Immunobead Study
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6. lmmunobead StudY

Hæmatogenous spread of tumour cells is a possible cause of port-site metastases

(Figure 1.6, p. 25). Tumour cells may enter the circulation at the time of surgery to

implant at the port-site. The immunobead technique has been developed for detecting

circulating tumour cells in humans (Eaton et al. 1997, Hardingham et al' 1997)' The

aim of this study was the evaluation of the immunobead technique to detect circulating

LIM 1215 in the peripheral blood of pigs at the time of surgery'

6.1 Methods

Carotid blood was collected (via an inha-arterial cannula and three way tap) from pig

3l onwards (5.1.3.6 Surgical Protocols: Segmental Distal Colectomy, p' 141)' Blood

was collected prior to operation (as a negative conhol), after linear stapling bowel and

at the conclusion of surgery. The blood samples were then subjected to immunobead

analysis (Figure 1.8, p. 37, Eaton et al. 1997, Hardingham et al' 1997). Markers used

were: cytokeratin 19 (CK 19), cytokeratin2} (cK 20),laminin {2 chain of the laminin 5

isoform (LAM !2) andmatrilysin (MAT) (3.2'6,p.77)'
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6.2 Results

Not all samples could be studied due to technical difficulties in obtaining carotid blood

and the hansport of fresh samples to the analysing laboratory. Positive matrilysin

samples were obtained from pigs 42,43 (pre-op) and 46. Since LIM 1215 is positive for

all 4 markers used, the meaning of this result is equivocal (Table 6.1 to Table 6.6, p.

216 to p.221).
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Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Pre Operation

Post Stapling

Post Operation

Neg

Neg

Neg

4I

4I

4l

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

42

42

42

Pre Operation

Post Stapling

Post Operation

Table 6.1: Immunobead detection of circulating LIM 1215 from carotid artery blood

during open surgery with disseminated tumour.
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Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

35

35

35

Pre Operation

Post Stapling

Post Operation

Neg

Neg

Neg

Pre Operation

Post Stapling

Post Operation

Neg

Neg

Neg

36

36

36

Neg

Neg

Neg

Pre Operation

Post Stapling

Post Operation

Neg

Neg

Neg

37

37

37

Table 6.2: Immunobead detection of circulating LIM 1215 from carotid artery blood

during laparoscopic assisted surgery with disseminated tumour.
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Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

31

31

31

Pre Operation

Post Stapling

Post Operation

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

32

32

32

Pre Operation

Post Stapling

Post Operation

Neg

Neg

Neg

Pre Operation

Post Stapling

Post Operation

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

JJ

JJ

33

Neg

Neg

Neg

34

34

34

Pre Operation

Post Stapling

Post Operation

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

43

43

43

Pre Operation

Post Stapling

Post Operation

Table 6.3: Immunobead detection of circulating LIM 1215 from carotid aftery blood

during open surgery with inhaluminal tumour.
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Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

38

38

38

Pre Operation

Post Stapling

Post Operation

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

44

44

44

Pre Operation

Post Stapling

Post Operation

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Pre Operation

Post Stapling

Post Operation

45

45

45

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

46

46

46

Pre Operation

Post Stapling

Post Operation

Table 6.4: Immunobead detection of circulating LIM 1215 from carotid artery blood

during laparoscopic assisted sugery with inhaluminal tumour.
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Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

47

47

47

Pre Operation

Post Stapling

Post Operation

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

52

52

52

Pre Operation

Post Stapling

Post Operation

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Pre Operation

Post Stapling

Post Operation

55

55

55

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

56

56

56

Pre Operation

Post Stapling

Post Operation

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Pre Operation

Post Stapling

Post Operation

57

s7

57

Table 6.5: Immunobead detection of circulating LIM 1215 from carotid artery blood

during open sugery with intramural tumour.
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Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

51

51

51

Pre Operation

Post Stapling

Post Operation

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

53

53

53

Pre Operation

Post Stapling

Post Operation

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Pre Operation

Post Stapling

Post Operation

54

54

54

Table 6.6: Immunobead detection of circulating LIM 1215 from carotid artery blood

during laparoscopic assisted surgery with inhamural tumour.
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6,3 Discussion

The equivocal results seen with the immunobead study were related to numerous factors

(cf. 3.4.6, p, 103). For example, the sporadic positive results may represent peri-

threshold levels of circulating LIM I2I5 in the pig peripheral blood, contamination

from the gloves of the sgrgeon or contamination with epithelial cells from the pig. The

detection of matrilysin from a pre-operation (pig 43 negative conhol) sample may again

represent contamination with epithelial cells from the pig. Epithelial contamination was

minimised by cutting down onto the carotid artery and placing a cannula into the vessel.

In addition, also the f,ust 10 mL of blood taken was discarded.

False negative rates may occur because the blood from the bowel needs to traverse 2

capillary beds (hepatic and pulmonary) before reaching the carotid artery, thus tumour

cells may become trapped there before being sampled. However, tumour cells with

metastatic potential can cross numerous capillary beds and remain in the peripheral

circulation (Hardingham et at. 1995). This cell survival may not have occurred in the

model used in this study, because the LIM 1215 is a xenograft and the porcine immune

system may destroy circulating LIM 1215 cells.

Dose response curves of LIM 1215 cells inpig blood and the determination of cross

reactivity between normal pig tissues and markers are further problems that could be

explored.

aa"l
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Chapter 7

Microperforation Study
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7. Microperforation StudY

An early step in the metastatic cascade is the liberation of the tumour cells from the

primary tumour mass (Figure 1.6, p. 25).Theoretically, surgical instruments may

rupture hollow organs to allow potentially malignant luminal cells to escape. For

example: the tearing open of a gall bladder during laparoscopic cholecystectomy in the

presence of in situ cholangiocarcinoma has resulted in port-site recurrence of

cholangiocarcinoma (Wibbenmeyer et al. 1995). This is an example of gross

macroscopic disruption of a hollow viscus. It is unknown whether microscopic

perforation ("microperforation") occurs. The aim of this study was to determine

whether microperforation of the gall bladder by grasping endoscopic instruments would

liberate mucosal cells.

7.1 Methods

Twenty three patients undergoing laparoscopic cholecystectomy for cholelithiasis or

cholecystitis were prospectively studied. This work conforms to the National Health

and Medical Research Council guidelines on human research.

A pneumoperitoneum was established and ports introduced. Before any dissection

proceeded, a laparoscopic grasper (2S090 CB, Karl Storz, Germany, Figure 4.3, p.II2)

was applied four times at maximum pressure to the fundus of the gall bladder (as would

be done to retract the fundus in preparation for dissection). The grasper was then

withdrawn, and the tip washed in 40 mL sterile isotonic saline. This was labelled the

,.pre-procedure washing". The grasper lvas re-used for the duration of the operation to
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retract the fundus of the gallbladder. At the conclusion of the procedure, the fundal

grasper was again washed in 40 mL sterile isotonic saline, and labelled the "post-

procedure washing." The pre and post procedure washings were subsequently anaþsed

(Figure 3.1, p. 68) and estimates of the number of mesothelial, inflammatory and gall

bladder mucosal cells made.

Cases where overt perforation had occurred, or choledochotomy for the purposes of

intra-operative cholangiography had been attempted were noted.

In one patient, the gall bladder was opened after removal and the bile sent for

cytological study to determine if free mucosal cells were present in bile.

Gall bladder wall thickness of formalin fixed specimens was measured from

representative histopathology slides using a measuring gtaticule.

Results were analysed using logistic regression and Fisher's exact two tailed test (SPSS

Inc, Chicago, Ill, United States of America). Significance was taken at the P<0.05 level.
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7.2 Results

None of the patients required conversion to open cholecystectomy.

As expected, gall bladder bile sourced from one patient was found to contain abundant

mucosal cells and inflammatory cells.

Maximum thickness of fixed gall bladder walls ranged from 0.85 mm to 8.49 mm.

Minimum gallbladder fixed thickness ranged from 0.57 mm to 2.83 mm. There was no

statistically significant association between minimum thickness and perforation of the

gall bladder using logistic regression analysis. All the gall bladders were removed for

benign pathology.

Cytological analysis of the pre-procedure washings revealed that six (26%) washings

were acellular, four (I7%) washings contained inflammatory cells only, and thirteen

(57%) washings contained both inflammatory and mesothelial cells. No gallbladder

mucosal cells were identified.

Perforation of the gall bladder or attempted choledochotomy for cholangiography

occurred in 56Yo of cases. Five cases (22%) showed mucosal cells in post procedure

washings. This was signifrcantly different from the pre-procedure washings (P=0.049,

Fisher's two tailed exact test). One case out of twenty three (4.3Yo) showed mucosal

cells in the absence of overt perforation or choledochotomy for cholangiography.
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Table 7.1 (p, 228) documents the associations between perforation of the gall bladder,

attempted or successful choledochotomy for cholangiography and the presence of

mucosal cells in the post procedure washings, There was no significant relationship

between perforation, attempted choledochotomy for cholangiography, successful

choledochotomy for cholangiography and the presence of gall bladder mucosal cells on

the fundal grasper at the conclusion of the operation.

7.3 Discussion

The presence of gallbladder perforation during laparoscopic surgery of patients with

known benign disease was not thought to be a major concern (Soper and Dunnegan

1991). Unrecognised gallbladder carcinoma has lead to a high incidence of tumour

recurrence in the abdominal wall port-sites (Table 1.4, p. 29, and Table 9.2, pp.248 -

249). Direct deposition of tumour cells in the port through which the gall bladder was

extracted, or exfoliation of malignant cells are plausible mechanisms of recurrence,

Deposits in sites other than the extraction port have been documented (Walsh et al'

1993). Of concern is a case report of port-site recurrence for carcinoma in situ in an

uncomplicated laparoscopic cholecystectomy (Nduka et al. 1994). A previous study

found mucosal cells had aerosolised to laparoscopic port hlters when the gall bladder

was perforated. Instrument contamination occurred, but only in the setting of

choledochotomy for intra-operative cholangiography being performed, also no pre-

operative control group was used (Doudle et al. 1996).
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4 out of 10Perforation 0.t72

1 out of 13No perforation

1 out of7Attempted choledochotomy for intra-

operative cholangio graPhY

1.000

4 out of 16No choledochotomy for intra-operative

cholangio graphy attemPted

4 out of 13Perforation or successful choledochotomy

for intra-operative cholangiography

0.65s

1 out of 10No choledochotomy for intra-operative

cholangiography and no perforation

4 out of 13Perforation or attempted choledochotomy

for inha-operative cholangiography

0.655

1 out of 10No choledochotomy for intra-operative

cholangiography and no perforation

Table 7.1: Relationship between operative event and the presence of mucosal cells on

the fundal graspü at the end of the procedure.
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The factors influencing port-site metastasis are unclear, however it is known that

exfoliated malignant cells of the colon can survive within the intestinal lumen

(Umpleby et al. 1984). For port-site metastasis to occur, mucosal malignant cells need

to travel from the luminal surface of the gallbladder to the port-site. Overt gall bladder

perforation, disruption or choledochotomy for cholangiography are possible

mechanisms for cell dispersal from the lumen of the gall bladder' In the absence of

these, microperforation of the gall bladder by instruments may play a role.

These results showed that no mucosal cell contamination of the laparoscopic grasper

was present at the initial stages of laparoscopic cholecystectomy, whereas 22Yo of the

instruments were contaminated with mucosal cells at the completion of the procedure.

Thus, intra-operative manipulations cause mucosal cell contamination of grasping

instruments. One instance of mucosal cell contamination (incidence 4.3%) in the

absence of overt perforation or choledochotomy for intra-operative cholangiography

was seen in this study (I/6..¡ supported, Table 1.5, p. 54). That is, a microperforation

occurred. This result contrasts Doudle et al's work, since the instrument contaminations

they saw were following gall bladder perforation or choledochotomy for intra-operative

cholangiography (Doudle et al' 1996)'

Laparoscopic graspers analysed in vitro can generate localised high pressures (up to

1,500 kPa) when applied to structures at angles of 135o. These high pressures occur at

the sharp corners of the grasper's jaws ('stress concentration'). This implies that such

instruments may locally traumatise the gall bladder to such a degree that sub clinical

perforation with subsequent liberation of cells could occur (Shakeshaft et al' I998a,
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Shakeshaft et al. I998b). The corners of graspers could be rounded or bevelled to

reduce stress concenhation (much like the hatchways in ships have rounded corners to

prevent stress cracks forming as a result of local high pressures) (Figure 7 .I'p.23I).

Mucosal cells may be liberated by sub clinical hauma to a thinned walled gall bladder

or Rokitansky-Aschoff sinuses of chronic cholecystitis (Rubin and Farber 1988).

However, no statistically signiflrcant association could be found between wall thickness

and the presence of mucosal cells in grasper washings.

In light of the above findings, microperforation is a real possibility during laparoscopic

surgery for malignant disease.

Further research involving a large series of laparoscopic cholecystectomies is needed to

establish a true incidence of microperforation. Lower grasping pressule instruments

could be developed to lessen microperforation. (Shakeshaft et al. 1998a, Shakeshaft ¿r

al. I998b, Figure 7 .1, p.231). The use of cytotoxic agents to rinse instruments and the

port-sites could be a prudent measure to minimise cellular dispersal (Docherty et al.

1995).
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Figure 7.1: how stress concentration can be reduced by rounding the corners of
laparoscopic graspers. Figure concept from Shakeshaft et al' I998b.
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Chapter 8

General Discussion and Conclusions
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8. General Discussion and Conclusions

Laparoscopic surgical technology has progtessed markedly ovü the last 100 years and

developments are likely to continue into the future. Laparoscopic colorectal resection

for malignancy is one of the more contentious applications of this new technology,

because the post operative benefits are far more subtle and the long-term oncological

outcomes unknown when compared with open surgery (Luck et aI. 1998). Port-site

metastasis, although uncommon, is a serious complication of laparoscopic surgery for

malignancy. A meta-analysis comparing open versus laparoscopic colorectal resection

for malignancy showed that the risk of port-site metastasis or wound recurrence was

similar (Table 1r4,p.29). Nevertheless, it should be noted that such analyses are often

criticised because the data used is retrospective.

For tumour to grow in abdominal wounds, three conditions need to be fulfrlled:

1 Tumour cells need to be deposited in the abdominal wound.

2 Tumour cells need be viable and capable of growth.

3 Conditions of the wound need to permit tumour cell growth.

The present study addressed: the mechanisms of deposition of malignant cells in the

port-site wound, which relates to condition (1) above.

The choice of an appropriate cell detection method was instrumental to this study. A

method was either direct (where the LIM 1215 cell itself was visualised) or indirect

(where the presence of LIM 1215 was inferred by the presence of some quality such as

radioactivity). That is, the direct methods explicitly required the removal of tissue
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(performing the analysis alters the sample). The indirect methods, on the other hand,

took repeated measures from the intact experiment (the original tissue didn't require

handling).

All direct methods (filter analysis, washing analysis and FISH) required the analysis of

microscopic samples. Hence, some form of sampling or concenhation of the material of

interest was required. Cells aerosolised in CO2 gas were filtered to concentrate the cells'

Cells in fluid samples were concentrated by centrifugation of filtration. (Figure 3. 1 , p'

68). While these methods analysed the whole sample of the gas or fluid, they provided

no information about the discrete location of cells within the model due to the fluid

nature of the samples.

Various methods were used to examine tissue sections from the port-site, Theoreticalþ,

these should have provided information as to where the LIM 1215 cells had lodged

within the wound. The use of FISH on the various human/pig cell mixtures was

explored in feasibility studies (Figure 3.8 to Figure 3.10 pp. 86 - 87)' LIM 1215 could

be discriminated from pig lymphocytes (Figure 3.12, p. SS)' However, when applied to

tissue sections, the results were inconclusive (due to technical factors) (Figure 3.t3,p.

88).

The analysis of tissue sections was problematic due to practicalities of sampling. How

was it possible to take a 5 pm slice from a2.5 cmby 2.5 cm by 1.5 cm block of porcine

abdominal wall and be confident that the correct area had been sampled? The number of

tissue sections required per port-site would have been prohibitive given the labour

needed for processing. To circumvent this problem, each tissue sample was liquefied

with collagenase and the resultant fluid analysed. A 1 cubic cm block of tissue, after
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digestion with collagenase, yields -2 mL of fluid for analysis. A cell concentration step

is required to reduce the 2 mL to pL amounts. The ability to discriminate LIM 1215

from porcine cells was equivocal (Figure 3.14, p.89). Digesting the port-site led to the

loss of tissue architecture, and hence the location of the LIM 1215 cells within the port-

site was unknown.

Indirect methods used (radiolabelling of cells with autoradiography or Y camera

analysis) relied upon the introduced LIM 1215 being labelled (to make the LIM 1215

cells 'different' from the host tissue). These methods assumed that the label remained

attached to the LIM 1215 indefinitely.

Theoretically, macro-autoradiography shouldprovide two dimensional resolution of the

LIM 1215 location. Unfortunately, this method of detection was too insensitive and was

unable to discriminate LIM 1215 from background (Figure 3.7 
'p.84).

Most of the research to date has interpreted results based of the location of tumour cells

at the conclusion of surgery 0.4.3 Experimental Research, p. 35). Initial conditions

were created, then the surgery was performed. The movement of cells during the inha-

operative period was not studied. Hence, the nature of and factors affecting this

movement were inferred from where tumour cells were located at the end of surgery. It

is analogous to watching the only the opening and the closing scenes of a movie and

guessing the intervening storyline.

Gamma camera analysis was a rapid and sensitive form of repeated macro-

autoradiogtaphy, The advantage of the T camera was that repeated measures could be

performed on the intact living animal during laparoscopy. Thus, cell movement was
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analysed aS it occurred. To use the previous analogy; the 'movie' was watched from

start to finish, making the storyline more understandable.

In consideration of the above points, fîlter and washing analysis, and y camera analysis

were chosen as the most appropriate methods for analysing cell movement during

laparoscopy and laparoscopic surgery, Both methods were found to be reliable, easy to

use and sensitive.

The in vltro studies were inexpensive and easy to implement. The conclusions drawn

from these studies were as follows: aerosolisation during insufflation ocøtrred (H2.1

supported, Table 1.5, p. 54) but was not a conìmon event; the volume and pressure of

the insufflating CO2 did not alter rates of aerosolisation; the use of heated and

humidified CO2 when no COz cannula leaks were present, was associated with a lesser

degree of cannula and laparoscopic instrument contamination with malignant cells (113.l

supported, Table 1.5, P. 54).

As in vitro studies are only indicative of what may happenin vivo, there is a need for in

vivo studies. The in vitro studies assisted in the planning of such work.

The in vivo studies were workable and reproducible. They showed that heated and

humidified CO2 insufflation did not increase aerosolisation (,É13.¿ supported, Table 1.5,

p. 54). Aerosolisation occurred during insufflation without inhaperitoneal manipulation

(f/2.¡ supported, Table 1.5, p. 54), with free inhaperitoneal LIM 1215 in vivo, but was

uncoÍrmon (only occurring once in -50 pigs, -2Yo).

Laparoscopy, or laparoscopic assisted surgery, in the presence of disseminated

intraperitoneal LIM 1215 led to laparoscopic instruments, cannulæ and port-sites
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becoming contaminated. Conceivably, high flow rates of CO2 insufflation might

possibly deflect free cell movement away from areas of high gas flow. Insufflation also

opens up the peritoneal cavity and allows more widespread movement of free fumour

cells. periods of prolonged desufflation, especially when free inhaperitoneal blood was

present led to higher rates of port-site contamination. Free blood within the peritoneal

cavity may act as a mahix for the transport of free inhaperitoneal tumour cells.

Results from gasless laparoscopy were inconclusive due to technical problems'

Improved abdominal wall lifting devices are required to obtain a better view of the

abdominal contents during laparoscopy.

Small animal models need to be closely evaluated in the light of the findings from these

porcine studies. The low rate of aerosolisation witnessed above is in conhast to results

from well designed studies (Matthew et at. 1997) indicating that aerosolisation may be

an issue only in the small animal model. It may be that the small volume of the

peritoneal cavity in rodents is enough to alter gas flow dynamics to give this picture

which cannot be effectively reproduced in the large animal model.

Significantly, when disseminated radiolabelled LIM 1215 cells were plesent in the

peritoneal cavity, instrument and wound edge tumour cell contamination occurred

during open segmental sigmoid colectomy. In addition to this, port-site and cannula

contamination occurred during laparoscopic assisted segmental sigmoid colectomy

when disseminated radiolabelled LIM 1215 cells r,vere present in the peritoneal cavity.

When intraluminal radiolabelled was present, no detectable spillage was detected,

irrespective of the type of surgery used. This could reflect a false negative result based
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on the resolution of the gamma camera detection method. Further, it suggests that less

than 500 (possibly as low as 100) cells found their way to the port-site when

radiolabelled LIM 1215 cells were placed intraluminally. The number of cells required

to be deposited at a port-site to form a metastasis is currently unknown. This question

was not addressed bY this thesis'

While the intramural cell model, did not provide any additional information about

transcælomic movement of LIM 1215, ít did provide a basic model for nodal and

hepatic involvement by radiolabelled LIM lzls.ftwas not clear whether this uptake of

radiolabel by the liver and lymph nodes represented radiolabelled cells or unbound

label, or even radiolabel in macrophages that have phagocytosed the LIM 1215

xenogtaft. However, minimal amounts of LIM I2I5, if any, were detected within the

peripheral circulation based on the immunobead studies. This suggests that any

circulating intact LIM 1215 may be destroyed before reaching the peripheral

circulation.

The human microperforation study showed that intact hollow viscera can become

microperforated by laparoscopic grasping instruments. Conceivably, this idea could be

extended to laparoscopic surgery for malignancy. The disruption of intact viscera by

instruments provides a means for tumour cells to bypass the normal metastatic cascade

(Figure 1.6,p.25).

8,1 Conclusion

The delivery of cells from the primary tumour to a port-site is clearly a key point in

port-site recu11ence of malignancy. This thesis addressed the mechanisms underlying
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the liberation and then subsequent movement of any liberated malignant cells across the

peritoneal cavity to the port-site during laparoscopic surgery

Based on the work undertaken for this thesis, the proposed mechanisms for the

movement of tumour cells from the primary tumour to a port-site during laparoscopic

surgery are as follows:

Laparoscopic instruments need to breach the tumour, liberating cells into the

peritoneal cavity and onto laparoscopic instruments (H6.1, Table 1.5, p. 54).

Tumour cells are carried across the peritoneal cavity by peritoneal fluid currents.

These fluid currents are influenced by physical factors'

Laparoscopic instruments and cannulæ are vectors of tumour cell transport (H1.1,

a

a

a

o

a

a

Table 1.5, p. 54)

Circumstances where the port-site is brought into prolonged contact with free cells

(such as during desufflation) will facilitate port-site contamination.

Free blood present within the peritoneal cavity may facilitate tumour cell

movement.

8,2 Recommendations and Further Resærch

Prospective randomised controlled trials comparing the incidence of port-site

metastases after laparoscopic surgery for malignancy versus the incidence of wound

recutïence after open surgery for malignancy need to be implemented. Data acquired

would determine the magnitude of the port-site/wound recurrence problem, since the
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true incidence of port-site/wound recurrence after laparoscopic and open surgery is

currently unknown.

Ongoing basic research needs to focus upon the pathophysiology of port-site metastasis

and means of altering the pathophysiology to reduce port-site metastasis.

Certain strategies when performing laparoscopic surgery for gastrointestinal

malignancy may reduce port-site contamination. These precautions should include:

Avoiding directly handling and crushing the tumour.

o To avoid extended periods of desufflation.

Minimising intraperitoneal bleeding

Washing all instruments frequently during surgery with a tumoricidal fluid (such as

o

a

povidone-iodine)

o Washing laparoscopic cannulæ and port-sites at the conclusion of surgery prior to

desufflation with a tumoricidal fluid.

Suggestions for further research include:

Refining the y camera model by improving cell labelling efficiency through the use

a

a

o

of different radiol abels.

Accurate micro-autoradiography could reliably show the intracellular location of the

ehTc label.
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o

a

o

a

a

o

The intramural tumour in vivo model could be further refined by using smaller

doses of cells in a thickened fluid to prevent spillage of the cells, since the tendency

for spillage was a consequence of the fluidity of the 'bleb'

The effect of using dead versus live LIM 1215 upon cell movement needs to be

determined. This would clariff whether the LIM 1215 cells move as passive entities

within the peritoneal fluid currents, or whether living cells actively bind to

instruments and wound edges.

Gamma camera analysis after instrument and peritoneal lavage could clarify

whether these methods do in fact remove exfoliated tumour cells.

A total laparoscopic technique could be compared with laparoscopic assisted

technique to determine if rates of contamination are truly different.

The use of different insufflation gases and the impact upon port-site metastasis is an

ongoing area of research.

Further human studies of microperforation during surgery for both benign and

malignant conditions should be considered. Instrument washings obtained from both

open and laparoscopic surgery in both benign and malignant disease may further

clarify the incidence of intra-op erative microperforation.

The liberation of malignant cells into the peripheral blood during laparoscopic and

open surgery for gastrointestinal malignancy needs study. Immunobead studies of

peripheral blood during laparoscopic and open human surgery for malignancy could

be used for this purpose.

a
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o To prevent tissue damage, laparoscopic instrument design could be altered to

produce lower pressure graspers (7.3 Discussion,p.227).

Future research ultimately should provide methods to reduce the incidence of port-site

metastases, enabling laparoscopic surgery for the removal of malignancy the gteatest

chance of favourable long term outcomes for patients.
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9. Appendix

The following tables detailing port-site recurrence (Table 9.1, p. 245 to Table 9.13, p.

257) werc modif,red from: 'Wexner et ø1. 1995, Martinez et al. 1995, Jolnstone et al'

1996, Weiss and Wexner 1996, Jacquet et al. 1995a. These tables are arranged

chronologically from the earliest to the most recently reported cases of recurreûce'

These tables are not exhaustive lists of wound and port-site recurrence'
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0.60%
3.20%

2t.00%

3s0%

4.00%
4.00%
t.44%
l.44Yo
l.44Yr

2,36
6.00
<36
<36
<36

9.00
9.00
3.00
6.00

26.00

6.00
8.00

21.00

3.00
10.00

No
No
No

No
No

No
No
Yes
Yes
No

No

No

No

Yes
No
No

No

No
No
No

No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

No

No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

B
c
D

(3 cases)

A
C
c
B
A
C
c
c

C

C
c
B
D

Berman 1995

Guillou et al. 1993

O'Rou¡ke et al. 1993

Walsh et al. 7993
Berends et al- 1994
Berends et al.1994
Berends et aL.7994
Boulez and Herriot 1994

Champault et al.7994,Lzwoy et a[. 1994

Cirocco et al.1994
Nduka ¿r ø/. 1994

Prasad et al. L994
Prusad et al. 1994
Rzmos et al. 1994
Rralø¡ros et al. 1994
Ramos et al- 1994
WtTsonet al. 1994
Ballantvne 1995

Alexander et al- 1993
Fusco and Paluzzi 1993

Table 9.1: Colorectal port-site meta¡itases. Review of the literature. Table continued îext2 pages.
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4.50%

330%

2.00
1.00

2.00
4.00
6.00

7.00
10.00

9.00
9.00
6.00
6.00
5.00
1.00

9.00
2.00
1.00

2.00

3.00
6.00

6.00
9.00
12.00

Yes

No
No

No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

No
No

No

No
No
No
No
No
No

Yes
No

No
Yes
No
No
No

Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes

c
B
D

B
B
A
B
B
c
c
c
D
c
D

pT3N0M0
c
c

B
B
C

c
c
A
B
B
c

Wexner and Cohen 1995 (Newrran et aI- p.c.)

Wexner and Cohen 1995 (Ngoi p.c.)

Wexner and Cohen 1995 (Stitz p.c)

Iacotrct et al. I995a
Jacouet et al.1995a
Jacouet et al.1995a
laco:uet et al- 79952
Jzco:uet et al. 1995a
Jacouet et al.1995a
Jacouet et al.19952
lacoret et aL.7995a

et al. I995a
Jacquet et al.1995b
Ma¡tinez et al.l995
Montorsi et al. 1995
R'ze et al. 1995

Wexne¡ a¡rd Cohen 1995 (Gionnone p.c.)

Wexner and Cohen 1995 (Gould p.c.)

Cohen and Wexner 1995

Cohen and Wexner 1995

Cohen and Wexner 1995

Cohen and Wexner 1995

Cohen and Wexner 1995

Fineerhut 1995

Finserhut 1995

Finserhut 1995

Fodera et al. 1995

Table 9.1: Colorectal port-site metastases. Review of the literature. Table continued from previous page and continues on next page.
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0.70%
3.40%

0.97%

150%
1.30%
t.30%
2.00%

6 to 12 months

6 to 12 monürs
6 to 12 months
6 to 12 months

9.00
15.00
4.00
12.00

<30 months

2.00
3.00

7.00
15.00

21.00
12.00

15-46 months
15-46 months

6 to 12 months

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

No

Yes
Yes

No
No

No
No
No
No
No
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No

No
No

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Yes
Yes

C
D
B
C
B

C
C
c
c
c
C
B
C
D
C

B
B
C
c

Cook and Dehn 1996

Gellnnet al. 1996
Kok et al. 1996
Kwoket al. 1996
Lttmley et al. 1996

Yukastnet al. 1996
Vukasin ¿r a/. 1996

Ytkast¡.et al. 1996
Yrkastnet al. 1996
Ylkzstn et al. 1996
Bokev et al.1997
Fieldine et al.1997
Fieldine et al. 199'l

Lgury. et al. 1997

Wexner et al- 1995
Wexner et al. 1995
Wexner et al. 1995
'Wexner et al. 1995
Wexner et al. 1995
Cook and Dehn 1996

Table 9.1: Colorectal port-site metastases. Revielv of the literature. Table continued from previous page. Total number of patients is 69^ Interval to

recurrence ranges from 1 to 26 months'ü¡ith a median interval to recurrence of 6 months.
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3.45
4.00
3.00
1.38

< I month
< I month

8.00

0.69
4.50

0.59
7.00
0.69
2.00
5.00

3.00
3.45
3.00

Yes
No

No
No
No

No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Yes

Yes
No

No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes

T2
T4
T3
T3
pTl

T3NOMO
T3
Tis

T3NOMO
T3

T3
T3
T3

T2
T3

T2
T3
T3

Drouatd et al. l99l

Fons. et al.1993
Landen et al-1993
Lanford and Lone 1993

O'Rourke et al. 1993
Wzlsllet al. 1993
Johnson et al.1994
Kim and Rov 1994

Nally and Preshaw 1994

Nútu2 et al. 1994
Ns. et al. 1994
Tarezr.or¡^z et al. 1994a
Tzrøarcna et al. 1994b
Taryaronz et al. 7994b

Gornish ¿r a/. 1991

Ba¡sorun and Windsor 1992
Paraskevopoulos and Pechlivanides I 992

Pezet et al.1992
Clair et aL.7993
Flieelstone et al.l993
Fow. et al. 1993

Table 9.2: Laparoscopic cholecystectomy with gall bladder carcinoma, table continued next page
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33.00Yr
33.00%

18.7sYo

t8.7s%
t8.75%

2.00
1.38

3.00
5.00
8.00
3.00
8.91

1.38

3.00
10.00
12.00
30.00
3.00

0.69

2.50
3.00

No
No
No
Yes

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

No

No

No
Yes
Yes
No

No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
No

No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

T3

T3
T4
pT2
T3
T3
Tis
T3
T2

DT3

eT2
D"T2

T3

þT2

T2

Joln et al. 1995
Iofui. et al. 1995
Sztlet et al.1995
Sandor ef ¿/. 1995

Sa¡rdor ¿r a/. 1995

Wibbenmeyer et al. 1995

Wibbenneyer ¿t al. 1995
Btúr et al. 1996
Yamasuchi et al. 1996

Yamazuchi et al. 1996

Yamazuchi et al. 1996
Karaviannfüs and Knisht 1997

Wade et al. 1994
Brooks 1995

Brooks 1995

Copher et al.1995
Dhote et al.1995
Iacobi et al.1995

Table 9.2.. Laparoscopic cholecystectomy with gall bladder carcinom a, table continued from previous page. Total number of patients was 39^ Interval to

recurrence was 0.6 to 30 months with a median interval of 3 months.
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1.00o/r

1,00%
1.3 8

7.00
0.46
6.00

0.46
0.26
0.69
0.69
12.00

4.00
0.46
0.46
o.46
1.84

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No

No

Yes
No

Yes

No
No

No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
No
Yes

LMP
T3c
T3c
T2a

21 cases

LMP

T3C

T3c
T3c

LMP
LMP

IB
Ovarian
Cervical lDiasnostic with bioosv)
Ovarian
Ova¡ian
Ova¡ian
Ova¡ian
Va¡ious (Ovarian)

Ovarian
Fallopian tube
Ova¡ian SCC
Endometial

Ova¡ian Cystadenoc arcinoma
Ovarian
Ovarian
Ova¡ian

Stockdale and Pocock 1985

Hsui ¿r a/. 1986

I{stt et al- 1986
Miralles et al. 1989
Patsner and Damien. 7992

Gleeson et aL.7993
Gleeson et al.1993
Gleeson et al.1993
Childers et al.1994
Childers et al.1994
Shepherd et al.1994
Bacha et al. 1996
Ch't et al. 1996
Wane et al. 1997

Döbrönte et al.1978

Table 9.3: Gynæcological malignancies and port-site recunence. Total number of patients was 35. Interval to recurrence ranged from 0.26 to 12 months,

with a median interval to recurrence of 0.69 months. LMP : Low malignant potential.
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6.38%
4.00

s.00
3.00

3.00

0.5 to 29 months

4.00

6.00

5.00

5.00

10.00

No

No

No

No

No

No

No
No

Yes

Yes

No
Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
YesYes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes
Yes

No

l2 patients

Metastatic

T1NOMO
Metast¿sis

T4
2l Cases

T2

Metastasis

Metastasis

Metastasis (placed in
a bas)

Pulmonary Priuury and
Secondary Tumours
Pulmonary Secondary
Osteogenic s¿rcoÍrzr

Oesophagus SCC
lThoracoscooic resectionl
Pulmonary Secondary
Adenocarcinoma

Pulmonary Secondary
Osteoeenic sarcoÍt¿r

Pulmonary Secondary
Colon Tumou¡

Mesothelioma
Lung secondary
lEndometial ca)

Oesoohaseal
Lü¡s Adenocarcinoma
Lung secondary
(Sa¡coma)

Lrurg Adenocarcinoma

Boutin and Rev 1993

Thurer 1993

Cole et al.1994
fuv et al. 1995
Walsh and Nesbitt 1995

Yim 1995

Downey et al.1996

Sartorelli et aL.7996

Dirut et al. 1997

Wtlle et al. 1997

Wille et a|.7997

W:dle et al. 1997

Table 9.4: Thoracic and pulmonary malignancies and port-site recurence. Total number of patients was 43. Interval to recurrence ranged from 3 to 10

months, with a median interval to recurrence of 5 months.
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11.000/o

r.60%

t.60%

1.60%
1.60%

0.23
5.00

37.00
0.07
4.00
1.00

9.00
6.00
3.00
5.00
1.61

3.45

10.00

7.00
1.00

10.00

5.00

2.00
3.00

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

No
No
No
Yes

No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No

No

No

No

No
No
No
Yes
Yes

No

Yes
No
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No

Yes

oT3N+M0
T3

T3NIMO
T4N3MO
T3NIMO

T4

Local

Local

Advanced
Advanced

Stomach
Hepatocellular
Liver (diaenostic with biopsv)
Burkitts
Pancreas (after lap cholecystectomy)

Bladder llap lymphadenectomy)
Bladder
Prostate
SCC Hwopharvnx IPEG insertion)
SCC Hwopharynx IPEG insertion)
Pancreas (diagnostic laparoscopy no

contact witT tumou¡)
Pancreas (seeding after gastrostomy,

tumou¡ not handled)
Oesoohaseal
Stomach
Stourach
Pancreas (diagnostic laparoscopy no

contact with tumour)
Pancreas (diagnostic laparoscopy no

contact with tumou¡)
Stomach
Liver

Nieveen van Dijk.:lo;t et al. 1996

Nieveen van Diikum et al. 7996

Nieveen van Dijk'tm et al- 1996

Cava et aI. 1990
Keate and Schaffer 1992
Russi er ¿/. 1992

A¡actinsi et al.1993
Siriwardena and Sama¡ii 1993

Stolla et a|.1994
Andersen and Steven 1995

Bansma et al- 1995
Becker et al. 1995

Becket et al. 1995
Jorgensen ef ø/. 1995

Watson 1995a

Cook and Dehn 1996

Cook and Dehn 1996

Cook and Dehn 1996

Nieveen van Dijk.llr;t et al. 1996

Table 9.5: Miscellaneous malignancies and port-site recurrence. Total number of patients'tras 19. Interval to recurrence ranged from 0.07 to 37 months, with
a median interval to recurrence of 4 months.
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6.00
5.00

96.00
6.00
7.00
0.66
0.66

72.00

6.00
2.00

1.84

Yes
No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

T2
T4

c

c
c

Unloown
Primarv

Tis

C
Tis

Oesophazus (Recu¡¡ence in skin gaft site)

Apoendix (percutaneous drainage)
Hepatocellular (FNAB)
Colon Implant to Anus from ci¡cular stapler

Colon (Liver metast¿sis) FNAB
Liver metastasis Ethanol Injection

Colon metastasis to an old operative scar for
Drostatectomv

Gall Bladder (recurrence in cholecystectomy
wor.rnd)

Colon (Implant into APR wound when
bowel ooened laoa¡oscooicallv)

Colon (Suorapubic Catheter site)

Prostate (Perineal recurrence after tucut
bioosv)

Pancreas

Gall Bladder (Percutaneous Transhepatic
Choledochoscopy)

Ced¡one et al.1992
DeFrjel¡d et al. 1992
Goleln et al. 1992a
Golellt et aI- 7992b

lwase et al. 1993

Merz et al. 1993

Ltnúey et al. 1996

Srietud 1996
Szentgyörgyi 1996

Docto¡ et ¿1. 1997

Jewell and Romsdahl 1965

Yamakawa et al. 1983

Bosman and Blok 1985

Table 9.6: Miscellaneous malignancies and cutaneous seeding or recurrence. Interval to recurrence ranged from 0.66 to 96 months, 'with a median interval to

fecurrence of 6 months.
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?
,|

0.00o/o

0.00%
l00o/o

20%
0%
0%

,l

,|

?

100%
20%

?

13%
7

2

?

?

?

?

0
?

?

?

l.83Vo

0.00%
t.44%
0.00%
3.26%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
o.o0%
0.00%
0.68%
0.00%
0.00%
3A5%
r.20%
O.00Y"

O.00o/o

0.00%
l.O4o/o

0.00%
l.52Yo
134%
0.93%
2.00%
0,00%

2

I
I
0

10

0

J

0
J

0

0
0
0

0
1

0

0
I
I
0
0
0
5

0
1

I

J

l5
I
5

I
5

I
l0

8

0

191

t48
39
146
29
83

76
79
t4

480
l9
66
149
108

50
l8

545

70
208
t2
92
60
84
JI

33

Colon
Colon
Colon
Colon
Colon
Colon
Colon
Colon
Colon
Colon
Colon

Colon (With cu¡ative intent)
Colon
Colon
Colon
Colon
Colon
Colon
Colon

Colon (prospective)

Colon
Colon
Colon

Rectum
Colon

Larac}¡et a|.7997
Leüts et al. 1997

Stzøe et al.1997

Darzi et al. 1995
Fineerhut 1995

Fowler et aL.7995

Franklin et al. 7995
Akle 1996

Besos et al.1996
Fra¡klin et al. 1996
Gellmann et al. 1996

Hoffua¡,net al. 1996
Huscher et al.1996
Koket al. 1996
Kwoket aL.7996
Lotd et al.1996
Ltnúev et al. 1996

Reissman er ¿/. 1996a

Vukasin et al. 1996
Wexner et al- 1996
Bokev et al. 1997

Fieldins et al. 1997

Drou¿¡d et al.1994
Lerov 1994

Rzmos et al. 1994

Table 9.7:Laparcscopic srugery for colorectal malignancies. Summ^ry of 25 published series. Total patient number was 2836, w1th29 recurrences, giving a

port-site recurrence incidence of l.02yo (95Yo confidence interval 0.69% to I.47%).
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lO0Yo

s0%
33%
19%

J

3

3

6

9

l6
Gall Bladder
Gall Bladder

Wibbenmever ¿t al. 1995

Yamasuchi et al. 1996

Table 9.8: Laparoscopic surgery for gall bladder malignancies. Summary of 2 published series. Total patient number v/as 25, with 6 recllrrences, giving a

port-site recurrence incidence of 24Yo (95o/o confidence interval 936% to 45.I3Yo).

Table 9.9: Thoracoscopic surgery for thoracic malignancies. Summary of 1 published series. Total patient number was 188, with 12 recurrences, giving a
port-site recurrence incidence of 6.38%o (95Yo confidence interval 3.34yo to 10.88%).

Table 9.10: Laparoscopic surgery for gynæcological malignancies. Summary of 4 published series. Total patient numberwas 203, with24 reculrences,

giving a port-site recurrence incidence of 1I.82% (95Yo confidence interval 7 .72% to 17 .08%).

638%Mesothelioma1993

7
,|

7
,l

52.O0Y"

16.O0o/o

10.00Y"

0.95Y"

l3
7

3

I

25
43

30
105

Ovaw (92%o rzte of overt soillase)
Ovarv llaoaroscoov)
Ovarv loaracentesis)

Ovarv fVa¡ious)

Kindemra¡n ¿f a\.7995
Kruitwasen et al.1996
Kruitwasen et al. 1996
Childers et al.1994
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t.60%Va¡iousvan

Table 9.11: Diagnostic laparoscopy for various malignancies. Summary of I published series. Total patient number was 250, with 4 recurrences, giving a

port-site recurrence incidence of t.6o/o (95Yo confidence interval 0.44% to 4.05%).

Table 9.I2:Laparoscopic srügery for unknown malignancies. Summary of I published series. Total patient number was 51, with 2 recufÏences, giving a

port-site recrurence incidence of 3.92Yo (95Yo confidence interval 0.48%to 13.46%).

Cole et a|.7994
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6.81%
,|

1.80%
?

10.00%
?

,l

?

6.70%
?

?

2

1,90%
2.78%
2,500/0

?

t%
,l

1.Z9Yo

2%
0.64yo

0.24%
2,00%

,l

lt
I
7

l3
ll
3

13

1

1l
52

I

105

58

191

623

l0
t24

1603

9l
1008

50
t7tl

-21.500
50
444

569

36
280

Extrapelvic Colon
Rectal

Colon llaoa¡oscooic converted to open)
Colorectal

Colon
Colon

Colon (Curative resection)

Stomach

Gastrointestinal and Genito-u¡inary tacts
Colon
Colon
Colon

Forher and Lawrence 1960
Thomas 1961

Czss et al.1976
Ledesma et al. 1982
Hushes et al.1983
Gunderson et al- 1985
McDermott ¿f ¿/. 1985*

Besos et al.1996
Reillv et al. 1996
Hewett and Baxter 1997

Lew:p et al. 1997

Obrand and Gordon 1997

Table 9.13: Open (laparotomy) surgery for abdominal malignancies and incisional recurrence. Summary of 12 published series. Total patient number

calculable was 5257, with 55 recurïences, giving a wound recurrence incidence of I.05yo (95o/o confidence interval 0.79% to I.36%). *Abdominal Wall
recurTence.
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